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DEVELOPMENTS OF JAPANESE
BUDDHISM.

BY RKV. A. Lr.ovn, M.A.

[Head Xur. 11, 1894.]

CHAPTER I.

In order t-&amp;gt; understand the history and development

of the Buddhist Faith, sonic account should he given of

the Bn.hman Faith of India upon which it is based
;

t or

there is scarcely one doctrine of Buddhism which is

not derived ironi the earlier religion of India. Like

Christianity, Buddhism does not claim to he a new revelation,

but to be a restatement, made in a convincing form, of

truths which have been since the beginning.

The Brahman religion may be said to have two prin

cipal forms : Pure philosophical Hrahmanism, and Hin

duism. Buddhism has forms corresponding to both of

these.

&quot; Pure philosophical Brahmanism,&quot; says Professor

Monier Williams,
1 &quot;

may fairly be identified with the

Vedanta nyst m, which again i&amp;gt; closely connected with

the Sankhyit.
&quot;

It is a creed built up on the doctrine of an impersonal,

universally present, unconscious spirit called Brahmi.u,

1 Buddhism in itH delation to Bruhminism, in Journal of the

Koyal Asiatic Society vol. xvii part ii. Art. viii (new series).
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a kind of spiritual element or vital principle pervading

all space, and underlying equally every material object,

whether organic, or inorganic, whether stones, animals,

men or gods.
&quot; It postulates the eternal existence of that impersonal

elementary spirit as its starting point denies the real

existence, not only of all material objects, but of

the separate human soul as distinct from the univer

sal, soul
;

and ends where it began, in a pure im

personal entity, which it is difficult to distinguish in

its unconscious state from pure non-entity. If this be

Pantheism, as commonly alleged, it is a kind of spiritual

Pantheism very different [from the ordinary Pantheism

of European philosophy.
&quot;

Hinduism, on the other hand, is a system built

upon the doctrine of devotion to the personal gods Siva

and Vishnu. It postulates the eternal existence of those

personal gods as its starting point, and ends in simple

polytheism and idolatry.

nO.ii.ii&quot; If we compare in the same way philosophical

with popular Buddhism, the difference seems to be in

this :

;

Philosophical Buddhism or at least the truest form

of it, is a system built up on the doctrine of the utter

unreality and undesirableness of life in any form or

state, and the non-existence of any spiritual essence as

distinguished from material organisms. It postulates the

eternal existence of nothing as its starting point, and

en&amp;lt;l&amp;gt; in simple Nihilism. Impermaneuce is written

on the whole visible universe, including man. Even

the most perfect human being must lapse into non-

existence.

&quot;

Popular Buddhism, on the other hand, is a system

built up on the worship of certain perfected human beings

converted into personal gods. It affirms the eternal

permanence of such brings in some state or other, just
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us Vaishnavas affirm the eternal existence of Vishnu.

It gives them divine attributes, and ends like Hinduism

in polytheism and
idolatry.&quot;

It is abundantly clear (and I must still acknowledge

my indebtedness to the same author) that the historical

Buddha did not intend to found a new religion, hut a

monastic order existing within the old, and distinguished

from the old mainly by its greater universality of aim.

No new doctrine was propounded the universality of

sorrow, ami the desire to escape from it by a life of

asceticism and self-devotion which should ultimately lead to

union with the universal nothing all these are clearly to

be found in Brahmanical writings. Nay, the very technical

terms of philosophical Buddhism Ijuil/ti or enlightenment,

Karma, ])/iiirni(i, the five Skandhas, /vW/n/.s-, Mokx/m, all

come to us from Brahraanisui rather than from Buddhism.

It was Sakyamuni s intention, not to overthrow the old

thoughts, but to make the sound conclusions of philo

sophical Brahmanism available for the whole population

of his country, irrespective of rank and caste. This will

account for the comparative ease and rapidity with which

Buddhism lias disappeared from the land of its birth. The

Indian Buddhist under the stress of religious persecution,

found in one or other of the Hindoo sects all that he

required, or valued, in the way of doctrine or morality.

The Buddhist faith therefore was never destroyed by

Brahmanism, but completely re-absorbed. And so it conies

to pass that whilst India is no longer the home of the

Buddhist Church, it still remains, for every true disciple of

Sakyamuni, the true Ilolv Land, the place neiirest to

Heaven, the place still hallowed by the traditions and

doctrines of the Great Teacher of the East.

If it be true that philosophic Buddhism is thus

intimately connected with the philosophic Brahmanism

which preceded it, it is equally true that the theistic

Buddhism of the Northern, or so-called Great Vehicle,
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School is similarly connected with the theistic Hinduism

out of which it sprang, and especially with that mystic

religionism which was ever seeking to find the spiritual

truths underlying the popular mythology.

Perhaps a few words on tin.1

subject of the &quot;

Vehicles&quot;

may here he in place. By Vehicle is meant such a

body of doctrine as will enable the believer to ride thereon

to the perfect consummation of his humanity. It is in

other words a
&quot;

body of saving doctrine.&quot; Buddhism

knows two, it not three such Vehicles the Hinayana,

or Small Vehicle, the MahayAna, or Great Vehicle, and

the Ekayana, or One Vehicle. The professors of the

Hinayana, generally predominant in Ceylon and Burmah,

charge the Mahayana teachings with being an illegitimate

development of the Great Master s teachings, whilst

those who &quot;follow the Great Vehicle, and still more those

who are enlightened by the superior illumination of the

One or True Vehicle, look down upon the H mayana as

a rudimentary and imperfect Buddhism. It is my belief

that all three find a place in the legitimate preachings

of Buddhism. I will give my reasons for this belief.

It is not given to many teachers to have their sphere

of activity extended over a period so long as that

which comprises the missionary activity of Sakyamuni.

Our Lord s Ministry was barely three years, that of

the Buddha was for fifty. It is impossible to think that,

during that half century, he did not increase in wisdom

and develop in his teachings. He would have been no

true man bad be not done so. Neither is it credible that

his original disciples, during all the long period of his

tuition, were not growing day by day in spiritual insight,

so that that which satisfied them at the beginning ceased

to meet their spiritual requirements even a year after

their first conversion. It seems to me therefore but

natural to suppose that the teachings of the Bhagavat

progressed as time went on, in accordance with the
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proportion of faith. loth in himself and in his hearers, from

the denials and prohibitions ot the Smaller Vehicle to

the positive assertions and commands of the Grout, and

through these to the spirituali/ed truths of the One Vehicle

of Universal Teaching.

The earlier teachings of Sakyamuui were in the Pali

language, the Prakrit colloquial spoken in the Kingdom

of Maghada, and were addressed entirely to persons who

were in the habit of using the language. This

mav he seen by examining the introductory notices

to the various Sutras of the Sutta Xipata, or of

any other of the Hinayana Sutras, lint by degrees the

teaching spread beyond the confines of the Kingdom of

Magadha, to the larger India outside, and was addressed

to persons of a higher rank than those to whom

the preaching was first addressed. This necessitated a

change in the language. Pali was no longer useful, but

Sanskrit. Xeither was popular Brahmanisui the only rock

upon which to buse. Sakyamuni and bis expositors (for

Sakya himself wrote nothing) appealed to the wider

constituency of the Sanskrit-using peoples throughout

India, and based their appeal not on the philosophic

Brahmanism, but on the popular Hinduism of which

Buddhism claimed to be the logical development and

conclusion.

M. Senart, in an article entitled La Li ijctnli (In.

Bwldhn* lias an interesting argument to show that all the

theological attributes which are ascribed to the Buddha

in the writings of the Great Vehicle, are in reality taken

from the Hindoo writings, and especially from those

which are capable of a spirituali/ed meaning, such as

the Mahabharata, the Bhagavadgita, and the Vishnu

Parana.

Thus when the Prince Siddhartha was born, the

Brahnmns, to whose care the marvellous boy is en-

* Journal Asiatique, 1*74, 7 scrips, vol. &quot;&amp;gt;.
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trusted, announce that ho possesses the marks of

a Cakravartin - or a Buddha
; and in after years,

when the prince leaves his home and commences his

contest with Mara the Tempter, he renounces the

glories of a Cakravartin, in order that he may reach

to the higher dignity of a Buddha. A careful examin

ation shows us that we are here dealing with a Brahmanic

thought, and that the ideal Cakravartin witli his seven

treasures, etc., is a creation of spiritual Hinduism, the

longing after that perfect Purusha, the ideal MAN, who

lives in the person of Krishna and other avatars of Vishnu,

but who, according to Buddhist testimony, meets with his

tallest development in the person of Sakyamuni. This

analogy, between the conceptions ofHindoo popular theology

and the advanced stages of Great Vehicle Buddhism, is carried

out very fully by M. Senart, in a series of articles which

will well repay a detailed study : and the conclusion to

which I almost unconsciously came whilst reading them,

was that as the Hiiiayana, or Lesser Vehicle Buddhism, was

the logical completion and methodized expression of that

philosophical Brahmanisui upon which it was based, so,

in the higher conceptions of Mahayana doctrines, we have

the same principles adapted to the speculative dreams

of theological Hinduism. The Mahayana seems to point

to the Messianic hopes (if
I may so call them) of Hindoo

mysticism as fuliilled in the person of Sakyamuni. And if, in

the later development, we are led on, as in the Saddharma

Pundarika, to the consideration of the Tathagata as the

visible embodiment of a personality whom it wants

some ingenuity to distinguish from God, it will not be hard

to find the same thought expressed for us in the highest

of all Hindoo poems, the mystical Bhagavadgita.

It is for these reasons that I cannot consider the

Maliayana School of Buddhism as being an illegitimate

*

Jouniiil Asiatique, 1H74, 7 series, vol. 3.
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development of the faith originally delivered by Sakyamuni

to his disciples. It falls naturally into its place if we

consider the life and teachings of the Great Founder of

Buddhism.

NOTE ON THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE
GREAT AND LITTLE VEHICLES.

A very clear instance of the essential difference be

tween the methods ami objects of the two schools of

Buddhistic teachings will be found in the Chutur Dhannaka

Sntru, an account of which is given us by M. Feer in his

Etudes Bouddhlqnes (Journal Asiatiijue, IHGG), and which

is said, to be one of the very few Sutras existing both in a

Hinayana and a Mahayaua form. I do not intend in this

short note to give a complete account of the two Sutras
;&quot;

for this I must refer the reader to M. Feer s account.

But two points come out very distinctly. The Hina

yana Sutra is intended for beginners, the iMahayaua for

those who are more advanced in the path of the law. In

the former they are addressed only as Bhikkus, in the

latter, many of the auditors of Sakyamuni are spoken of as

having advanced to the stage ot Bodhisatvas, the highest

rank that a living man can attain to. Further, in accord

ance with this distinction in the hearers, the teaching

advances a stage, from the negative to the-positive. In the

Hinayana, the perfect virtue consists in the absence of four

things. He that would walk in the perfect path must

abstain from four things ; to wit,

1. Women.

2. Royal palaces.

8. Beautiful things,

i. Riches.

In the other, perfect virtue lies in the presence of four

things, and he that would attain to it must ever keep
with him,

1. The spirit of wisdom.
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2. The love of virtue.

53. Patience and firmness.

4. The retired life.

M. Feer, continuing his examination, shows that the

spirit of wisdom denotes that special characteristic of the

Bodhisativa, without which he cannot attain to perfect

enlightenment ;
that is, the constant desire for the truth.

The love of virtue is especially explained in another Sutra,

which gives us the master s reply to Auanda s question.

It consists in the abhorrence of evil, and the desire after

truth. This Sutra is in Sanskrit Ktihjnna Mitr-

Sevanam Sutra.

The third quality is found, hy ;i comparison of the San

skrit with the Thibetan, to represent that perfect manliness

which is the highest outcome of the sum-total of all the

paramitas, forbearance towards the weak
;
whilst the fourth

precept of the Mahayana hears to the fourth precept of

the Hinayana the same relationship that the beatitude,

pronounced on the &quot;

poor in spirit
&quot;

in St. Matthew,

bears to that on the &quot;

poor
&quot;

in St. Li^ke.

It will lie found that all the precepts given in the

Mahayana Sutra are very ancient and primitive ;
and that

they all form a part of the personal teachings of Sakyamuui,

us they are all to be found in various sutras which are

undoubtedly primitive. This tends to the conclusion that

the Mahayana is not a later production, an unwarrantable

and unauthorized development of Sakya s teaching, but that

it is all included in his original idea, and is to be explained

by his well-known method of preaching the truth to men,

according to the proportion of the faith, according as they

were able to bear it.

CHAPTER II.

The life of the Founder of Buddhism does not, in the

modern Japanese accounts, differ very much from that

of the same personage given in the Tibetan and Chinese
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accounts. Both Mr. Beal 3 and Mr. liockhill
4 have given

biographies of tin- Great Teacher from the point of view

of northern Buddhism. There is also an admiralde

summary of the Life of Shaka (to give him his Japanese

name), based on the Japanese work Slifiku Jit*i&amp;lt; lioku,

in the Introduction to Messrs. Satow and Hawes Hand

book for Central and Northern Japan.

It would not, however, he right to say that such a

hook as the Jitxu Holm gives us a view of the now current

version of Sakyamimi s life. Wherever modern studies

have penetrated (and they have penetrated very far in

this country), there the fact is recognized that, amongst

the many legends connected with the Life of the Founder,

there are many which [are fahulous ; and, in fault of

hetter, they h:ive adopted the criticisms of western

scholars, aud lay very little stress on any story which

would not he endorsed hy the scholar 8 of England, France

or Germ-my. The general outlines of this great life are,

I presume, known to all my readers, and I shall

therefore, content myself with a very short summary of

its principal features.

According to Japanese chronology, Siddartha, the son

of King Su Idhoilhana, was horn in the country of Kapila-

vastu in Central India in the year B.C. 1027. There are

sonu! Japanese, however, who assign B.C. 748 as the year

of his liirth, whilst foreigners generally place it as lato

as B.C. (&amp;gt;.&quot;&amp;gt;H. It is remarkably strange that there should

he swell a variety of opinions as to the birth of the founder

of si) great a system as Buddhism ; and, were it not for the

well-known indifference to dates which characterizes the

Oriental mind, we should be tempted to take this uncer

tainty as strengthening the conjecture of some Orientalists,

that Sakyamuni is not a historical personage, but merelv

a mythological creation.

s C:it -rm of Chinese Classics. 4 Life of Hmlcllm from the

Tibetan.
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Many marvels are related, both of his previous births,

and of his miraculous conception in the womb of Maya

his mother, to whom he came in a dream, entering her

womb in the shape of a white and spotless elephant.

(In Japanese his father s name is Jobon Dai (), that of

his mother Maya Buniu).

A child of marvelous beauty and size, such as became

one whose birth had been attended by so many prodigies,

he had at three years the appearance of a child of six
; had

mastered the sciences of astronomy, geography and arith

metic by the time that he was seven
;
was skilled in archery

and fencing ; and, being of great beauty and taller than all

his compeers, was formally acknowledged as heir apparent

to his father, and at the age of eighteen married to the beau

tiful Yasodhara. His life had hitherto been one ceaseless

round of happiness and pleasure ;
but the happiness ceased

when his perambulations of the city revealed to him the

existence of the painful things, birth, old age, disease

and death.

With that sympathy for human suffering which

was always one of the main characteristics of tin-

Blessed One, he sot himself to work to find a means

for saving his* suffering fellow-beings ;
and secretly

leaving his home and youthful bride in the beginning

of his nineteenth year, he spent twelve years in seeking

for the truth, first by means of asceticism and fasting,

and then by the path of abstract meditation. At last,

while sitting under the Bodhi Tree, or Tree of Wisdom,

he achieved that enlightenment which made, him able to

save both himself and others.

We may pause just one moment here to con

sider a discrepancy or inconsistency which is very

important in connection with the question of Buddha s

personality. If, before his birth as the Prince Siddhartha,

the Tathagata h;ul already attained the ported en

lightenment, and was waiting in the Tushita heaven
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for a favourable moment for accomplishing this design,

then the account of the conflict with the evil One, which

culminated in the enlightenment of the Buddha, must

he interpreted as referring to a conflict with Mara for

the possession of immortality. If, on the other hand, the

Buddha then for the first time obtained his enlightenment,

\ve need not take the higher conflict into account. It is, in

that case, merely a strife for knowledge ; though when we

come to the utmost issues, knowledge is life, for life eternal,

as we know, consists in the knowledge of (rod.

To the Hinayaua believer, the meaning of the conflict

with the Tempter is only a conflict in the lower sense.

Shall the prince become a Gakravartin, a mighty ruler over

the earth, or shall he attain to the higher rank of a Buddha,

able to teach ? The Mahayana believer sees in it some

thing farther; shall the Buddha
(
for he is one already)

extort eternal lite for his followers, or not? The end set

before the one class of followers is freedom from pain by

means of following one who is enlightened : the Nirvana

set before the other is eternal life, in union with the eternal

spirit, as a consequence of perfect enlightenment.

The Hinayana sees, in tins results of this conflict, that

the Buddha understood the meaning of the Four (treat

Truths, lif understood that pain was the universal fact

attached to life, that ignorance was the universal cause of

pain, ami desire the universal cause of life ; whilst the

universal means for escaping, from both pain ami

existence, was the noble eight-fold path of right conduct,

thought, and desires.

The Mahayana however sees in it, further, a kind

of Transfiguration of the Buddha. Sitting under the Bodi

tree he reali/es the existence of bis three-fold trans

figured body. With the one, the Nirvana Kayu (Jap.

(&amp;gt;jin
or AV.iA///), lie appears in a transfigured form

before 1 ratyeka Buddbas, S ravakas, gods and men ;

with his &quot;compensation body&quot; (Sambhoga Kaya, Jap.
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Hoshin), he appears before all the Bodhisattvas of the-

ten regions ;
whilst with his &quot; law -body

&quot;

(Dharniakaya,.

Hosahin), which is colourless, and formless, he sits for

ever in the region of the Absolute and the Unseen. It

is this Trinity that the Maruiya.ua Buddhist is taught

to recognize in the transfigured Buddha. When ho ad

vances to the higher teachings of the One Vehicle, he

learns to pay no more attention to the Man, Sakyamuiii,

but to concentrate his faith and hope on the everlasting

Trinity (san jin ittai &quot;three bodies one substance&quot;) which

are embodied in him.&quot;

After his great conflict was over, and the victory had

been gained, the Buddha remained for one week in beatific

contemplation of the Truths to which he had attained
;

and then, whilst still apparently in an ecstatic condition,

he preached a sermon, repeated nine times in seven

different places. This sermon is known in Sanskrit as

&quot; Buddhdvatamsctka innlut vaipulyci tiutt
ct,&quot;

in Japanese

as l\et/on 1\ i/o.
G

We should have expected that the first teachings of

the Blessed One would have been marked by simplicity,

and that the i\&amp;lt;

g&amp;lt;m Kyo, as the first discourse pronounced

by him, would have been a sermon containing the very

&quot;

&quot; The Mandala also typifies the great truth that all things

in time and space are in essence one and the same, and that iu

their reality or actual nature, they are pure and eternal. In short,

the Maudala represents the Buddha of Original Enlightenment,

not the man Buddha of gigantic stature and the glorious features.

The Buddha of Original Enlightenment is universal and omni

present. Earth, air, fire, water, colour, sound, smell, taste, touch,

form the Buddha s Spiritual Body. Form, perception, conception-

name, and knowledge, as well as the functions of body, jnonth and

will, are the Buddha s Compensation Body. Head, trunk, hands

and feet, eyes, nose, tongue and so forth, consitute his Transforma-

ion Body.&quot; (Doctrines of Nichiren, p. 19.)

A Catalogue of the Buddhist Tripitaka by Bunyu Nanjo r

Oxford, 188!}.
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elements of his teachings, and so have corresponded some

what to Our Lord s Sermon on the Mount. But the Keij^n

h i/6 is an extremely complicated system of teaching, and

as a matter of fact, in the Chinese arrangement of the

Tripitaka, the
AV&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;m

A
//&quot;

and its kinded Sutras are placed

lunch later.

To the Japanese mind, however, the Kfijon l\y&amp;lt;~&amp;gt;

is a

discourse spoken to angels, gods, and men. Without

leaving the spot where lie had attained to enlightenment,

the Buddha delivers a sermon which is listened to by eight

different congregations in seven different rooms (two

congregations are in one room i; and half these congrega

tions are earthly and half heavenly. The
J\c&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;//i Ki/i, \*

therefore the formal manifestation of that full hody -i

Truth which ih Buddha is now, during the long period

of his Ministry, going to apply to the varying needs &quot;i

mankind.

Having thus delivered his initial manifesto, the

Buddha descends from his mountain, and commences his

human ministry. For twelve year* he preached the

Lesser Vehicle, adapted to the capacities of those numerous

hearers, to whom the abstract truths of the earlier manifesto

would have been entirely incomprehensible. His earliest

convert was the Snake -king Mak&quot;ilinda (Mon-rin Kyu-o).

whom he converted on his way to Yaranasi (Benares), where

he was going to commence his real labours as a preacher.

Nor was his preaching amongst men unsuccessful : kings

and peasants, learned and ignorant, men imd women, ;&amp;lt;l!

flocked to his simple teachings: nnd in a short time he found

himself surrounded by so large a company of disciples

that he was obliged to add to his labours of preaching thu

care of a large number of religious communities, who

looked to him for spiritual guidance and discipline as Well

as for continual instruction. This period of the Buddha s

activity is known as the lll;n &amp;lt;&amp;gt;n (Sanskrit Mrigadiiva

&quot;deer
park&quot;) period, from the place which formed .his

Vo.l xx.. -J I
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principal place of residence. It is also known as the At/on,

(r Affdina period, from the general name given to the Sutras

and other writings connected with this period. The

Sutras coming under this head are extremely numerous,

t*nd all are included amongst the Hinayana teachings.

The curious will find a complete list of them in Mr.

N-uijo s Catalogue of the Chinese Tripitaka, already

alluded to.

The time had now come for the Law to he preached

in other places besides the capital of Hinduism (Benares),

find the Blessed one accordingly sets out on his journeys

to the various places embraced in his ministry ; reaching

even as far as Ceylon, from which he had received a

pressing invitation. It is in connection with these journeys

that arose the legend about the famous footprint of Buddha

which is still shown to the traveller in Ceylon, and of

which there is a facsimile in the court of the
/&amp;lt;~&amp;gt;joji Temple

hi Shiba, Tokyo. But with this period there comes a

change in his methods. V,V read of a visit paid by

Shaka, with two of his disciples, to the Tushita heaven

v. hero his mother w:&amp;gt;s now residing, in order to preach

her the Law of which she had hitherto been in

ignorance. It may be that this reiVrs to some trance

or period of ecstasy akin to those into which Swedenborg

WMS in the habit of falling. Certain it is that during

1-io absence his disciples mourned for him as one that

was dead, and that on his return his teachings were

considerably amplified. This period is known as the

llijdri, or \ uifiiili/a period, aud embraces eight years, during

which lie preached to the. Buddhns and Bodhisattvas

from nil the ten regions, who had ass-mbled around him

jiy
&quot; a staircase mad- 1 between the world of desire and

th it of form.&quot; The Vaipulya, or simplified, Scriptures form

( separate department of the Chinese Tripitaka; but there

re many Sutras in other parts of the collection which

:m also thus designated. It is
pos&amp;gt;ible

that in such
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cases they arc expansions of originally simple teachings,

made to suit the greater illumination of the HC&amp;gt;dr&amp;gt;

period.

From tlu- prritnl of expansion, to the period of

Transcendent Wisdom is one more step, and a very natural

one. From the. age of lifty to seventy-one, the Huddlm

preached the Transcendent Wisdom, h is difficult

to summarize this great Wisdom, which was thus preached

liy him from the four places which \vere his head

quarters during this period: the Vulture s Peak hermitage

on Mt. Gridhrakutfi, the Burden presented to him hy

Anathapindatla at Sravati, the Ahode of the Paranirtmi-

tiivusaviirtins, and the much cherished retreat of the

famous Bamhoo grove. The Prajmiparamita (Jap. ll&amp;lt;inni/&amp;lt;i\

doctrines mv mainly contained in two Sutras, the I tunni/d,

Sliin /
/&quot;

&quot; short Sutra, of which a translation is given

hy Mr. Beal in his Catena of Buddhist Scriptures from the

Chinese, and the larger l&amp;gt;&amp;lt;ii Haiiiiyu l\&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;&quot;&amp;gt; (MiihapiHJiuiparu-

mita Sutra) which !as the honour of heing the largest of

all the Buddhist hooks, and i&amp;lt; ahout tlu %

length of the New

Testament. Another well-known Sutra of this period

is the Kniirj. ikij
, ^Vajracchedika Sutra) of which there

exists an excellent r rem-h translation.

J he characteristic teaching of this period is the

doctrine of the Absolute, which Shaka seems tu he

aiming at, hut cannot define. When we
&amp;lt;^et

into tlm

region of the Ah^olut.- and Unconditioned lying at the

hack of the transitory phenomena which the Yaipulyu

has taught JIK t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; mistrust, we get into a &quot;region

where words fail us. Form and space cannot exist,

nor vet the variations of time. There is nothing for the

mind to lay hold of ; and, consequently, there is nothing

hy which the Ah.^olutf can he known or descrihcd. In

other words, man cannot hy thinking tind out (iod.

lint the Buddha di&amp;lt;l not thus leave his disciples in an

uhsolute negation. ihe Japanese biographer, hasing his
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system on an old &quot;

harmony
&quot; made by Temlai Daishi,

tells as that yet once more did he advance a stage in

his doctrine.

Sakyamuni is not the only Buddha, for he has already

in previous ages preached to many other Buddhas, and

these Buddhas have repeatedly come to his assistance.

But all these Buddhas partake of one nature
;
and one

heart permeates them all, the heart of that Absolute

Mind Avhich cannot be described by human words. Yet

in order that men may be able to gain some idea of

that absolute mind which permeates the universe, it has

become personified in a single great Buddha of original ex

istence, of whom the earthly Buddhas are but Incarnations.

In p.rcordance with this, during his last period

(Hokkv, or Xi hdti), he speaks of this personal deity (for

there is no other word to describe him) whom necessity

has as it were forced upon him. To this period art-

ascribed the Sutras which more than any others are read

and prixed in Japan : the two Sukhavati Yyuhas (/ )&amp;lt;&amp;lt;/-

mtiryojukyCi and Mida
A//&amp;lt;~&amp;gt;)

which speak the praises

of Amitfibha, the Buddha of infinite life, light and

love ; and the Saddharma puudarika (Hofreki/fi) which

further expands this being into the Tathagata of

Original Enlightenment in whom there resides a Trinity of

three persons. This forms the end of Sakyamuni s teach

ing and the Ac/mH/.-//&quot;,
or Sutra of the Great Decease, forms

a fit conclusion to the labours of the Great Apostle (

the Kast.

It is important for the reader to bear in mind this five

fold distribution of Sakyamuni s teachings. It is held in

Japan that not only was Sakyamuni s life so arranged, but

that the whole subsequent course of the history of the

Buddhist Church arranges itself on his plan. It will

perhaps (liable us to distinguish among the Buddhist

sects those which are legitimate descendants of Sakyamuni

and those which are not, and to systematize the develop-
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incuts of doctrine which have taken place in this luiul. The

visitor to Nikko will perhaps remember with interest that

the waterfalls on the road hetweeu Chiuzeiiji and Nikko are

named after these periods in the life &amp;gt;f the Great Founder

of Buddhism.

CHAPTKH III.

When Sakyamuni died, the teaching which he had

given as a seed during his life-time was left to bring forth

its fruit in the ages, according to the period of development

which he himself had assigned to it.

The first period, as we have seen, was the period

ot l\i
&amp;lt;/on,

the period during which, whilst under the

influence of the spiritual excitement resulting from his

conflict with the Trmpter, he preached, in an almost ecstatic.

condition, the whole fulness of his Truth. To this period

corresponds v. hat may he called the Apostolic Age of

the Buddhist Church. The Tathagata hud during his life

time chosen one especial disciple to he his successor.

This was Kas yapa, or Kashu, the first patriarch of United

Buddhism.

Under Kas yapa and his immediate successors the

Uuddhist community retained its unity and catholicity

Then- was no difference between Great Vehicle and

Little ; and in the strength of that (may I call it ?) divine

impetus which the congregations had received from their

founder, they proclaimed to angels aud men the whole

Hotly of Shaka s doctrines, the mystic depths of the Great,

as \\t-ll as the simpler fundamentals of the Smaller Vehicle.

Jut the world was not ready to receive so full a

doctrine, nor wviv the succeeding generations of Buddhist

converts equal in spiritual depth to those who had them

selves lii-aid with their own ears tin; teachings of the

great sage. It became therefore a necessity to go hack

to the foundation, aud once more to bring into prominence

those elementary truths which form the basis of the
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Buddhist Faith, and which Sakyamuni himself liad brought

into prominence during the .second and longest period of

his ministry.

Hence, hy the end of the first century after the Nir

vana of the Bhagavat, the Hinayana doctrines were

the principal, soon the only, topics of religious teaching

among his followers
;

and the Mahayana itself vanished

for a time from the thought of the Buddhist World. We
are not here much concerned with the developments of this

Hinayana Buddhism. Sutiice it to say that two of the

many sects into which it was divided, the Sarvastivadins

and the Sautrantikas reached China in due course, and that

their books were the first to he taught in Japan.

About the end of the sixth century after Sakyamuni s

entry into Nirvana, (I am here giving the received Japanese

chronology, though I know there are grave reasons for

supposing it to be wrong) Buddhism advanced another

stage, and, in the person of Ax
v(t&amp;lt;n&amp;gt;s1ui (Memyo), the Maha-

yana doctrines were once more preached, as the development

of the teachings which had hitherto been in vogue. A

century later, Xayarjuna (Kyiiju), Ax&amp;gt;i,n&amp;lt;ili(i (Mnjaku) and

Vasubandhu promulgated a still more advanced doctrine,

and brought the Mahayana school to the height of its

Indian development. Ax vatjhosha ii work may be compared

to the Uoiln or Yaipulya period of Sakyamuni s teachings ;

Rafltirjnna and Vfisuhan- Jin brought it into the period of

Jlaniujn or Transcendent Wisdom.

These three men, As vaghosha, Xagarjuna and

Vasubandhu, may be considered the founders of the, Maha

yana philosophy. They stand to Sakyamuni much as Plato

stands to Socrates. They teach, not, in their own name*

hut in the name of their master, and yet their teachings

are of a far more developed character. The seed thought,

however, comes from the Master : it has but grown and

flourished in the garden of the disciple s mind
;
and it would

be wrong to suppose the Mahayana doctrines to have
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emanated entirely from these teachers. They wrote com

mentaries on Buddhist Scriptures already existing, not the.

Scriptures themselves. These had been composed before,

either in Sakyamnni s life-time, or in the ecstatic

period which immediately followed it : and all that

they did was to call attention to those mystic and

metaphysical truths which had, in the meantime, escaped

the general notice. It was their intention to present

their thought as a development of their master s teachings.

It is presented in the name of Sakyamuni the Tathagata :

Asamga invokes and claims to obtain the aid of the great

Bodhisatva Maitreya in the composition of the Yogacbarya

Sastra
;

and Xagarjuna claims that bis teachings have

come to him tnn OTIC of the personal disciple^ of tho

Great Founder, who bad been waiting for centuries, in

an iron tower in Southern India, till the time should come,

for the doctrines to be ivvaled. We have clear evidence,

that all the important books of Japanese Buddhism existed

before the times of these sages; consequently, Amida,

K \vannon and the Great Buddha of Original Enlightenment

were known to IJuddhist thought before the coming of

Christ
; consequently, further, we may conclude that the

theistic teachings of later Buddhism are not mere rechauffes

of Christian teaching.

Such was the Buddhism which at the commencement

of the Christian era entered China. II found in the

Chinese a people very ditl ereiit from the Hindoos amongst

whom it had originated. In India we have &quot; an imaginative,

metaphysical race, who think away matter and hate tho

physical toil which develops its uses
&quot;;

in China,
&quot; a swarm

of plodding utilitarians, sternly adherent to things actual and

positive ;
who insist that the world is the plainest of facts

and needs no
explanation.&quot;

&quot; There was the brain, pure

thought ;
here is the muscle, pure, labour.&quot;

7

Oriental Religions: China, by Mr. S. Johnson. Boston:

n. Miflling A Co.
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Yet, practical ami apparently indifferent to religion as

*re the Chinese, the soil upon which Buddhism was to be

planted was not absolutely unfitted for its reception. Its

ancient patriarchal religion, with its invisible god worship-

pod by the sovereign on behalf of the people, its time hon

oured systems of practical morality connected with the vener

able names of Confucius and Alencius, its system of mystic

divinity, often degenerating into mere magic, founded by

Laotse, and known as Taouism, all these had given to the

Chinese mind a religious and devout bent ; whilst at the

same time that culture which is of so great value to the

reception of religions truth was well represented by its

ancient poetiy, the taste for which seems to be almost

universal.

The introduction of Buddhism to China is said to

have been, in a measure, miraculous. At least such is

the story, that, in obedience to a dream, the Emperor
i\lc; (Chinese M uuj] sent an embassage to the West

to seek a new Truth lately revealtd to mankind. It

has often been hoped that, in this vision accorded to

the Chinese Emperor, we have a confirmation of the

New Testament story, of the wise men who came from

the East to pay honour to the birth of the Saviour.

It is of course within the bounds of possibility that

such may have been the case, for the dates of Chinese

history at this early period, are not quite accurate; but

at any rate the result of the embassage as far as Christianity

is concerned must be considered a failure, for the messengers

came back with Buddhist scriptures and idols, instead

of the faith of the Cross.

Certain features have been noticed as differentiating

the Chinese Buddhism from that of India.

It was a long time before it took root. Though

encouraged by some of the Emperors, it was in common

with Taoism subjected to many penal measures, and. even to

persecutions, so that it was not till the fourth century A. D,
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that it began to take root and definite shape. We wonder

at times, and are disappointed, at the tardy results attending

Christian Missionary efforts in China, hut in proportion to the

time devoted to it, the success of the Church has been quite

as rapid as that which attended the efforts of the Buddhist

propaganda.

Many points in the development of Buddhism in

China deserve mentioning, as they form interesting points

for comparison with the progress inside by Christianity

in the west. Whilst Christianity during the first three

centuries had to make its way against the most determined

opposition ot the existing powers, Buddhism was favoured

by the powers of the State, to whom it made itself useful,

though it met with a bitter opposition from the followers

of Laotse and Confucius.

Again, Christianity was fiercely exclusive in the

honour which it claimed for Christ ; and put the theological

side of its Faith before the moral. Buddhism came with

an easy tolerance of ancient sages and gods. As it

had built itself in India upon the Hindoo pantheon,

spiritualized to suit its views, so now it did not seek

to overthrow the foundations of Confucius, Mencitis,

and Laotse, but to build further upon foundations

already laid ; and, leaving its theological and mystical

side in the back-ground, presented, first and above

all. the ethic;il teachings it brought with it. its

earliest text books in China were the Sutra of the Forty-
Two Sections,

&quot; the Four Verities,&quot; and the &quot; Dham-

mHp.idii,&quot; ethical books all of them ; and the pre-existing

technical terms and moral examples wen- freely employed
in the service of the Buddhist Faith. &quot;

It is true,&quot; says

Mr. S. Johnson,
&quot; that a highly speculative Sutra (the

Dasabhumi) was translated among the earliest; but it

was to obtain works of a simpler and more ethical nature

that Fa Jlian travelled lo India in the fourth
century.&quot;

Not till eight hundred years after the commencement of
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Buddhist missions did the mystical doctrines called the

Groat Vehicle begin to affect the character of the faith in

China.

Not only did Buddhism win its way into the affections

of the Chinese people by its wonderful power of adapting

and embodying all that was good in the native systems,

but it gained much advantage from its powers of organi/a-

tion. &quot; It gave point and system to weak mythological

instincts and lent the authority of association and hierarchy

to the ascetic impulse.&quot;

But above all, Buddhism came as a literary form of

thought to a literary nation. There is nothing in the

world like the Chinese scriptures of the Mahayana.
&quot; The

Canon in China is seven hundred times the amount

of the New Testament, lliouen Thsang s translation of

the Prajna Paramita is twenty-five times as large as the

whole Christian Bible.&quot; Some idea of the immensity of

the Buddhist Chinese Scriptures may be gathered from

Mr. Nanjo s Catalogue of the Tripitaka, published by
the University of Oxford.

it contains 1662 hook-;, but as in some cases more

than a hundred separate Sutras are included under

one title, this number must be very considerably

enlarged.

Its arrangement is as follows :

I. Vntrft I itfikd. Department (lit. &quot;basket&quot;) containing

Sutras or discourses.

(i.) Muhciyciiia Sittt ttit. Xox.

1 . Prajna Paramita Class 1-22

2. liatnakuta Class 28-60

8. Mahasannipata Class 61-86

4. Avatamsaka Class 87-112

5. Nirvana Class 118-125

6. Sutras excluded from the above

classes (duplicated) 126-375
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7. Sutras of which there is only one

translation, hut which art still ex

cluded from the five chases 876-54 1

(ii.) S ltrmt nf thf I Iniiitjuna.

1 . A^ama Sutras. (Some of these

c &amp;gt;ntnin i uuny Sutr.is under one title) /V12-07H

*2. Sutras of single translation excluded

from the above 079-7H1

(iii.) Dtnttrro-Ctinonifial Sutra* admitted

into the Canon after A. 1&amp;gt;. 900 7N2-10H1

II. Vinntjn I itakn.

(i). Vinaya of the Mahayana 1082-1100

(ii). Vinaya of the Hinayana 1107-1160

III.- -Altliiil/innnti 1 itnka.

(i). Abhidharma of the Mahayana 1167 12(iO

Iii). Ahhidharma of the Hinaynna 12(51-1297

Miscellaneous (apocryphal) 129H-1820

IV. Miscellanffrtu \Vorkn,

(i&amp;gt;. Indian Works 1821-1407

(ii.i Chinese Works 1-JOS-H521

i iii.) Later hooks admitted to the Canon

in or before A. 1). 1.~&amp;gt;Nl.

Oni- consequence of the immense extent of C hinesii

liuddhist Literature is that there? is an immense field

for eclecticism. It is absolutely impossible for anv one

person to read through and assimilate the whole of the

Canon of Scripture. Most men therefore choose, a certain

number of works only and devote all their attention to

these few. This will account very largely for the sectarian

subdivisions of Northern Hnddhism.

According to the Japanese historian.&quot; the earliest of

the Mahayana sects to arrive in China, was the Hidon-shn

or Abhidharma sect, which was originated during the last

R-v. Mimyu Nanjo. &quot;A Short History of the Twelve Bud-

Sects.&quot; I inn much indebted to this book.
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decade of the fourth century of our era, hut which does

not seem to have come to its full development for .two

centuries after its origination. The Abhidharma Pitaka

is that section of the Budddist Canon which devotes

itself to the metaphysical speculations growing out of the

religion, and corresponds roughly to the Sapiential hooks

of the Christian or Jewish Canon. A glance at the table

above given will show that it contains about two hundred

works, more than half of which belong to the Great

Vehicle teachings. As a matter of fact, the Hinayana has

but little to do with metaphysical speculation, as it is a

teaching meant principally for the lower classes of the

religious community. The Metaphysics came with the

later developments, when Sakyamuni and his Church,

alike in their turns, felt the necessity of a speculative

justification of the- Faith, as against the metaphysical

speculations of a mystic Hindooism quickened into activity

by the aggressive encroachments of the younger creed.

A glance at the Catalogue of the Tripitaka will show

us the names of many commentaries which will ir.eet

us frequently on the subsequent pages of the book. We
have commentaries on the Vajracchcilih-n sutra, one by

Asanga (No. 1107) and one by Yasubandhu (No. 1108);

and a third one combining both the preceding (No. 1231).

There is a commentary by Yasubandhu of the Saddharma

pundarika (No. 1232) which was translated as early possibly

as A. D. 886, hut certainly during the Northern Wei

dynasty A. P. 080-504 ; another by the same author, and

translated about the same time, of the Amittiyus xutra (No.

1204), and a long one, in 100 volumes, on the lengthy

treatise known as the Mahtiprajna paramita Sutra, which

I have already mentioned as being many times the length

of the New Testament. Most of the- commentaries men

tioned in this section are from the pens of As vaghosha,

Nagarjuna, Vasubandhu, Deva, and others of the great

founders of the Muhayana School. Of the Shasters of the
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Hinayana which form a part of this collection, there are

some which were translated into Chinese dating the first

century of our era, hut the vast majority of them seem to

have put on their Chinese dress during the fifth and sixth

centuries, so that wo may safely conclude that mystical

and metaphysical Buddhism were not much preached in

China hefore that period. Mr. Nanjo especially mentions

the Abhidharma Kosa (1207. 12(&amp;gt;&amp;lt;), 1270) and the Mahu-

vihhasha Sastra (1208) MS having contributed to the

establishment of this school. If moreover we turn from

the Abhidharma Section of the Catalogue to the Sutra pitaka,

we shall find that the Sutras and their Commentaries were

introduced into China much at the same time. Tin-

establishment of the Mahayana school must undoubtedly

have been the cause of a great outburst of mission

ary /eal amongst the Buddhist clergy and laitv of

India.

Mr. Nanjo gives a list of various sects which in

those early days existed in China. I do not give them

here. They no longer exist in their native country, but.

have mostly perpetuated themselves in Japan. It will he

sufficient for us to recall them one by one, as we need

them, in describing the various sects now existing in

Japan.

J have felt it my duty to make some general obser

vations on the growth and development of Buddhism in

India and China, as being the countries from which Japan
has directly, or indirectly, received her faith in tin- many
Buddhas and the One Buddha. It is now time for us to

go on to our main work, the description of Buddhism

in Japan.

CIIMTKIC IV.

It. was during tin- year 522 A.D. that a man mimed

Shiba Tatsn erected the first Buddhist shrim- in Japan at

the village of Sakatahara in Yamato. Of this first recorded
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attempt we have no particulars at all, but it does not

seem to have been successful. It was probably unaccom

panied by any teaching, as we do not read of any foreign

priest having belonged to tbe mission
; and so speedily

passed away.

But when thirty years later an ambassador appeared

at the court of the Emperor Kimmei Tenno (80th Emperor,

A. D. 540-571) bringing from the King of Kudara, a

part of the present Kingdom of Korea, an image of Shaka

(I shall henceforth call riakyamuni by his Japanese name),

and several Buddhist works, he was received with marked

favour by the King and Prime Minister ; and, in spite of

the opposition of the courtiers, a temple was erected and

placed under the care of Soga no Iname, the Prime Minister.

Soon afterwards, however, an epidemic broke out, which

was attributed by the conservatives to the anger of the

gods ;
the temple was destroyed and the image thrown

by the Emperor s command into the sea. As Shintoism

is a religious system which has no visible idols, we can

perhaps understand some of the feelings of the Japanese at

the introduction of imago worship. It is not known what

form of Buddhism was recommended to the Emperor

by the King of Kudara. The names of the books sent

are not given. As to the image, some say, as above,

that it was an image of Shaka
;

and that it was

some form of Hinaynna teachings that was thus pre

sented. The image itself is said to have been miraculously

preserved from the sea ; and at the Temple, of Tennoji at

Osaka there is preserved an image of Kwaunon, which

is said to be the identical image sent by the King

of Korea. Unfortunately there is another Temple,

the Zeukdji at Nagano, which claims to possess the

genuine article, a triple figure of Ain ula, Kirnnnnn, and

/W.sv /.s7t/ ( Skt. Ainitubha, Avalokitesvara, and Mahasthana -

prsipta), and until one; or the other claim can be verified, it

will bo hard to say what was the precise; form of Buddhism
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introduced. Both stories however ajjree in saying that

the ima&amp;lt;{e
WH-? cast into the sea and miraculously recovered

near Osaka, that the Emperor s palace was soon afterwards

set on tire by flames which tell from a cloudless sky, and

that Okoshi and Knmako, the principal opponents of the

new faith, perished in the conflagration. These portents so

ulurined the Emperor that he ordered the rebuilding of the

Temple ; and a further mission of nine priests trom Korea

took the places of those who had been driven away a few

months previously.

Eighteen vears after this, in the rei^n of liitatsu

Tenno, son of the above Emperor. :A. I&amp;gt;. 572 1 there

came vet a third mission from Kudara, bringing with

them priest &amp;gt;, nuns, carpenters, image-makers and

diviners, nd thus laying the foundation of useful aris

in tbe country. They were all housed in a Temple near

Osaka, and were favoured, not only by I mako, the Prime

Minister, but also by some Japanese of high rank, who

had been sent as ambassadors to Korea, and bad returned

as converts to Buddhism.

in the reign of the next emperor (Yomei Tenno A.D.

~&amp;gt;bo).
who was allied by marriage with the family of that

Soga who, in a previous reign, bad done what he could as

Prime .Minister to favour the introduction of Buddhism,

th.- C ourt did much to push the interests of th ne\\

religion, in spite of Ju- strong anti-foreign tVelin^ of a part

of the ruling cla^s, wh&amp;gt; resented th.- continually inrreas-

in^ intliieiic. of Korea. At bis death, the popular dis

content broke out into open rebellion, which however

only ended in the defeat of the Sbintoists, and the death of

Moriya their leader; and the accession of the m-\\ Emperor,

Shiijuu (A. I , ^ssj, practically secured the triumph of

Buddhism, ;i! hast as far as the Court was concerned.

Sbujiin died after a few Vears, and \Us succeeded by the

Kni|)r*s Suiko iA. J). ;jJ)3i, a sisti-r of the Emperor Yomei.

A \\oman. at ibr bead of aillairs in a roiiu b a nd undisciplined
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nation, cannot expect to have as much influence as a man.

Still, whatever influence Suiko possessed was exerted on

the side of Buddhism ;
and the cause of the yew religion was

fortunately much advanced by the Prime Minister Shotokn

Taishi, who may be said to hsive done more than any other

for the establishment of Buddhism in the land.

Shotoku s
&quot; name has been linked with many legends,

which are still current after the lapse of fourteen hundred

years.&quot;
It is said that, even as a babe of four months

old, he was able to speak, that ho betrayed not only a

singular precocity of intellect, but an early piety such as

is but rarely met with in the world. His capacity for

carrying on many different things at the same time gained

for him the nickname of Yatsu mimi no Oji, the Prince of

Eight Ears. He seems to have fully understood that

Buddhism, with its discipline; and organization, was an

invaluable silly in the government of a country which was

only half-conquered and less than half-civilized. He there

fore threw the whole weight of his influence into the scale of

Buddhism, and did his best to make it i!e fat-to the estab

lished religion of the country ;
as he did indeed make it

by Imperial Edict in G21. Many new- temples were

established throughout the country, which was parcelled

out into dioceses, with Buddhist bishops and archbishops ;

the service s of the monks were used for practical purposes,

such as the construction of roads and bridges, as well as for

the more; spiritual functions of their profession; and Japan

ese priests were sent across the sea 1.o study, 111 C lima and

elsewhere, tlu: mysteries of the faith, and especially the

Vinn
ift

i or rules of discipline. &quot;With Shotoku Taishi prac

tically ends the Korean period of Japanese Buddhism.

Henceforth, the increasing influence of China shows itself

in its true light. It was recogni/ed that the Korean was

but as tho moon in comparison with the brightness of the

Chinese Buddhism ; and the Japanese nation henceforth

turned to the true source of learning, and investigated
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Chinese Buddhism at its native Chinese streams. For the

next century we have nothing hut a list of the introduction

from China of sects, more or less imperfect, all of them

based on the incomplete teachings of the Hinaydna system,

and destined eventually to make room for more perfect

systems of religious philosophy.

For purposes of reference, I give the names of these

various early sects with their dates ; always premising, that

they must he considered as schools of thought within one

communion rather than as distinct religious organizations ;

and that, owing their inception and propagation to Chinese

missionaries, they must he considered as alien bodieK.

Buddhism did not take definite form in Japan until it

became an institution entirely in the hands of Japanese

priests.

1. AWm ,ST/ &amp;lt;/,&amp;lt; \. 1). (;r,S... (introduced to .Tu] -a.-.)

2. Jr.jitsn 8 tu \. D. (52r&amp;gt;...

8. 7iV.s-.s7i \. 1). 7,-&amp;gt;:{...

4. //.*- Sin V. I). &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f,M...

5. &nirnH Slt rt A. D. 02.&quot;,...

0. Kf fn Slu i \. D. IM...

It is not worth our while, with more pressing clui i v

before us, to give ;i detailed aeeonnt of the. religions

teachings of each of these sects. Still a snmmari/.ed view

of the gen&amp;lt;T;il teachings of these sects may be
gi\&amp;lt;u,

sutnci- i.t t.- . &amp;gt;.;(!. 1&quot; us to MTid&quot;r&amp;lt;t-nid the IUMV &amp;lt; :;

developed views of the later sects.

As the Brahman religion divides mankind into i , :ir

classes, so Buddha divided his followers also into ,i

corresponding number of divisions : tin- difference let\v . u

the two being tlmt, in the one, men are divided 1,\ :(M;

iron barriers of birth, which they cannot overpass ; in

the other, spiritual advancement depends on the degree- ,f

spiritual progress.

These four divisions niv ti) S i&amp;lt;iru/,ti (Jap. Shaii^n)
&quot;

hearer,&quot; a class corresponding very nearly to the

Vo.l Xii. /..
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catechumen of the Christum system ; iii) &quot;nityrka (nnhlha

(Jap. Engaku), or instructed believer; (iii) Boclhisattva,

(J;tp. Bosatsu), one who having comprehended the true

meaning of the law has hut one more death to face ; after

which he is horn as (ivl J)u&amp;lt;l&amp;lt;llta (Jap. Butsu or Hotoke),

a perfected being who &quot; dieth no more, but is passed from

(tenth into life&quot; by the attainment of perfected wisdom.

In the earlier sects which we are now considering,

we get the elementary stages of this teaching, as suited to

tK- capacities of the lower grades of believers.

Buddhism, it is said, is as broad as the ocean, yet

c-ui all its doctrines be summed up in one short verse

&quot; Abstain from evil, practise thou the good.

Cleansing the heart ; for this is liuddhahood.&quot;

It is a verse that even a small boy can remember, but

many a grown man has great difficulty in putting it into

practice. That which hinders man from walking the path

of all the Buddhas is h&amp;lt;xt (lunnni}, which involves us

in a continual chain of k(irnt;t, and causes us perpetually

! be reborn in one or other of the six paths of life. Thes

p;iths (Jap. liokutlo] are as follows :

1. Jiyoku the world of hell.

2. Gold the world of hungn devils.

8. Cliikusho the world of beasts.

4. Slidfii the world of disembodied spirits.

5. Jin the world of man.

0. Ten the world of heaven.

In one or other of these paths, or spheres, or worlds,

v are continually being born, living, or dying, until we

gv-i.^p the law, and following its sure guidance advance step

b) .-tep through the three grades of discipleship ; until at

l.r-t we reach to the highest stage of perfected Bmldhaship,

Buddhism presents its teachings, as we have seen, in very

gr ded forms, to suit all capacities.

To the lowest stage of intelligent beings it pre-

K -iits a form of teaching which mav he described as
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i////&quot;,
the relation* between man mid Heaven ;

or, as we ini^ht put it in Christian terminology,

the duty towards (iod and the duty towards one s

neighbour. It inculcates in the first place a loving respect

for the thn-e pr cious things Buddha, the Law, and tho

Church (uninlin no tnkarti) and enjoins upon the believer

the observance of the five moral precepts (ijo /.vii).

1 . Abstain from taking life.

2. Abstain from theft and dishonesty.

8. Abstain from all lewdness.

I. Abstain from untrue words.

.&quot;). Abstain from intoxicants.

From these five prohibitory precepts the believer is

taught to practise the ten virtuous actions which spring as

it were out of them (jn :;/).

1. Not to take life, but, on tin- contrary, to show all

the kindness in our power.

2. Instead of theft and dishonesty, liberality.

8. Chastity, instead of mere abstinence from adultery.

4. Truth-speaking, in the place of abstinence from

lying.

5. The use of words calculated to produce and preserve

harmony amongst men.

(}. The avoidance of vulgar expressions and the use

of words of refinement.

7. Plain speaking, as opposed to a false or exaggerated

style of expression.

H. The avoidance of unclean thoughts by moral con

siderations.

0. Charity and patience, instead of wrath.

10. The cultivation of a pure intention, as including

in it all the above commandments.

This forms the lowest class of teachings which are within

the reach of those who are very little advanced in spiritual

power. The man who is in the lowest class of Buddhism (the

Shoinon i is taught that if, in his present state ofdevelopment,
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he performs these duties, reverencing the precious things

and keeping the commandments, lie will certainly meet with

his reward ; for the partial sanctity thus attained will

enahle him to advance to the practice of those higher

duties which are required from the Pratyeka Buddha or

Engaku.

It will 1)0 seen that in the, first stage, the Shomon

is taught his duty as a child is taught, the command

is given, hut no reason is assigned. In the second or

Engaku stage, the commandments do not much differ hut

the reasons for each are given. Thus the Engaku is

taught to look to a motive power within for his moral

life, instead of to a power urging him from without. The

secret of the Engaku stage is, therefore, the development

of a reasoning conscience. The Engaku, consequently, is

taught (still within the limits of the Lesser Vehicle) the

constitution of the world, as the cause and explanation of

that moral life which he has already learned to follow

blindly.

As there are four classes of religious people, so there

are four status of existence ; the world of desire (Sahfi-

loka or Kama-loka, Jap. Yokukai), where the gross

desires rule, and produce gross matter
;

the world of

form (Jap. Shikikai), where substance is spiritual, and

can he seen hut not felt or heard ;
and the world of

invisibility (Jap. Mir*/iil,-lk&amp;gt;-ii\. where existence can be per

ceived by means of none of the organs, but only by

the intelligence. Above, and beyond all these, is the

world where Existence ceases and Essence only remains,

and this is called Nirvana. The curious will find a gresit

deal to illustrate this doctrine in the speculations of

Spino/.a, and in Swedeiiborg s Treatise on Heaven and Hell.

In order to pass safelv through these spheres of life,

or world he must understand

(i.)
The FOUR VKKITIKS (xhi tni), which are subdivided

as follows : (a) dukka
&quot;pain,&quot;

i.e. the pain of inheritance,
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thut pain which is the result of former actions ; the pain

of life, birth, existence aiitl death, being alike subject

to pain ; the pain ot experience, which comes to us, as

w learn thr chaugeablenesti and inconstancy of this

phenomenal world.

(A) Siunutltiya, ihe &quot;effects of
pain,&quot;

or &quot; the gener

ation ot suffering.&quot;

(c) \iruilka (Jap. niftxit},
&quot;

tin- destruction of

suffering.&quot;

K/) Mail/a
(&amp;lt;/&amp;lt;&amp;gt;)

the path leading to the destruction

of suffering; when by the patient practice of precepts,

contemplation and wisdom we reach to the supreme bliss

of Nirvana.

And
(ii.) The TWKI.VK r\rsKs, or the twelve-fold chain

of causation
(.//&amp;lt;

;i/ innt n) :

1. The lusts and desires ot previous life;

2. The deeds and sins of previous life.

i\. The mind at the commencement of uterine life.

4. The first tive weeks of nterine life.

&quot;&amp;gt;. The perfection of eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body,

thoughts, during the ntrrine life. (The six roots.)

(J. The period of birth, when the organs formed in the

drcvious state c mc into separate existence, but ate as

yet unconscious of joy or pain.

7. The development of infantile life, with joy and pain

connected with the organs of bodily sense.

H. The lust of the flesh and the lust of the eyes.

J). The pride of life, which impels a man to run

hither and thither in search of actions which produce a

new karma of ^ood or evil.

10. The completion of karma in this life, and its con-

M-ju-nce, death.

11. New life according to the karma produced in

No. !).

12. Thr Completion of all karma by attainment to

Nirvana.
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When the believer has mastered this second stage he has

practically mastered all the body of saving truth, contained

in the Lesser Vehicle, and is ready to advance from the

condition of an Engaku (Pratyeka Buddha) to that of a

Bosatsu, or candidate for the full perfection of the

Buddhahood.

When a man reaches this stage of development there

arises within him a great desire, not only to save himself

but to save others, and he conceives in himself a four-fold

desire, which takes effect in a six-fold practice of trans

cendental virtue.

The fourfold desire.

(i.) That though living Creatures are innumerable, he

desires to save them all
;

(ii.) That though passions and lusts are infinite, he

desires to conquer them all
;

(iii.)
That though the doctrines of Buddhism art: in

numerable, he desires to learn them all.

(iv.) That though the final salvation is incalculably

high, he desires to attain to it.

In order to carry out these vows, he practises the six

fold transcendental virtue of the Bodhisat;

1. Almsgiving and preaching L e. distribution of

bodily and spiritual food.

2. Obedience to precepts ;

8. Patience, long suffering, and self restraint.

4. Manliness, (Skt. virya).

5. Contemplation.

6. Wisdom.

I am indebted for this exposition of the earlier stages of

Buddhism to a paper kindly written for me by the Venerable

Abbot Kobayashi, Principal of the Daidan Kin College,

Takanawa, Tokyo. The student of Japanese will find

some admirable articles on this subject in a magazine,

entitled Juzenkaiza-suhi, ably edited by the Rev. S. Unsho

of the Shingon sect.
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Armed with these tradings and aids, the believ-r

is now able to work out his own salvation. It is .;

salvation which is indeed possible to man s unaided effort--,

if we postulate. MS Buddhism does, along Heries of successive

lives in which the work is continually carried on. B;it

what man, how much less a Japanese, would have

patience to work at a salvation, the ultimate accomplishment

of which can only le arrived at after the lapse of &quot; thr. ;

immeasurable periods &amp;lt;f time ? It is practically an im

possibility, and no religion can be attractive which

sets an impossible object before the human mind. The

subsequent history of Japanese Buddhism will show is

a series of attempts t &amp;gt;

briiitf that ultimate salvation

nearer to mankind, and to tuake it easier of attainment.

In conclusion, we cannot wonder that, this form {

doctrine should have failed to take root amongst the

Japanese. The patient Hindoo, or the industrious China

man, may he contented to wait and labour for hope lon^

deferred. \Ve cannot blame the ardent Japanese for lon^-

injj for something which shall place the object of his soul s

strivings more within the sphere of k&amp;gt;

practical politics.&quot;

CHAPTER \ .

The popular HuddhiMn of the Vaipulya School, which

came to Japan with the Kitsu, Jojitsu, Hosso and other

sects, had prepared the mind of the people for that change

in the teachings of Buddhism, which was sure to come with

the progress of the religion. It had taught the people to

reverence a certain number of Buddhas and Buddhist

saints, some of them companions and disciples of Shaka,

and others pun: creations of fancy, or borrowed from

the mythological systems of India. Such were /
f
W.&quot;

(Acalai whoso ima^e, a black figure surrounded with

flames, stands conspicuously in many an ancient temple,

and in whose honour is dedicated the picturesque shrine
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at: Meguro which is so well known to all residents of

Tokyo ; Jizo (Kshitigarbha), whom popular suffrage has

erected into a helper of all those who are in trouble.

His stone image, holding a pilgrim s staff in one hand, and

A ball (symbolic of wisdom) in the other, is frequently

seen by the road sides in the country; for Jizo is the

patron saint of travellers, and is frequently turned to

practical use as a sign post. It is also frequently covered

with stones piled up by the piety of passers-by ;

for, in the next world, Ji/0 is the patron of little

children, whose souls, falling into the hands of an ugly

old hag on the banks of the Sodzugawa, (one of the

Stygian streams), are compelled to perform the endless

task of piling up stones on the river bank, before they

are allowed to recover the clothes of which they

have been robbed. Another popular deity is Bindxiiru

(Skt. Pindola), one of the sixteen Pvakan (Arhats) that

formed the bodyguard of the great Teacher, whose red

image at Asakusa and other famous places of worship, is

supposed to have miraculous power of healing ; and the

traveller who passes through Shiba Park will often hear

the big drums which are on solemn occasions beaten with

great noise at the temple of Ktnina Sun, who is a Buddhist

edition of the Hindoo Yama, the god of hell.

Hut the most popular of all these mythological con

ceptions is undoubtedly the Goddess Kirnmion, the deity

of mercy, whose Temple at Asakusa in Tokyo is one of the

most popular shrines in the country, and who figures more

than any other deity in the literature and legend of Japan.

Originally, a male deity (Skt. Avalokitesvara), she has

changed her sex in her travels through China and Japan,

and appears to her devotees in the greatest variety of forms.

In the Mangwanji Temple at Nikko she has three faces

and four pairs of arms, whilst above the centrsil face there

is a fourth head, the head of a horse ; in the same place

she is represented as the thousand-handed one, though
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on her image there is actually room tor not more tlmn forty of

these arms. In other places she appears as eleven-faced,

indeed, as she has had one thousand different incarnations,

there seems to he no limit to the forms under which she

is represented.

But all these mediaeval Buddhist saints lack iu

moral conception. They help mankind in difficulties ;

it is impossible to read an old story without coming

across some tale of the marvellous interposition of one

or other of these personages on behalt of their wor

shippers ; hut they do not seem to do anything to

improve their moral and spiritual condition. I have

for instance, read a Buddhist novel which records

the assistance given to a virtuous country maiden

hy the goddess Kwannon, who, to reward the girl for

her lili;il piety, enables her to become the wife of one

of the principal nobles of the C ourt, quite regardless of

the fact that the noble in question bus already got a

wife, who has to be discarded to make room for the heroine

of the tale.

In the period of Knriaku (A. IX 7H2-KO(&amp;gt;),
the

Emperor Kwammu TVnno, founded Kyoto as the capital

of his Kmpire, and in order to obtain for bis enterprise

the blessing of Heaven, he built on the adjacent mountain

of Iliyei/.an, a monastery which was destined to play an

important part in the religious history ot the country.

As head of this religious community he selected a priest

of great sanctity, Dengyo Daishi, whom he sent with

a few companions to China, to study the latest develop

ments of Buddhism.

Whilst in China, Deiigyo Daishi and his companions
came to the monastery of iirntai which had been founded

towards the end of the sixth centurv of our era, on

a lofty range of mountains in the province of Chehkiang,

by the celebrated preacher Chikai, better known by his

posthumous name of Chisha Daishi (Daishi great teacher.)
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Chisha \vus not indeed the orginator of the doctrines taught

by the sect which takes its luune from tlie mountain on

which stands its principal monastery. He only developed

&quot;teachings which he had received from Rmmi a few years

previously, and Emon had found the germ of his teaching

in that very remarkable work, the Saddharma pundarika,

or &quot; Lotus of the Good Law.&quot;

Of the sects then existing in China, each seemed to

have a different system. Some, as lor instance, the

Abhidharma sects, gave long lists of categories and anti

theses, and sought to define the truth with a more than

Aristotelian precision of detail. Others again, such as the

Jodo, or Pure Land Sect, established in China as early as

400 B.C., sought to lead men to salvation by faith alone,

whilst the Dhya.ua or Contemplative sects which had

.arrived in China from India only a few years previous to

the foundation of the Tendai monastery, maintained, with

great vehemence, that abstract contemplation was the

sufficient and true method to come to a knowledge of saving

Truth. It was the thought of Emon, afterwards expanded

by Cbikai, and transmitted by Dengyo Ihiishi to Japan,

that &quot;the true method 9 &quot;

is found neither in book-

learning, nor external practice, nor ecstatic contempla

tion
;

neither in the exercise of reason, nor the reveries

of fancy ;
but that there is a middle condition, a system

which includes all and rejects none, to which all

-others gravitate, and in which alone the soul can be

satisfied.&quot; This system Emon and his followers found,

or professed to find, in the Saddharma pundarika Sutra,

an important Scripture of which I here venture to give

an analysis.

In a large assembly of all classes of hearers, at the

monastery of Kajagriha, on the Vulture s Peak, the Buddha

; Beal !

H Catena of Buddhist Scriptures, p. 247.
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has finished it discourse on the Law, after which he

falls into an ecstatic condition of deep meditation during

which he is visibly transfigured before them ; and from

his brow there issues a ray of light of extraordinary

brightness. The whole audience is astonished, and Maitreya

asks the meaning of the portent, whereupon Manjusri

replies tluit, from former experience, he knows it to be

a sign that the Lord intends to deliver n great

discourse, continuing some fresh revelation of the

Truth.

Presently, the Uuddha emerges from his meditation,

and, addressing Sariputra, commences a discourse on the

Buddha-knowledge, the highest, indeed the only, vehicle

of knowledge. Hitherto, the law has heen preached in

different manners, according to the advancement of those

who heard it ; from henceforth he declares that there is

but one vehicle the liuddha Vehicle, by which those

to whom it is given may at once attain to the full

perception of Buddhaship, without waiting for the long

process of the ages ; and that this is Nirvana, \ i/.,

the perfecting of wisdom and knowledge. This revelation

rather astonishes Sariputra, for the whole of that audience

had heen hitherto under the opinion that Nirvana was

a negation, and consisted in freedom from all false views,

and were now much distressed at finding another Nirvana

set hefore them to which they had not yet attained. This

difficulty the Lord meets hy the parahlc of the hunting

house, in which there are playing a numher of mischievous

children, utterly hlind to their danger. To bring them

out from the danger, their father offers them a variety of

toys, according to their tastes. When they have safely

escaped, he gives to each of them one toy, the same to

all, but that toy far exceeds all that he had promised.

Such are the temporary expedients of Buddhism, ns

compared wit)) the one Truth of which they are the pre

paratives.
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Before telling this parable, Buddha has foretold the

future greatness of Sariputra, as a reward for the readiness

with which he has believed this new revelation of the

Buddha-knowledge. This gives Subhiiti, Kasyapa, and

one or two other disciples, the opportunity of speaking

about the joys of predestination.
&quot;

Though we have

exhorted other Bodhisattvas, and instructed them in sup

reme perfect enlightenment, we have in doing so never

conceived a single thought of longing. And now,

Lord, we are hearing from the Lord that disciples also

may be predestined to supreme perfect enlightenment. We
had not sought nor searched nor expected, nor required so

magnificent a jewel.
1 To this the Lord answers that

what he has taught now is nothing new : the teaching

of the Buddha is like the rain which falls impartially

on all soils, and waters here one plant and there auotlier
;

or like the clay which is always the same, though it

serves to make vessels of the most different&quot; qualities ;

whilst the Buddha himself is like the oculist who, step

by step, as the eye can bear it, introduces the light of

the sun to the vision of the blind man. It is not therefore

Sariputra alone that is destined to Supreme Enlighten

ment, but four others are joined with him in this supreme

felicity. Then, in order to show that his knowledge

refers to the past as well as to the present, he gives an

account of the sixteen Great Buddhas who have preceded

him in the course of the world, and proceeds to announce

this destiny of Ananda, Rahula, and the nvo hundred

monks who form a part of his audience.

He then proceeds to expound the method in which

the Lotus Law is to be preached. The preacher must

assume the robe of the Tathagata, enter his abode, and

occupy his pulpit. The abode of the Tathagata is
&quot; the

abiding in charity (or kindness) to all beings : the robe is

&quot;

tlie apparel of sublime forbearance &quot;: the pulpit is
&quot; the

complete abstraction of all laws &quot;: and the text of the
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sermon is apparently Nirvana in its highest sense, the

knowledge of the Tathagata, the original Tath&gata of

whom Sukyaiuimi is but a later manifestation.

As tin- Buddha thus preaches, there appears to his

audience a Stupa containing the true relics of the Buddha the

essential being of the original Buddha : wherever in any

world, the highest lotus law in preached, that is the body

of the Tathagata : and again is manifested the identity

between the original Buddha, and the historical Buddha

that sat before his audience. The audience now promise

that they will, in spite of opposition, preach the Law

throughout the world, and the Buddha promises them the

brightest of all his jewels, the jewel of eternal rest.

We are now shown a vision of the future : multitude s

which no man can number arise through the gaps in the

earth to hear the preaching of the Buddha, and yet they

have all been in the past also the disciples of the same

Lord. For his life is immense in the past as well as

the future, and the belief in bim is the cause of all

blessedness.

The genuine portion of the Sutra then ends with a

miraculous display in which the identity of Sakvamuni

with Prabhuta ratna (the original Buddha) is once more

displayed.
10

From the imperfect account which 1 have given of

the Sutra (anvoiie acquainted with Buddhist Sutras will

11
1 say the genuine portion, bcciiue there arc other si\

chapters whii-h however are supposed to be later additions. Sec

Introduction to Kern H translation of the Saddhanna pundarikii.

vol. xxi. of the Sucred Hooks of the East. One of tin- chapters

&quot;on
spells&quot; contains the veriest rubbish that the mind of man

can well conceive; and I can but hop.- that when the Higher

Criticism j^eta to work unionist the Buddhist Scriptures, it will

succeed in dislodging all such rubbish fruiii the teaching*) of Sukvu-

muni s followi-i-K. Huddhism will have to clear itself from till

complicity with spells, charms, mid talisman-.
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know how difficult they are to analyse), it will be seen that

the contra! thought of the Lotus Law is this : Sakyamuni

the Tathagata is identical with the Tathagata of Original

Enlightenment, a being known by several names, ^but

especially in this Sutra by the name of Prabhfttaratna) ;

and wherever his law is preached there is his body in a

collective form. Nirvana consists in the knowledge of this

Tathagata, and he who gains this knowledge enters at once

upon Buddhahood.

Upon this foundation Chikai built his system. If this

knowledge be the Saving Knowledge, how are \ve to attain

to it? Chikai answers that as the chariot has two wheels

and the bird two wings, so meditation and wisdom are the

two powers by which we may rise to the knowledge of

the Buddha Nature. In order to do this Chikai gives the

following means.

I. Accomplishment of external means.

1. To observe the precepts purely and perfectly.

2. To regulate clothing and food.

8. The choice of a suitable home.

4. Freedom from all worldly concerns and influences.

5. The promotion of all virtuous desires.

II. Chiding of evil desires. The believer is to make

an effort to conquer,

1. The lust after beauty,

2. The lust of sound,

3. The lust of perfumes,

4. The lust of taste,

5. The lust of touch.

Having succeded in chiding his desires, he is now

to go on to,

III. Casting away hindrances : Covetousness, anger,

sloth, restlessness, unbelief. He is next to,

IV. Harmonize the faculties, i.e. adjust his limbs,

and regulate his breath etc. ; and then hf will be able to

enter upon,
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V. The Meditation of Absolute Truth. 11

Surh was u portion of Cliikai s system, hut in the

Teiidai Sect in Japan there is a further development of

doctrine, which seems to be of the greatest interest. We

have already seen that the connection between the Buddha

of Original Enlightenment and the historical Sakyamuni is

verv close, and very possibly some of my readers will have

sreii in it an analogy to the close relationship existing hetween

the Father and the Son of Christian Theology. In the

action oj \ aii ncium which is the highest yana or vehicle

of salvation we shall find a striking similarity to the

Holy Ghost of tlu: Christian verities.

The moral precepts were, it is said,
1 &quot;

tir&amp;gt;t received hy

Shaka from a Buddha named Vairocana, who was a sort

of go-between between Shaka and the Buddha of Original

Enlightenment. This Buddha Vaironma, further, is said to

to have handed down, through Yajrasattva and others, a

doctrine entitled tin- Action of Vairocana, whereby is pro

duced the secret union hetween the soul of the individual

and the soul of the universe, thus, as it were, foreshadow ing

the work which the Christian helieves is done hy the

Holy Spirit.

\Ylujii we come to consider the Shingon sect we shall

hear a great deal ahout Vairocana. It will perhaps he

well to say a few words ahout him in this place.

It the visitor to the tomb of the Forty Seven lionins

in Shiha, Tokyo, will continue his walk towards Shinagawa

tor a couple of hundred yards, he will com* to the Temple
of \ifin ni-ji in which he will see five gigantic images of

the Buddhas of Contemplation. Their mimes are Yakushi

(Bhiiichagyaguru). Taho (Prabhutaratna), Dainichi (Vairo-

caua), Ashuku (Akshohhya), and Shaka.

These five Buddhas of Contemplation are very different

to the Buddhas, Ji/.o, Fudo, Kwan::oii, mentioned at the

&quot;Bnal s CiiU-na.

-Nanjo H History of XII liuddhist Sects, p. 7:i.
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commencement of this chapter. They are with the ex

ception of Shaka, ideal personages, personifications of those

qualities of Wisdom which we associate with God.

But it will be seen from the following extract w that

the Dhyjini Buddhas were, in an earlier stage of develop

ment, not five but three.

&quot; Once I heard the following discourse (saicl Anandaj

while the Blessed One was stopping at Rajagriha on the

Vulture s Peak, together with an innumerable number

of bodhisattvas, devas and nagas who were doing him

homage. Then from out this company, the Bodhisattva

Kshitigarba, who was also there 1

,
arose from his seat, and

spoke as follows to the Blessed One : Has the Blessed One a

body ? The Blessed One said Kshitigarba, the Blessed One

has three bodies : the body of the law, the bod) of perfect

enjoyment, the apparitional body. . . . Purity in the

abode of the soul, the science like a mirror, is the body

of the law ; purity in the abode of the sinful mind is the

science of equality ; purity in the perceptions of the

mind, the science of thoroughly analysing, is the body of

perfect enjoyment ; purity in the abode of the perceptions

of the five doors, the science of the achievement of what

must be done, is the apparitional body.&quot;
. . .If we refer

to the work of the Chinese Buddhist Jin Ch jui we find that

Dharmakaya has become Yairocana (the omnipresent)

Sambhofrakaya is called Riijana (i.e. the infinitely pure

or glorious), and Nirmanakaya is Sakyamuni.
&quot; Now

these three Tathagatas are all included in one: substantial

essence. The three are the same as one : not one, and

yet not different
;
without parts or composition. When

regarded as one, the three persons are spoken of as

Tathagata. But, it may be asked, if the persons are one

substance, how is it that this one substance is differently

i-Bockhiirs Life of the Buddha. Tviilmer s Oriental Series,

p. 100.
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manifested ? In reply we say that there is no real dif

ference ;
these manifestations are only different views of

the same unchanging substance.&quot;

Hut we must not suppose that the Tendai teachings

art- as simple, :iiil lif I may he allowed the expression)

as orthodox, a&amp;gt; 1 have described.

Dengyodaishi wa&amp;gt; not the only priest sent over at

this time to study in C hina. Wt( have the names of learn

ed priests, such as Jikakudaishi and others belonging

to this sect. Nor was the Saddharma pundarika the

only Sutra studied. Dengyo himself based his teachings

on other hooks as well, such as the &quot; Sutra of the (treat

Decease.&quot; Nor is it the habit of Japan blindly to borrow

any foreign system. It hasj always been the practice

of the Japan -se to adapt what they borrow so as to lit

it to what they po&amp;gt;si-&amp;gt;s.
And therefore the Japanese

system of Tendai is in reality a system of Japanese

clecticinm, fitting the disciplinary and meditative methods

f Chisha Daishi on to tin- preexisting foundations of the

previous sects. Hence it comes that the Huddhas worship

ped in various Tendai temples are so very various. In

some there is a Trinity, such as I have above explained,

whilst in others, i.i\ in all those temples which trace their

descent from the temple of Mi-i&amp;lt;l&amp;lt; r,i, Amida, the Hiuldlm

of Infinite Life and Light, is the sole object of worship.

Hence too in the same temple, &amp;lt;&amp;gt;.&amp;lt;/.
at Nikko, meditation

is practised in two ways, according to the Sukluivati

Yyiiha Sutra, and according to the Saddharma pundarika

Sutra. In the one. the devotee prefaces his meditation by
the cry \a HImini itIn iititxn : in the other by the repeated

invocation of \
&amp;lt;iiniini&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;~&amp;gt;

hot cn-ffekiffi.

The eompruhensivenesH of the Tendai System has

caused it to be tlie parent of many schisms. It tried to

reconcile contradictory systems, and, sooner or later, the

contradictories \\, r,- hound to come to the light and to

separate. All the larger suets, with the exception of the

Vo.l \xn _&amp;lt;.
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Shingon, have come out of the Tendai. The founder of

the Japanese Zen was originally a priest of Tendai ;
the

Amida-worshipping sects of Jodo and Shinshu, and the

noisy followers of Nichiren, with their cries of A rtMw/-

horen-gekyo, have all originated from the same religious

house on Hiyeizan.

On the other hand, this comprehensiveness ensured the

success of the Tendai Sect. With the conception of the

Dhyani Buddlias came the idea that these fantastic person

ages had frequently been incarnated for the welfare of

mankind. Had they left Japan all these centuries without

a trace of their presence ? No, the ancient gods, whom

the Japanese worshipped, were but manifestations of these

same mystical beings, and the Buddhist faith had come, not

to destroy the native Shinto, but to embody it into a higher

and more universal system. From that moment, the

triumph of Buddhism was secured. Just as an ancient

Chinese priest is represented as wearing the hat of a

Confucianist, the shoes of a Taoist, and the scarf of a

Buddhist priest, so Buddhism in Japan learned to be both

Confucian and Shinto in turns, and the triumph of the

organized faith was secured.

The monastery at Hiyeizan became very famous and

rich ;
at one time it numbered as many as 8,000 monks,

and was the most powerful centre of Buddhist life, until

Nobunaga, the political supporter of the Jesuit Missions,

destroyed it in consequence of the aid which its denizens

had given to his opponents. Since that time Hiyeizan has

never recovered its former prosperity, and the mother-sect

of Tendai has been far outstripped by the growing popu

larity of her nndutiful daughters.

CHAPTER VI.

When we come to the history of the Shingon Sect,

we come to what is most mysterious in Buddhist
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doctrines. At the same time, when we come to consider

the life of its founder, Kukai, now known as Koho Daishi,

we come to what is most romantic. Witli the sole excep

tion of Nichiren, none of the Buddhist Apostles of Japan

hns het U so well known for what he has done and suffered,

or has so deeply impressed his personality upon the nation

at large.

Whilst DengyO Daishi was labouring (suceessfully r.s

we have seen) to establish in Japan, with such modifications

as local circumstances required, the system which Chislu

Daishi had set up in his monastery of Teudai, the prie-t

Kukai was also labouring at a very different system, the

germ of which he did indeed receive in his own country,

but which he fully developed during a visit to China, which

was almost contemporary with the visit of Dengyo Daishi.

Born in 770 A.D. in the small village of Biobugaura,

in the province of Sannki, he could trace his descent to

one of the followers of the celebrated Prince Yamatodake no

Mikoto, the conqueror of the Emishi, or aboriginal inb.&amp;gt;

bitants of tlu- main island of Japan. Ere Kukai (he had

several names previous to this, but we will give him tho

name by which lie WHS best known during his life-time)

ere Kukai was born, his mother dreamed that the spirit 01

some great Indian Saint had entered her body ; and the

vision seemed to be verified, when the infant came into

thn v.-orM with his h-,\n,]&amp;lt; foM.-d in the attitude of prayer.

Tile boy himself seems to have been haunted by dreams

predicative of his future greatness, and to have impressed

the villagers with the notion of sanctity. It is said that.

a governmental official, visiting the village, dismounted

from his horse and prostrated himself before the lad 01

nine, because, as he said, the child si cmed to be under the

almost visible protection of the Four Deva Kings. A h.&amp;gt;\

of such pre-eminent sanctity could not fail to realize his

vocation to the priesthood, and accordingly bis whole

education tended in that direction. He was trained ;:t
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first by his uncle at home, and afterwards received a course

of Chinese classics at Kyoto, the newly established seat

of the empire, after which he wrote his first book Sunkijo

Shu lei : in which, after comparing the three then prevalent

systems of Confucius, Mencius and Buddhism, he gave

his reasons for accepting the last as his guide in life ;

ami soon after entered the priesthood (A. D. 791.) But his

profession of religion did not bring with it peace of mind ;

aii-.i ne appears to have wandered about for two years in

great distress, until he once more met with Ishibuchi Gonzo,

the priest who had taught him Buddhism in Kyoto, and

retired with him to the Temple of Makio in I/uihi, from

which he shortly afterwards removed to the Temple of

Toduiji in Xara. During this period he seems to have

been once more assaulted with spiritual temptations, and

thore is a story of how being attacked by evil demons

at Cape Mufoto in TOSH, he overcame the evil one by a

fl.i.sh of light which issued from his mouth in answer to

hi;i prayer. But, if his spiritual condition had its griefs,

it had also its joys, as for instance, when, entering a

t .uuple, he was accosted by the widow of the former

incumbent, as a long-foretold Bodhisattva who had

appeared at the very moment when be was expected.

One day, he had a dream which had a great influence

or,, .lis future development : for he was instructed by

it to go to the monastery of Kume, at Takaichi, in

iHit.ato, and there to study a celebrated but difficult

Strn which was there preserved. This Sutra (Mahavairo-

crtna \ aipulya Sutra ; Jap. DainichikyO) afterwards became

the foundation of all his system of study. It was indeed

,\ cry difficult book, and he seems to have made little

progress with it, until he went to China to have it more

f jih explained. It is said that this Sutra was brought

to Japan by an Indian priest of the name of Zenmui, who

deposited it in the Temple at Takaichi, saying that he

h .i t .t there as a legacv till a Bosatsu should appear capable
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of understanding its hidden meaning. This fact see.uis

to point to tin- great activity of these Malulynna mip-

sionaries. Kven in a remote village in
Ja]&amp;gt;an

were they *o

he found at work.

In the year N04 he got his wish, and wns s lit

as a government student to China. On his way he h;ul

a miraculous deliverance from tempest which reads very

like our Lord s stilling of the sea. (We shall find an

almost similar incident in connection with one of the

founders of the Contemplative sect of the Zen).

Of old, when Holy Koho sailed.

To China, there to seek the Law,

From lips of Indian priests, who saw

Truth* that from mortal view are veiled,

A mighty storm arose, with waves

High as the mountain-tops, and gales,

That hroke the masts, and tore the sails,

And deeps that opening yawn d like graves.

The sailors feared the tempest s height,

Plying the oar with might and main,

And cried for succour, hut in vain ;

No help was m-ar, no friendly light.

lint Koho, on the heaving deck.

Counting his heads, with eyes in air.

Stood deeply wrapped in quiet prayer,

As on- that feared nor storm nor wreck.

Then, when the howling waves and wind

Beheld the quiet form, that stood,

And braved the furies of their mood,

Daring their strength with placid mind,

The wind lost heart and ceased to fight ;

The waves, that round the vessel dashed,

Conceiving shame, sank down ahashed
;

And, lo ! the haven was In sight.
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His principal place of study seems to have been a temple

called Serinji at Choan, where his spiritual power seems at

once to have been recognized. Keka, the head of the mon

astery recognized him at once as a person of sanctity, and

without delay administered to him the initiating ceremony
of Kwanjo (Abhisheka), which seems to have a very

stroug resemblance to Christian baptism. At this service

of initiation Kobo is said to have had a kind of trans

figuration, and the presence of Yairocaua (of whom

more anon) seems to have been so distinctly recognized,

that there could be no doubt that Kobo was designated to

be one of the successors of that mysterious Buddha.

This was subsequently confirmed by many visions and

dreams, and finally Keka, on his deathbed, announced that

Kobo was designated as the patriarch of the Shingon

sect, and that the spirit of Yairocana was incarnated

in him.

During his stay in China he seems also to have

acquired that skill in penmanship, for which he was

subsequently so famous in his own country. It is said

that even great Buddhas did not disdain to appear upon

earth, in order to challenge him to a friendly contest of

skill.

In the year 800, having gained all that could be

gained in China, he determined to return to his native

country, and there plant that &quot; form of true words
&quot;

(Shingon) which he had learned. Many miracles attested

to his countrymen the presence of a great teacher. A

vajra (or mace) which he threw into the air in China was

afterwards found sticking in a tree on Koya San ;
and

OL the spot thus miraculously pointed out he afterwards

erected the temple which is still the headquarters of the

Shingon sect. On another occasion, as he was praying on

a treeless islet, a grove of trees grew up suddenly around

him : on another, a manifestation of spiritual and angelic

forms is said to have accompanied his preaching. It was
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a new thing for a mini to be a visible incarnation of the

Buddha, and we are not astonished to hear of much

opposition being offered to this ZokughinjubiiUu (becoming

u Buddha whilst still in the mortal body) ;
but Kobo

seems to have overcome the suspicions of his adversaries

by ever-repeated manifestations of the divine power

residing in him. It was said that a swarm of wasps

were charmed away by his voice in one place, that ill

another a devil tied before him as he recited the Hannya

Kyo, and that a shower of rain fell in answer to his powerful

prayer.

In the year 8Hi&amp;gt; Kobo felt that his work had come

to an vnd, and so, after appointing his successor,

he awaited his death in the temple of Koya which he

himself had founded. But the veneration of his followers

would not allow him to be mortal. In the common story

he is still sitting at rest within his tomb among the

giant cryptomerias of Koya San, awaiting the advent of

the gnat Buddha Maitreya or Miroku, at whose coming

he shall once more emerge from his tomb and visit the

scenes he loved so well. 14

It is certain that many of the legends which have

attached themselves to the person of the Saint are false.

But the fact that so many legends have gathered around

him. and that even to-day the worshippers of this sect

worship, not Vairocana pure and simple, but Vairocana

incarnated in Kobo Daishi, shows us that we are here

in the presence of some great man. Legend does not

adhere to mediocrity, it is only genius that can keep

popular imagination centred in itself.

We shall still more feel the greatness of his genius,

when we come into the presence of his system of teaching,

which, from whatever source he derived it, is clearly

&quot;Tnkfii from a .Tapiuicse life of Kob&amp;lt;&amp;gt; l&amp;gt;uishi.
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an innovation. 1 *

If wo define a Buddhist as a follower of

Hiikyamuni, then Kobo Daishi is no Buddhist
; for,

as a Shingon priest remarked to me the other day,
&quot;we do not make much of Shaka in our sect.&quot; Based

on the mysterious personage of Yairocana, it would

perhaps he more properly called Yairocanism
; viewed,

however, in the light of the influence exerted upon it

by its Japanese founder, it can have no better name

given it than Koboism.

The current expositions of Buddhism he asserts

(in common with the whole Mantra sect to which he

belongs) to be true as far as they go, but imperfect. It is

a temporary expedient, suitable to the needs, of &quot;ordinary

men. But just as Swedenborg maintained that under the

apparent literal sense of the Holy Scriptures there lurks

a spiritual sense, which none can apprehend but these

who have mastered the divine science of correspondences,

so in Kobe s estimation there is also a secret doctrine

of Buddhism, a doctrine of more than transient value,

which he has to propound to his fellow countrymen.

As the centre of his system (I put it first, though it

is probably the last reached by the searcher) \\Q postulates

the Great Buddha Yairocana, a being anterior to Sakya-

rnuni, and greater than him.

Very little is known about this Buddha,
111 but he is repre

sented as the spirit of Truth, which taught Sakyainuni,

15 The fact that the Dainichi
Ky&amp;lt;~&amp;gt;, AVm//&amp;lt;V//&amp;lt;* Ktjo and Soahitchi

Ky&amp;lt;~&amp;gt;,

three of the principal books relied upon by this sect are classed

by Nanjo in his Catalogue (Nos. 528, 525). 530) amongst the

doubtful Sutrns,
&quot; of v.-hich there is but one translation, and which

are excluded from the five Classes,&quot; seems to point a later origin.

It is also a significant fact that all three are wanting in the

Tibetan Canon.

li; In the Vocabulaire de 1 Analyse du Kandjour&quot; which

appears in the &quot; Annales du Musee Guimet &quot;

for 1881, Vairocina

is described as the first of the five Dhyani lUi&amp;lt;ldhns, und as the

most perfect of the Bodhisattvas. He appears as ore of the
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and then in later times inspired Vajrasattva, and a

succession of patriarchs down to the times of Kobo, with

his divine illumination. From his Japanese name of

Dainirlii (Great Sun) it is clear that he is considered a ;i

source of litfht, intellectual and spiritual, and as a centre

of lite around which can group itself a planetary

system of subsidiary Buddhas and angels.

From the accompanying diagram, it will be seen that

whilst Vairocana is the sun, the four principal planets

revolving round him are (2 1 Akshobhya, or Ashuku, (8)

Hatnasambhava, or Hosho (4) Amitnbha, or Amida,
(&quot;&amp;gt;)

Amoghasiddhi, or Fnkiijdju, /.* ., Sakyamuni.

West

South

East.

interlocutor* in some of the butraa ; is honoured with the title

of IJlnitfiivat ; 101. 1 his name IH soiuotiines first, HoinetimuK Hocond,
and sometimes tliir-1 in order, of thu hein^H thus honoured. In

the same vocabulary we find I djramittrn (Jap. Kong
&quot;

shitsu)

mentioned fis the prcxidont of tin- five Dhyuni JJuddhus. and
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Again, as in the planetary system, each planet revolves

not only around the sun, but on its own axis; taking

with it one or more subsidiary satellites, to which each

acts as a subsidiary sun, so each of the five Dhyuiii

TUiddlms has revolving round him a set of Bodhisattvas

of corresponding qualities.

Each Bodhisattva again has his own subsidiary

planetary system, and so on almost ml infinitum. Now,

if we remember that Yairocana and his four great

satellites are Dhyani Buddhas,
&quot; Buddhas of Contempla

tion
&quot;

imaginary beings, representing the One Truth and

its four constituent elements
; and that each subsidiary

planetary system represents a further subdivision of the

general idea, conveyed by Amida, Sakya and the rest, we

have at once the picture before us of a inn-Id of ideas, all

grouped logicallv and systematically according to genera

and species, so as to be summed up in one comprehensive

whole.

To this world of ideas,&quot; unchangeable and ever

lasting, having no existence in reality, but existing only in

universal thought, the Shingon sect gives the name of

Kongokai (Vajradhatu), the diamond world, i.e., a world

possessing all the strength, brilliancy and endurance of

the diamond.

Corresponding to the diamond world, is the vomit

cli i/ient or Tnhukoi (Gliarbha dhatu)

Here again, Vairocana is the centre, but not, as

before, the euiitrt; of a planetary system. It is the ten

dency of the centre of a planetary system, to draw each

individual member of the system toward itself; and so

ultimately to absorb it. Such is Vairocami s action in

the Diamond World, the world of ideas.

equally with Vairocana, bearing the title of Bhagavat. He is

identified with the supremo Intelligence (PradhAna) or Great Man

(Mahapurusha, Ct . Swedenborg s Magnus Homo) ; and union with

him is recommended us an object to be striven after.
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ILI the &quot; womb element,&quot; or world of existing

phenomena, the material counterpart of the immaterial

ideas, Yairocuuu, the source of organic life, is the heart

of an eight-leaved lotus,

East

West

As in the contemplative world he was the centre

of ideas, so, in the phenomenal world, he is the centre of

phenomenal existence ; and the first things emanating

from him are the actual Jiuddhas, those who actually

became incarnate and assumed a visible tangible shape.

Hound this eight-leaved lotus flower, like the leaves

of the ealix, groups itself, in a definite arrangement, all

phenomenal existence.

The Shiugon believer is therefore taught to look upon

Yairocana UH at once the centre mid source of all life,

phenomenal and noumenul. From him, as from a bud, all

things visible proceed ; in him, as in a mighty sun, all tilings

visible and invisible have their consummation and absorption.
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To reach the realization, moral and intellectual, of

this great Truth, that Yairocana is omnipresent, and that

everything exists only in him, we must apparently ascend

by a donhle ladder, each half of which has ten steps.

I. The intellectual hiddcr.

1 . lahotei yrufhin &quot;different hirth ram sheep thought
&quot;

i.e. the thought which characterizes the lowest

grades of life, which, like the rani and sheep, are

only guided by appetite and lust.

2. G \uloji sni fi/i in,
&quot; the obstinate thought of ignor

ance.&quot; The first step of teaching is to impart
a fact to the pupil which he is to grasp firmly

even though he cannot understand it.

3. Eiilo nntin/iin &quot; the fearless thought of inno

cence.&quot; He that keeps the commandments which

he has received in a former stage, now advances

with fearless step along the path of wisdom.

4. Yui-im-riiit-f/a-shin &quot;the concentrated thought of

self devotion.&quot; Forgetful of self, withdrawing his

attention from all side issues, he now concentrates

his whole attention on the object to be attained.

5. Batxu-gd-in-shu-shin.
&quot; The thought which ex

tracts the seed of action.&quot; By the concentrated

thought of the former stage, he learns to see the

chain of causation, and to distinguish between

thoughts which are fruitful of good works, and

those which are not.

6. Ta-en-tlai-jo-xhiii.
&quot; The thought of others.&quot;

He now sees that the chain of causation brings

him into connexion with all other beings, and

that he that would save himself must also strive

to save all beings. This is essentially the

characteristic of the Buddhist who has reached

to the Maliayaua stage.

7. kulfushin Ju*ho*hin.
&quot; The thought which un

derstands thought without production,&quot; i.e.,
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&quot; abstract meditation, which can only be reached

from the standpoint of G, and which infallihly

leads to,

H. Iclihln nin i nhin.- - The thought which travels

along one path without doing
&quot;

that peculiar

thought which is the product of a developed

faith.

i). (jokmnuji slu~&amp;gt; shin. &quot; The, power of thinking

without any admixture of self.&quot;

10. Himitsn .s//o//&quot;//
xlrin.

&quot; The secret thought

which cannot he descrihed,&quot; and is the peculiar

characteristic of the perfected Tathagata.

Corresponding to the ten steps of the intellectual

ladder are the ten steps of the moral law the decalogue.

1 have already given them elsewhere, (p. 8(57 1
so do uot

repi-al them now. I will only say that whilst the first three

refer to the bodv, and the middle ones to the mouth, which

i&amp;gt; the intermediary hetween hodv and-will, the last group

ha\e connection with the will which is the centre of a

man s life, and the arhiter of his destiny. Indeed if a

man can carry out the tenth commandment, he has

carried out all the rest :

&quot;

purity of intention
&quot;

is love,

&quot; which is the fulfilment of the law.&quot;

I .ut, as in morals the believer goes on to the practice of

a sixfold range of transcendental virtues (see above p. r70).

so in intellectual matters, he is taken on to consider the

si\ elements which constitute the universe, and which are

to tin- physical world what tli&amp;lt;- transcendental virtues are

to the moral.

They are

1. I lm-tli.

2. II ntcr.

\\. I in.

1. Air.

:&amp;gt;. l-.tltrr.
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To these in the &quot; Ideal World &quot; we have correspond

ing
&quot;

ideas.&quot;

1. To earth the wisdom by which we see things

as in a mirror.

2. To water the wisdom which sifts and dis

tinguishes.

8. To fire -the wisdom which equalizes all things.

4. To air the wisdom which makes our actions

universal.

5. To ether the wisdom whereby we identity our

selves with what we are.

0. To window the Universal Mind.

Thus, by a two-fold gradation, Intellectual and

moral, we are brought to the same point to Vaircn-ana-

&quot; from whom arc all things, and to whom art- all

things.&quot;

In modern times the Shingon sect has not been as

popular as it was in earliest days. Like the Tendai, it

has had to suffer a great deal from the rivalry of the more

modern and simpler bodies. Still it has by no means

exhausted its vitality, and of late years one of its priests,

Mr. S. Unsho, has done very much good in promoting the

morality of his fellow countrymen. I give a summary ot

some of his work extracted from his magazine. He says : the

commandments of the l&amp;gt;osntsu amount to a desire and vow to

practice the whole of morality, after gaining a clear know

ledge of its fundamental truths. This whole body of

morality consists of two parts, (i)
the acquisition of perfect

perception for oneself, (ii) the bringing others to this perfect

perception. Perfect perception shows us the connection

between morality on the one hand, and the truth of the

Universe on the other. When a man arrives at this perfect

perception he is a living Buddha : i.e. the truth has

made him free from worldly affections, and he has

passed into Nehan the placi? beyond. To attain to this

is the highest limit of intellectual education.
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When a man has himself attained to this highest limit,

it is both his duty and pleasure to touch to others the path

by which ho himself has mounted to his high enlightenment.

This path is described by the terms llokndo, and Shisho,

otherwise termed the six transcendental virtues (Paramitas)

und the tour right conducts.

These Six Do or Paramitas are described as.

1.
J&amp;gt;n, &quot;Charity.&quot;

A virtue not merely confined

to almsgiving, but one which has for its object

the blessing of all human creatures, in accordance

with the charitable principles of the three and

the eight blessings. The three blessings are :

1. Reverence for religion. 2. Filial piety. H.

Compassion for the poor. The Japanese word for

master of a bouse is derived from this Paramita,

it being the especial virtue of the litnina (as the

Shingon believer is also called), to dispense:

charity and hospitality.

The H blessings are described in two ways.

1. To dig wells. 1. liuddha. These bear

1. To build bridges. 2. The Law. I u strong re-

8. To make roads. H. The priest- | semblance to

hood.

l.To support one s 1. Father.

tin* works

of corporal

parents. -and spiritual

5. To support the &quot;&amp;gt;. Mother. mercv found

Church in

G. To nurse the sick. (&amp;gt;. Teacher.

7. To help the poor. 7. The poor.

Christian

manuals of

H. To promote charity. H. The sick. 5 devotion.

2. Kni.- &quot;

Morality. Many moral precepts may
be found scattered throughout the various Sutras

of the Greater and Lesser Vehicles, but they can

all be summarized in the well-known Decalogue

of the Jn-.oi. It is therefore stated both in the

hftioii and the hnin n-lii Sutnis that this paramita
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corresponds with the Decalogue. Further analysis

will however show that the Ten Commandments

really rest on three principles of evil which are

to be avoided, covetousness, anger, and folly ; and

that the avoidance of these three sins again rests

upon the acknowledgement of the one heart

which is really the heart of Buddha. Morality

therefore is based upon the holding fast of this

one abiding principle. In Christian phraseology,

morality depends on the perception of God.

But how is that perception to be attained ? The

path is made clear as we advance in the practice

of the other transcendent virtues.

H. \in, &quot;

patience
&quot;

not only as against the

obstacles to which all religious life is exposed ;

but patience in the pursuit of the truth which is

to set us free. Patience may be produced in a

man by the practise of self- imposed austerities,

but it must always be remembered that the end

sought after is more valuable than the means

used in its attainment.

4. To our patience we must add &quot;energy&quot; (,/M, or

shojin) though energy is not quite a good word

to express this virtue. It is really that virtue

by which, clearly setting before ourselves the

object in view, we work out our own salvation.

It includes abstinence from animal food, fasting,

the observance of days and seasons, all those

religious practices and means which want some

energy to keep up. When St. Paul urges his

readers not to neglect the assembling of themselves

together as the manner of some is, he is in

reality advocating this virtue.

5. Tt-n
&quot;

Meditation.&quot; It is not by what we hear,

but by what we mentally and spiritually digest

that we make progress intellectual or moral.
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6. And Justly H txiioin. Jtut it must be remembered

that llannya (skt. prajna) is not earthly wisdom,

the result of study and experience, hut a trans

cendental wisdom, proceeding from a true intui

tion, and obtained hy a proper course of medita

tion hased on the preceding Parnmitas whifh

have already been attained to.

\Vhen this highest paramita has heeii reached the

soul may be considered as having attained to

perfect freedom which consists in perfect know

ledge.

But lor the perfecting of llanmja, three things

arc necessary. These are decribed by Mr. l. nsho

as

a. S/rinryuxhi &amp;gt;r

&quot; the investigating mind.&quot;

l&amp;gt;. Keteujoshi, or &quot; the decided mind.&quot;

c. Tdhat8it8huxhi
t
or the confessed mind.

(a) The investigating, or enquiring mind, works itself

back to the law of cause and effect, and remembers

that,
&quot;

though the sun should grow cold and the

moon hot,&quot; the everlasting law of retribution cannot

fail, but that every infraction of the moral law must

be followed hy a corresponding penalty. Ignorance of

the law cannot shield a man from its consequences.

A man stands by a pool of water without knowing

it
; yet his ignorance does not save him from getting

his clothes wet.

And even supposing ignorance to entail upon us no

positive punishment, it always and necessarily increases

our difficulties. Life is like a dark room through which

we must grope our way. The wise man is like one who

has been there before, and can steer his course safely

without colliding with the furniture. The ignorant man,

on the other hand, is like one to whom the dark room is

unknown, who must carefully fuel and grope, and counts

himself fortunate if he escape without a crash of some sort.

Vol. xxii.--99
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The spirit of enquiry, therefore, and investigation is

necessary in order that a man may know his moral and

religious position. It is that requisite which in Christian

theology is the first preliminary for baptism. Before

entering upon the path of life, the Christian must examine

himself whether he repents himself truly of his past sins.

He must also set himself down and count the cost of his new

undertaking.

(/&amp;gt;)

But there must also be the decided mind, which

always pre-supposes a moment of decision. When that

moment of decision arrives, the believer goes to the priest,

and, before him, makes the promise of obedience, and

receives the law.

(&amp;lt;)

This is followed by the confessed mind, which is

more properly treated of in the following section, as it is in

reality the fulfilment of the commandments.

Before proceeding to the consideration of this it is well

for us to stop and consider an extremely interesting point.

Mr. Unsho laments that the ceremony of baptism has fallen

into desuetude. At the present time, in the older sects

at least, there is a distinct ceremony of initiation,

and this was formerly accompanied by Kiranjo (Sausk.

abhishelca] which consisted in baptism by aftusion, water

being poured over the head of the candidate.

In view of the possible Gnostic origin of Great Vehicle

Buddhism it is very important to keep this initiation

ceremony before us. In the older sects, this initiation

ceremony always includes a delivery of the law to the

postulant, and a vow or promise made by him to observe

the moral and religious commandments of the Law in which

he professes his belief. The Pure Land Sects ask for no

such vow. With them, and especially with the Monto sect,

belief in Amida takes the place of works for salvation, and

the law is kept not as a means for obtaining salvation,

but out of gratitude for a salvation already obtained. It

is, however, the teaching of the lloaatxu-kai-fajd that all
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public officers should receive this Kwanjo tit their entry

upon office, it being essential for the welfare of the state,

that it should have the blessing and recognition of tho

Church.

The grace said to be derived from this act of decision

and public confession is compared with a seed. It cauno-

develop into perfection unless it be continually nurtured

and fed. The public profession of faith therefore must bo

followed by a holy life.

Now the best means for leading a holy life ifi

continually to keep the &quot; end of our profession
&quot;

before

us. In the lower or Htnayana Buddhism the end is

individual salvation. The believer is taught that by ;.

certain course of action, by self-restraint, meditation, and

good works, he can succeed in annihilating passion, and

pass into the Absolute Unconditioned Mind in which

the individual soul is for ever lost.

But this aim is after all a lower, because a selfish, aim.

The soul, when lost in Nirvana, ceases to be a benefit

to others, and the salvation of one soul does not bring

any others in its train.

The Mahayana lUiddhism however is much higher.

Its aim is nobler, because altruistic. It teaches the son]

to strive, not after an extinction of self, so much as a

perfect enlightenment, which, when attained, gives it the

&quot; infinite perception
&quot;

of a &quot;

beatific vision &quot;; and at tho

same time enables it to stretch forth a helping hand to

all those that are connected with it by any of the variom;

relationships of life. Here therefore comes the special

work of those who in this life have reached to the perfect

enlightenment. They form a band of great intercessors,

pleading continually for their ignorant struggling brethre:;,

that they also may attain to the same heights of perfect

enlightenment and bliss.

The Shingon sect is not however contented with

teaching morality. It seeks to enforce its morality by ^
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system of worship. I have before me what I may term a

Treasury of Devotion, giving directions for the daily wor

ship of the man who is striving after wisdom. It is

evidently based on the manual used by the corresponding

Chinese sect, as given in Beale s Catena of Buddhist

Br-ripture, but has been modified to suit local circumstances.

Immediately after waking, and whilst folding up the

futons (quilts used for sleeping purposes), the devotee is

taught to recite a four-lined metrical prayer expressing

the hope that as Ins quilts are being folded up and placed

in. their proper receptacle, so all his relations in life may
bo aroused from the slumber of delusion and eventually

fttored in their proper receptacle. A similar prayer is

to be recited whilst washing the face and hands for the

purification of all the relationships included in the shi on 17

The worshipper then comes into the presence of the

Buddha (perhaps we should say the Buddhas
),

i.e. he

kneels before the domestic shrine or shelf, and there makes

an Act of Thanksgiving for the mercies obtained for him

by the Buddhas of all the Quarters, together with a

prayer for grace (if
I may use the term )

to follow them

in all virtuous living.

He then makes a confession of sins, and not only

ihe sins committed in this life, but those innumerable

unknown sins of previous existences that have kept him

entangled in the cycle of life and death. Having confessed

bin sins, he recites his Creed ; inextricably entangled

in the results of his own Karma, he flees, that is, for

oalvation to the Three Refuges the Buddhas, the Law, and

the. Community. (It is noticeable that the word here

17 The sliion or four favours, represent the duty we owe to

those with whom we are brought into contact or connection.

1. All sentient beings.

2. Our parents.

3. Sovereign.

4. Bnchlha, the Law, and the Community.
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used iu the commentary for Baddhas, is not Imtxu whi&amp;lt; h

may bo singular, hut hotoke which, I believe, is almost

always plural). Having thus given expression to his faith

he repeats the Ten Commandments given nhove, and maker

an Act of Obedience to them.

Then follows the repetition of three or four uiantrutj

.thinifoH from the use of which this sect gets its title.

These mantras are called respectively Bodaishin Bhingon,

Sitmumyakai Shingon, Komyo Shingon.

After these a verse in honour of Kobo Daishi, not.

only as
l&amp;gt;eing

the Japanese founder of the sect, b r
:t

as being one of the manifestations of Dainichi Vuir-;

cana, the Personified Symbol of Heavenly WipdoLU.

Then follows the recitation of the Hymnary of the

Decalogue, and the Kkdmon.

The worship then closes with an Act of Reverence

towards the gods of the country, and a Memorial of

Parents.

We next come to the worship to be offered up at,

mealtimes. Coming into the dining hall or refectory, the

worshipper, whilst preparing the meal, and arranging the

tables, is directed to repeat certain formularies. Whui
the preparations are completed, he is to offer throe

spoonfuls as a sacrifice, one in honour of all the Kuddh^n

one in honour of all the saints, one in honour of ail

sentient beings within the six spheres of existence. He is

then before eating, and with his heart directed to the dangers

and temptations to which the soul of man is exposed

from want of self-restraint in matters of food and drink, to

meditate on his own failings, and to practise self-examina

tion. A great deal is made of this, the commentary upon
it extending over several closely printed pages. Then,

taking the bowl in his hand, he is to eat in silence, con

cluding with an Act of Thanksgiving which is to bo,

repeated when he is cleansing the vessels that he h.^s

used for his meal.
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The tlay s work is then sanctified by a short ejaculatory

prayer.

The other meals of the day are to be accompanied

by the same devotions as the morning meal.

After supper (somewhere about sunset) the worshipper

again approaches the Presence of the Buddhas, and

prays as in the morning. A short form of compline is

added in the form of two short prayers to be used at

hed-time

The rest of the manual is made up of prayers and

collects to be used on the most various occasions. Almost

all the events that occur in the ordinary life of plain

citizens seem to be provided for.

The worship prescribed to the priests in the Temples

ib a great deal more elaborate than this. I have not

however attempted to give any account of it. It is

aa extremely difficult subject, and involves an amount

of technical knowledge of Chinese terms and symbols

which would make it a very uninteresting subject to an

ordinary reader. It would also take up more time and

Kpace than niy present limits will allow me. But, after

all, it is a subject which has very little to do with the

daily life of an ordinary Buddhist layman. The connection

between the ordinary Buddhist layman and his Temple is

of the slightest. He visits it on certain family occasions,

chiefly the anniversaries of the deaths of near relatives :

he has an opportunity, if he wishes to avail himself of it,

of hearing sermons. Sermons are delivered, in some

temples every day, in others every ten days, in others

twice, iu others once a mouth, in others at still wider

intervals. The layman subscribes money to the support

of the temple, and has some voice in the appointment of

the incumbent : a paper on his door indicates the sect

to which he belongs, and is a guide to the begging friars

who perambulate the streets. When he dies, his remains

will be taken to the Temple, and the priests will give
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him a new name to bo inscribed upoii his tombstone.

In all other respects, the two classes are quite apart, and

go each their own way.

In reading this account of the Shiugon sect we

shall see many points of resemblance to other religious

systems.

In the repeated incarnations of Vairocana, as Sakya-

niiuii, Vajrasatta, Kobo Daishi, and others, we shall find

resemblances to the avatar* of Vishnu in Hindoo

mythology, and to the Lamaism of Thibet.

In the doctrine of the Diamond Element and Womb
Element we see analogies to Plato, and strangely

enough to Swedeuborg !

But the most striking resemblances of all are those

which exist between the system successfully established

by Kobo Dai.shi in Japan, and that which strove in vain

to captivate the Western mind the Gnosticism ol Early

Christian days. It is no chance similarity, but one so

minute in many ways as to leave no doubt that the two

systems are identical, or, at least, sprung from one and

tlie same source. The student of Christian theology

may see a living Gnosticism, at its worst as well as at

its best, in the Shingon sects of Japan.

On his deathbed Koho Daishi left to his followers a

a testamentary which is interesting as summing

up his religious position. I give a translation of it

which will 1 think form a titling conclusion to this

chapter :

KOBO DAISHI S COMMANDMENT.

I speak to all my disciples. A man who becomes

u priest and learns the way, must have a desire to attain

to Buddhaship, and not to search for a Wheelking, S aka,

or Brahma, even though these are the lesser rewards of

man.
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If a man purpose to go a long journey he cannot do

so except by his feet : even so, if a man wish to know the

ways of the Buddha, he cannot do so hut by keeping his

commandments.

Strictly preserving the two -fold doctrine, the apparent

and the hidden, he must not commit the sin of cleaving

(to life).

The Commandments of the aforesaid apparent doctrine

are the Three Refuges, the Eight Precepts, the Five Pre

cepts and the Commandments of the Shomon and Bosatsu.

Each of the four classes has its own special commandment.

The Commandments of the hidden doctrine are the

so-called Rules of Sarumaya (Skt. Sanuidhi-&quot; meditation
&quot;),

which are also called the Rules for attaining to Enlighten

ment.

All these rules have the Ten Commandments for

their basis. What are called the Juzen, are three

commandments concerning the body, four concerning

the mouth, and three concerning the heart. If you

reverse the order and from the end return to the begin

ning, you will find that the elemental principle is the

One Heart. The nature of the One Heart does not differ

from that of Buddha. There is no difference between my
heart, the heart of all sentient beings, and the heart of

Buddha. If you abide in this heart, it is to learn the

faith of Buddha
; being carried in this vehicle, you may

enter the place of teaching.

Knowing these commandment^, keep them as a

treasure : even at the risk of lite you must not break them.

If therefore you break them you are not the disciple of

Buddha: you are neither Kongoshi, nor Uengeshi, nor

Bosatsushi nor Shamoushi. Such a man is not my

disciple either : nor am I his teacher. He does not differ

from a piece of mud or a broken tree.

The relations between teacher and disciple are closer

than those between parent ami child. Though parent and
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child are connected by ties of bodily relationship, yet their

love belongs to one life only, and is terminated by death ;

disciple and teacher are bound by a law of spiritual affinity,

and their love leads away from the miseries of this world

and gives happiness. What comparison, therefore, is there

between the two ?

This is the reason why I teach you with kindness.

If a man follow my commandments he obeys the

teachings of the Baddhas of the three worlds. This teach

ing is not mine : it is the teaching of all the Huddhas.

Therefore, all priests of both rank**, all laymen, adult

and juvenile, practise these commandments
; observe the

contemplation of Buddha
; pass beyond the three hind

rances
;
make proof of the three perceptions ; perfect the

two rules of conduct; base your conduct on the four

favours. Will ye not then become Bodhisattvas and Hinin

(angels ) ?

If you depart from my teaching, you depart from

the teaching of nil the Bnddhas. This is called h-*rn-ilai
t

this is to bt: an unbeliever
(

one outcast&quot; ). It is to be

sunk forever in the sea of pain, without possibility of

escape.

I shall not speak with you again : go away, remain

not here
; go awav, remain not here.

VII.

I have said in a former chapter that the immense

extent of the Malmyana Canon Buddhist Scriptures

necessarily tended to promote eclecticism. It being im

possible to make a study of the whole, it evidently

followed that each priest was at liberty to take that part

of the system (if such a heterogeneous mass can be

systematic) which was not in accordance with his own

spiritual conditions. We have already seen that the,

Tendai and Shingon sects, described in the two preceding

chapters, are eclectic, and base themselves, the one
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mainly on the scripture known as the Saddharma

pundarika, the other almost exclusively on that set of

Buddhist writings which describe the action of the Great

Buddha Vairochaua, or Dainichi.

We now come in the course of history to another

development of eclecticism
;

the system of Jodo, or the

pure Laud. There is a set of three books upon which

this system is entirely based.

In the shorter Amitayus-Sutra
18

(or as it is sometimes

called, the Lesser Sukhdvati Yyuha), Sakyamuui gives a de

scription of the various great Buddhas of the Ten Regions,

but dwells especially upon the merits of one particular

Buddha, the Buddha of the West whose Paradise is open

to all those who desire to be born in it. This is the book

known as the Amidakyo in Japan.

In the larger Sukhdvati Yyuha (Muryojukyo),
1 - we

have &quot; a history of the Tathagata Amitabha from the first

spiritual impulses which led him to the attainment of

Buddhahood in remote Kalpas down to the present time

when he dwells in the western world called Sukhavati

(Gokuraku : or happy ),
when he receives all beings from

every direction, helping them to turn away from confusion,

and to become enlightened.&quot; iNanjo).

In the third or Amitayus dhyana Sutra, (Kwan-mu-

ryo-ju-Kyo)
2n we have an account of how Sakyamuui in

structed Vaidehi, wife of King Bimbisara of Magadha,

as to the right way to be born in the Pure Land

ruled over by the Tathagata Amida.

It is on these three scriptures that is based the Jodo

sect which I purpose to discuss in the present chapter, and

also its daughter, the Sftinslnl sect, which will come up for

description in the next.

18 No. 200 in Nanjo s Catalogue.
l!) No. 27 in the Catalogue.

uo No 198.
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To begin with : Who is Ainiilii, the Being thus

described in those import nut Sutras ?

In &quot; a Catechism of Shinshu Buddhism,&quot; published at

Madras by tlie Theosophieal Society, Amitahha is

described as having made his vows to save mankind

innumerable Kalpas ago, when he was yet a monk,

Dharmakara l&amp;gt;v name, in the time of the Buddha

Lokesvanija (

&quot;

King Lord of tin;
World.&quot;)

But Aniitabha

uas not an ordinary man, for though at the time of

making his vows he was an ordinary mendicant monk

of some pre-buddhistic order, yet he was originally
&quot; a Buddha without beginning ;

that is, being
&quot; the

truth itself the body of abstract existence, all other

Buddhas have attained to the perfect knowledge only

after worshipping him, and he is, therefore, called the

original matter of all Buddhas. Still more it is said

even that ail Buddhas are the transformed bodies

of Aniitabha.&quot; Thus, the Teiidai sect goes back to a

]iiasi divine being : the Shingon goes back to another
;

and now the Jodo sect goes back to a third. Tbere can

be but one source of all the Buddhas, yet Amida, Vairocana,

and the Buddha of Original Enlightenment are not identical,

but are three.

In order to prepare the means of salivation for

mankind, whom be knew to be absolutely incapable of

procuring tbi&amp;gt; salvation for themselves, he became a

mendicant and,
i&amp;gt;y

a course of holy lives, raised himself to

a state of Buddhahood. Having reached this stage he

paused, and In- fore accepting the pri/e which he had

merited, made a series of vows by which lie bound himself

not to enter into Nirvana until certain great objects had

been accomplished. The essence of these vows was as

follows : that by bis power he should create a pure Land

all bis own, the WesU-rn Paradise, over which be

should rule with immeasurable light ; that his name should

be exalted KS the Huddlm of Kndless Life and Light over
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all the other Buddhas and be glorified by them
; that

whosoever, in this world should rely on him with true

faith, should at his death be reborn in this Paradise, from

whence he should without fail attain to the blessed condition

of Nirvana.

Such is the splendid conception sketched for us in the

Sutras now mentioned. The patriarchs of the Mahayana
in India, Asvagosha, Nagarjuna, and Vasubanhu, art:

credited with having been the first to teach the doctrines

contained in them
;

and their successors in China are

given as E-on (416 A.D.), Don-ran iA.1). 542), Poshaku

(600-650) and Tendo (600-650); from whom, five cen

turies later, it came to Jnpnu.

One of these Chinese patriarchs, Doshaku, in his

book called Aii-rku-shn
}

divides Satyamuni s teachings

as follows. Its two principal divisions are Hinayana

(Shojo) and Mahayana (Daijo).

&quot;The Hinayana is the doctrine ly which the im

mediate disciples of Buddha, and those of the period of

five hundred years after Buddha practised the three

Sikshas (Sangaku) or trainings of Adhivila (Kai) or

&quot;higher morality, Adhicitta I Jo) or higher thought,

and Adhiprajua (E), or higher learning, and obtained

in their present life the four holy fruits of Srota-apauna,

Sakrid-againin, Auagamin and Arhat.&quot; (Nanjo.)

But the Shojokyo or Hinayana is ii doctrine only

intended for believers of lower qualifications, and, in

consequence, the standard of teachings is low. For

believers of a more advanced type, and consequently,

for the whole Buddhist Church in the period of her

greatest development, the Mahayiiua doctrines are more

especially intended. Here also there are the

three trainings of &quot;higher thought,&quot; &quot;higher morality&quot;

and &quot;

higher learning,&quot; but they are of a more advanced

type, and the lower teachings are the stepping stones to the

higher. If we come to particularize differences between
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tin- two systems (I am uo\v quoting from a popular Japanese

Cutechitiiii), we have, first, the distinction between a nega

tive and positive Nirvana. The Hinayana teaches man to

extinguish all desires, and abandon nil wicked conduct, to

free himself from all the pains of this illusory world, and

thus to plunge into a Nirvana of total extinction. Jn

the Mahayana, on the contrary, Nirvana may be more

properly described as Jobutsu
(&quot; becoming a

Buddha&quot;)

and is &quot;a positive result, everlastingly safe, free, and

pure.&quot; A second difference is found in the relative

wideness of scope. In the Lesser Vehicle, the believer is

taught only to work out his own salvation ;
in the Greater

Vehicle, he works also for that of others. And a third most

important difference lies in the teaching and non-teaching

of Shinnyo (Skt. lUmtatathata). In the one, only the laws

of the phenomenal world are explained, for the doctrine is

intended for those who are not yet developed in their

spiritual condition. The Mahayana, on the contrary,

explains the substance and real nature of the Universe, for

it is intended for developed intellects. It teaches therefore

that at the heart of the Universe is Shinnyo, of

which the Universe is only a manifestation : and that

this Shinnyo is the &quot; True and Immutable,&quot;
&quot; a self-

existing absolute being which permeates through all

existence, and is the substance, the nouinenon of it.&quot;

It is
&quot; free from the relations of time and space, and

has an active quality of setting forth the, phenomena of

the universe.&quot;

In the same way as the philosophic speculations of

the Mahayana are higher than those of the Hinayana,

so is it with the moral practices. The believer is taught

to look higher and to practise a higher morality as he

advances in spirituality.

This is called the Itolv Path, by which men through

their own exertions enter into Buddhahood by following

the Holy Path set before them. It is the doctrine of
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jirilfi, &quot;self-exertion,&quot; and was the special characteristic

of the first fifteen centuries after the death of Buddha,

when the Buddhist Law was in its greatest vigour, and

men from time to time arose to accomplish the great aim

of perfection that they aimed at.

But (and this tacit confession of failure on the part

of the Buddhists deserves to he noticed) those fifteen cen

turies of splendour should be succeeded by five centuries

(or more) of degradation, known as the Latter Days

of the Law (Mappo), a period
&quot; when iniquity should

abound and the love of many should wax cold.&quot; During

this period, the gate of self-exertion which stands at the

end of the Holy Path should be closed, but the &quot;

gate

opened by the exertion of another (tariki won}&quot;
should be

opened wide, and men should be saved by the faith in

Amida.

The Jodo sect was introduced into Japan by a priest

named Genku. Born 1158 A.D. he was induced to enter

the priesthood by his father s dying word, at the age of

nine, and five years afterwards became a priest of the

Tendai sect, and went to Hiyei/an to study. It was a time

not calculated to encourage a novice at such a place.

The Taira family were at the head of .affairs
;

and a

quick succession of abdicating Emperors, shows how

troubled were those times for the heads of the State.

The proximity of Hiyeizan to Kyoto, and the well-known

political tendencies of its ambitious abbots and monks

would make it, a very uncongenial abode for a studious

recluse, while the intimate acquaintance with the political

disturbances would serve to emphasize the belief in the

arrival of the Latter Days of the Law. We are not

therefore surprised to find that he retired in his eighteenth

year to the neighbouring valley of Kurodani, where he lived

in a small hut and devoted himself to study with a view

to finding out a way of helping the poor and ignorant.

We can well understand how miserable must have been
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the spiritual condition of the poor during this rnle of

turbulent nobles, ambitious monks, and weak sovereigns,

and how the heart of a compassionate man must have

yearned over the sufferings of his fellow-countrymen.

During his retirement at Kurodani, which lasted for

twenty-live years, he is said to have read through the

whole of the Canon, and in the course of his studies,

whilst reading the Kwan-Muryojukyo with the aid of

of Zemlo s commentary, he grasped the meaning of the

Sutra, and perceiving that faith in Amida was the true

refuge for men in the degenerate later days on which his

lot had fallen, he commenced to teach in accordance

with the doctrines which I have already explained,

summing up his religious practices by the frequent re

petition of Namo amida butsu (Skt. Xamo Amitabhaya

Buddhaya) Glory to Amida the Buddha.

Genkii received the posthumous name of Honou Shonin,

and his teachings were received with great favour in high

quarters. Three Emperors, Takakura, Go Shirakawa,

and Go Toba became his pupils. When they fell from their

high state and were forced to abdicate, we can well under

stand that they would find a great deal of comfort in the

belief in the merciful interpositions of Amida. The sect

continued to receive a large share of exalted patronage

until quite recent times. A large number of the Tokugawa

Shdguns lio buried in the Jodo temple of Zojoji at

Bhiba, and the Imperial House gave the sect many tokens

of esteem. The biography of the Founder was compiled

by Imperial Order, and subsequent Emperors ordered

fresh editions of the life; to be published.

We may now summarize in a few words the leading

characteristics of the Jfido system. It is salvation by

faith, but it is a faith ritualistically expressed. The

virtue that saves comes not from the imitation of

and conformity to the person and character of the Saviour

Amida, but from the blind trust in his efforts, mid
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the ceaseless repetition of pious formula?. It does

not therefore necessitate any conversion or change of

heart. It is really a religion of despair rather than

of hope. It says to the believer : the world is so very

evil that you cannot possibly reach to Buddhaship

here. Your best plan therefore is to give up all such

hope, and simply set your mind upon being born in

Aniida s Paradise after death
;
and if you once get entrance

into that land your ultimate salvation is secure.

It is very remarkable how little of history Buddhism

lias. The history of the Buddhist communities is generally

wonderfully uneventful. It is only here and there, when

some great person comes into temporary prominence that

the smooth surface of the stream seems to be disturbed.

And even when such a person appears, he comes and goes

without fuss or disturbance. He becomes a priest in one of

the existing sects, and presently finds that he is thoroughly

out of sympathy with the teaching of his sect. But he

does not attempt to reform it. He quietly retires to some

other place, erects a small cottage, and commences a sect by

himself. There is very little bad feeling about it
;
and in

course of time the new sect takes its place along with the

others ns one of the recognized forms of the Buddhist faith,

and as it grows splits itself into three, four, or even ten

subsidiary sects, the differences between which are often

merely local.

VIII.

Before coming to the Shinshu sect, we should, if we

adhered strictly to the chronological order, first describe

the Zen sects. But the Jodo and Shinshu are so nearly

related to one another that it seems better to treat them

together.

One of the favourite pupils of Honen Shoniu was

Shinran (born A.D. 1173, died A.D. 1202), a man of very

good family, and belonging to the Fujiwara clan. Whilst
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still youug he was placed us u novice in the Temlai monastry

at Hiyei/an, where he remained until he was twenty-nine

years of age, when he became a pupil ofHonen Shduin, then

in the height of his influence, and joined the Jodo priesthood.

Honen died A. P. 1212, and the subsequent policy of the

sect did not commend itself to Shinrau s mind as a true

development of his teachings. There aro.se much discussion

and dissension ahout this, which eventuated in Shinran s

luting banished from Kyoto to the distant province of

Hitachi, where, ahout the year 1221, he established his

sect of Jdtiu Shiim/iit,
&quot; True Sect of Jodo.&quot;

The Shinshu teachings, like those of the Jodo, were

originally intended for people of a lower class of intelligence;

and indeed the ignorance of a great proportion of the laity

of this sect hus given rise to a Japanese proverb (mottto

inunn tro nhirnilzn}
&quot; the Monto believers know nothing.&quot;

If faith in Amida and his vow is the sole necessary

for that present salvation which is to land the believer in

Paradise at his death, it is clear that to trouble the

mind of a believer with the metaphysical subtleties and

high speculations which form so important a part in the

teachings of other sects, such as, for instance, the Tendai

and Shingon, is a very needless work. Once in Paradise,

and the whole of the speculative and metaphysical system

ol the. Truth will come spontaneously to the mind without

any teaching at all. The Shinshu therefore, at any rate,

in its earlier and more popular presentments, divests itself

of all metaphysics. It knows nothing of a philosophy of

religion : faith in Amida is the all in all.

In the same way, the older sects had insisted upon as

necessary, and the Jodo had retained as advisable and use

ful, the performance of many acts of religion and devotion.

This was compared by one of the great Buddhist doctors

i Nagarjuna, I think, i to a hard journey over mountainous

country, perilous and laborious. When the traveller

it-stead of taking that perilous land journey, goes to his

Vol. K*H.- JH
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destination by sea, he sits still and is wafted along

in his boat by wind and wave. Such is the faith of

Amida as preached by the Shinsbu : it is i-yyo-du (&quot;the

way of easy acts
&quot;).

Again, in the older sects, as we have seen, morality

depends 011 the keeping of many commandments care

fully graded according to the capacity of the devotee. In

the Shinshu, the &quot;thankful remembrance of the mercies

of Amida &quot; sums up the law. He that keeps

that mercy ever before him will without fail keep all

the commandments. It is a case of love being the

fulfilling of the law.

Hence, Renriyo Shoniu, one of the principal priests

of this sect, composed the following Creed :

&quot;

Rejecting all religious austerities and all other

action, giving up all idea of self-power, we rely

upon Amida Buddha with the whole heart for our

salvation in the future life, which is the most

important thing ; believing that at the moment of

putting our faith in Amida Buddha, our salvation

is settled. From that moment, invocation of his

name is observed as an expression of gratitude and

thankfulness for Buddha s mercy. Moreover, being thankful

for the reception of this doctrine from the founder and

succeeding chief priests whose teachings were so benevolent,

and ns wolconv ;is lic ht in a dnrk tiMbt. we must ;ilso

keep the laws which are fixed for our duty during our

whole life.&quot;

Again, in the older sect, whilst Amida was made the

only hope of man s salvation, supplication to the other

Buddhas was not forbidden, and consequently, in the

temples of the Jodo sect, Amida is sometimes found in

juxtaposition witli other objects of worship, and especially

those Buddhas whose favours are of a temporary nature,

such as Kwannon and others. But Hhinran forbade all

worship to any but Arnida, and would not allow
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his followers to ask for any blessings of a temporary

nature. Prayer to Amitla should hi- confined to tho^

objects which concern man s ultimate salvation.

And man s ultimate salvation, when is it attained?

The Jodo sect teaches that if we call the mercy of Amida to

remembrance, then Amida will meet ns at the hour of death

and conduct us to his Paradise. The Shinshu believea is

taught that the coming of Amida is present and immediate,

that he receives, whilst in this life even, the assurance of his

salvation, that in other words, Buddha dwells in his hear ,

now by faith.

If then faith is the sole means of salvation, it follows

that there is no need for the candidate for salvation to

become a priest, leave his home, renounce matrimony and

live by rule. The layman s and even the laywoman -,

chance of salvation is quite as good as the priests. The

object therefore for which the priesthood exists is changed.

It is no longer as it WHS in Shaka s conception, a body oj

men striving after perfection, but a body of men living

to teach others, the corporate depository of the

Faith and Worship of the Church. The Shiushu sect,

therefore, allows its priests to marry, to dress like

laymen, and even, when necessary, to eat meat. It is tru

that in other sects priests occasionally married. I have

found married priests belonging to almost every sect. Pu J

,

with the other sects it is the exception, the Church law in

defied because the civil prohibition against priestly marriage

has been withdrawn. In the Shinshu sect it is encourage !

in every way ;
the family is considered the best sphere in

which to lend the religions family life, and the incumbency

not only of the ordinary temples, but even of thei-

bishoprics and primacies is hereditary in certain families.

The Sltinxhn or M&amp;lt;&amp;gt;nto sect (as it is sometimes called .

is divided into two main divisions, both of which trifce

their history back to the life-time of Sbinvun. \Vhe:

the Saint was in banishment in the northern provinces,
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hr&amp;gt; founded a temple at Takata in Hhimotsuke, which

htx^ame in time the headquarters of the Takata subdivision,

a branch whose chief temple now stands at Isshinden near

Tn. Some years later he founded another monastery

at Kibe in Omi, which became the present temple of

th f
. Kinshoknji subdivision. Both these branches are

now insignificant as compared with the two other great

branches which originated soon after. Eleven years after

the death of Shinran (I am quoting from the second edition

of Murray s Handbook) his youngest daughter and one

of his grandsons erected a monastery near to his tomb

st Otani in the Eastern suburbs of Kyoto, to which the

Mikado gave the title of Hongwanji,
&quot;

Monastery of the

Original Vow,&quot; in allusion to the well-known vow

of Amida which forms the basis of the sect s teaching.

\u the middle of the fifteenth century the Abbot of

Hongwanji built a great gateway to the temple, which

excited the envy of the monks of Hiyt-i/an, who attacked

the place and burnt it to the ground. The Abbot fled

to Echizen, where he was joined In a powerful body of

adherents, and by their aid made himself master of the

whole province of Kaga, which remained in the possession

of his successors for nearly a centurv. In 1477 he re

established the Hongwanji at Yaniashina near Kyoto, and in

f 496 founded a monastery under the same name at Osaka

which, towards the middle of the sixteenth century, became

the headquarters of the sect. Here Nobunaga unsuccessfully

h
-fcieged Kcnnyo, the llth Abbot, in 1570, with an army of

r
&amp;gt;ft,000 men. For ten years hostilities were curried on be

tween him and the adherents of the sect with varying success,

^siding in the abbot consenting to capitulate. But three

days before the date on which it was agreed that the fortress

tihould be handed over, he set the buildings on fire and

Scamped during the night. In 1591 Hideyoshi ordered the

&amp;gt;,ftct to transfer its headquarters to Kyoto, whence it had

driven 127 vesirs before, and forced Kvdnyo to
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resign the headship iii favour of his younger brother, hut :i\

1002 lyevasu allowed him to found another monastery in

Kyoto to which the name of Higashi (Eastern) Hongwanji

was given, while the criminal foundation was called Ni*hi

(Western) Hougwanji, or simply Hongwanji.

It will be seen from the above account that the

character t the Buddhist priesthood had changed. Wh-n

it first came into the land, it came as a softening influence

in the midst of the surrounding barbarism, and it has even

been charged by Murray
1 and other writers with enervating

and corrupting tin- manliness of the Japanese race. The

calm of tin- monastery was an agreeable relaxation after tho

troubles of the thron.-. and many a sovereign who would

have done better in In- proper sphere, was tempted to

forsake his duties, in . rder to obtain the rest of *

religious life. But these aristocratic monks did not brin^

with them the true monastic spirit ; the world was still in

their hearts ; they were out of the world and yet ill it,

until gradually the spirit of the world prevailed, anJ

as in the monastic institutions of mediieval Europe, the

clang of arms was heard in the cell, refectory and chapel.

We therefore find now that most of the succeeding

sects are manly and vigorous. It is true that the X:u

.sect emphasises the Quietistic tendencies of Buddhism.

Ikit the Xeu sects are chronologically anterior to this tiiiij.

They date from the period when Buddhism was still iii

its g utle ami contemplative moods. With the rise of

Shinshu and of its contemporary rival the Xichiren sect,

we come to the era of combativeness. The spirit of tho

World has entered into the Community of monks : the

varied offspring born from the fertile womb of Buddhism

have come to maturity, and will be heard in the history -)f

the country striving with one another for mastery.

-
History of tho Nations, Japan, p. I ll.
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In modern days the Shinshii sect has been the most

progressive of all Buddhist sects, and has freely sent forth

its promising priests to study in Europe and America.

It is consequently more in touch than any of its compeers

with modern scientific research. Its peculiar tenet gives

it a great advantage in this respect ;
for \ve have seen

that if faith in Amida is the one and only thing necessary,

it is clearly superfluous to trouble oneself with philoso

phical theories and metaphysical speculations, such as those

to which the other sects are committed. It can therefore

freely and readily accept any scientific theories about the

origin and constitution of the world. Having already

thrown aside its encumbrances, it is in a position to

accept a new burden of theories, or, if need be, to leave

them alone.

At the same time it is able to use far more popular

methods of propagandism. Of all Buddhist writers,

the Shinshii priests are the most fertile producers

of popular tracts, some of which bear a very striking

resemblance to popular tracts amongst ourselves. I have

&amp;lt;n my possession a collection of these Shinshii tracts,

(it which I here give a summarized specimen.

A little boy of pious parents in Tokyo (name and

address of parents are given) lies sick, with no hope of

recovery. He is eight years old, and has always been

a good, nay, a very good little boy, ardent in his faith,

constant in his devotions, and regular in his attendance

upon sermons. During his last illness he is attended by

a doctor who is an unbeliever. The parents stand weeping

round the boy, who however, tells them not to weep.
&quot; I shall soon be with Amida, in Paradise/ says he,

&quot; and

there I shall wait for you. Tell my brother to be a

good boy and not to forget his religion. I want him to be

with us there.&quot; So affected was the doctor by the

invalid s touching little speech, that his conversion was

instantaneous, and lu- immediately joined the Shinshii sect.
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Like the rest of the Buddhist sects, the Shinshu

followers use the rosary, which they fasten to their hands

as a protection against evil thoughts and actions. &quot; We

carry a kind of rosary called Nanju,&quot; says the Shinshu

Catechism,
28 &quot; which means 4&amp;lt;

remembering heads,&quot; and

when we worship Buddha we wear it on our hands.

Ami, who will heat another s head with the hand which

holds the rosary? In a certain Ken (province), recently,

there was a devoted believer of our sect. He was then a

member of the Ken assembly, lie used always to carry a

rosary in his hand, and wherever he went he would never

take it on his hand. One day, when he was attending the

assembly one of the members advised him that he had better

take it oil while lie was proceeding with the deliberation.

&quot; Oli no,&quot; said hi-,
&quot;

you do not know my secret. Since I

was chosen as a representative of the people in this Ken, I

must do my best for their convenience; I must he fully just,

patient and unselfish. But, as I am a mmi, if I should trust

to my own will, I should be perhaps prejudiced, passionate,

and selfish. Therefore I always carry this rosary to

command my evil temper, because, whenever I see this

rosary, I rememlx -r the mercy of Buddha, and I return to

tbe right.&quot;

I Miring the recent earthquake in Tokyo, an old and

devout member of thi* sect, knowing that the house in

which he was living was in danger of falling, sat down in the

middle, of I he room, and rosary in hand commenced his

thankful remembrance of Amida s mercy. The house fell

and the. rafters came crushing all round him. But the old

gentleman remained firm, and in tbe midst of the ruin

escaped without a scratch. This story, related in the

Jtifnii Mtiil a few days alter the earthquake, shows the

constancy of mind which is produced by this faith in the

mercy ot Amida.

&quot; A Shinslm Cuti-cliism l.\ Mm Kwaku Knto, published for

Tlieosoplm-al Society. 1891, p. 25.
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Ill the Shinshu sect there is no use made of charm*

or spells, and the sect, in this respect, forms an honourable-

exception to the others. Misfortune has its root in the evil

Karma of previous existences, and cannot be avoided by the

possession of a talisman, the repetition of some mystic

sounds, or the pasting of a piece of paper over the door

of the house. Amida s help may not be invoked, yet it is

maintained that there arc often interpositions of Amida s

power, even miraculous ones. And yet it is argued that

there is no miracle so great as that oft recurring one &quot; that

those who are so sinful can become Buddha by a single

thought of relying upon Amitabha.&quot;

In the first volume of the Annale.s du Mus4e Guii.net

(1880) there is an account of a conference between some

of the clergy of the Shinshu sect at Kyoto, and the

members of the Freuch Scientific Mission which \vas

sent out by the French Government for the purpose

of enquiring into the religious condition of Japan. 1

give here a translation of the principal questions and

answers.

Q. (By M. Guimet). My first question concerns the

origin of heaven, earth and all that surrounds us. How

do you explain their formation according to Buddhist

principles ?

A. (By the Shinshu priests). Buddhism ascribes the

existence of all things to what it calls In-en (cause and
.
t

j

effect). Everything that exists is a combination of infinitely

subtli! atoms which by various combinations have formed

mountains, rivers, plains, metals, stones, plants and trees.

The existence of these things comes from the relation of

their In to their Kw, just as all animate beings are born

by virtue of their own in-i H.

Q. Is there then no creator of heaven, earth and all

other things ?

A. No.

Q. What is it then that you call ln-i-n
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A. Nothiiig is formed naturally or of its own motion.

It is always the relationship of this to that that constitutes

a thing. The distance between the cause and the effect

varies more or less according to circumstances ;
hut these

two generating elements being by their very nature

correlatives, it is from their relationships that all

^hings are produced. Cause separated from e fleet

is absolutely nothing, aud so is e fleet separated from

cause.

Q. J&amp;gt;o you then admit the existence of ;i certain order

in the formation of heaven and eartli ?

A. According to an old Indian tradition the books

of the Buddhist religion sometimes mention such an order
;

but there is nothing clear or precise to be found. Anyhow,
since these accounts tell us that many thousand years have

elapsed since the formation of the world, it does not seem

likely that during this long period all natural phenomena
should have been left to chance or ha/ard. We can

therefore admit a certain order in the formation of things

without contravening the fundamental principles of the

religion.

Q. Everything in the universe is subject to a general

and uniform law. \Vas this law pre-existent to the

formation of heaven and earth ?

A. By the side of everything, there is a law to which

it is subject. Heaven and earth were formed by virtue

of a natural law which resides in this very formation. Only,

some men understand it, and others do not. That is

because some possess an intelligence sufficiently developed

to comprehend it and others do not.

Q. Do animated beings also owe their existence to

In-en (cause and effect)? Do you admit that, from the

beginning, all tin- physical properties and forces, of which

our modern physicists speak, have existed ?

A. It is beyond all doubt that animated beings also

owe their existence to In-rn. Everything exists in the
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world because, prior to its formation, the reason for its

formation already existed. Without this pre-existent law

nothing could be formed.

Q. Chemists maintain that when two bodies com&quot;

bine they form a third which is different? Do you

admit that this law existed before the formation of every

thing ?

A. Yes.

Q. According to what you have hitherto told me, I

remark that your ideas generally agree with those of our

European scholars who are from day to day engaged in

the investigation of science. I now ask yon if the acts

of men depend upon God.

A. A man s acts are his own acts : they do not in

any way depend upon God.

Q. Do you not, then, admit that God exercises his

influence upon humanity, and that he directs us in the

accomplishment of our diverse acts of invention or

completion ?

A. As Buddhism denies a Creator and attributes

everything to Cause and Effect, it follows
,
that every

act of a man is of his own initiative and done without any

intervention of God.

Q. The term &quot;God&quot; is improper. Nevertheless,

your religion admits a superior Being, Amida, whom you

adore with reverence and faith. Tell me, has Amida s

power no influence upon a man s actions ?

A. The differences, social and moral, between men,

depend more or less on the education they have received,

but not on the will of Amida.

Q. Do not tlu- legislative or political reforms in a

country depend upon Amida V

A. An act is a human act whether it emanates from

one man or from many. It is more or less conformable

to reason according as it came from instructed or ignorant

men : but it has no direct dependence on Amida.
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Q. I am read) to admit that it is by work that a

mail increases his knowledge, and accomplishes progress

in physical science, but when we come to the moral

sciences, and the distinctions between good and evil, justice

and injustice, does it not seem that there exists a superior

being who recompenses or punishes our acts, just as the

social power punishes infractions of public social order ?

A. Every good and every evil has as its consequence

a happiness or sorrow. This results from the natural idea

of inifica (Karma cause and etiect).

The social power, in punishing actions which are

opposed to morality only, represses the abuses which

conic from the external relations of men to one another.

This shows that laws are formed by agreement between

men, and that they vary according to countries. We have

here only a human fact showing the good and evil of

the exterior world ; it is one consequence of /// en (that

is to say, an application of the law of cause and efleet

in this world by means of rewards and punishments

awarded by the social power). As for acts which con

cern the conscience, human compacts could neither punish

nor reward them. According to the intensity of the cause,

their eftect will be manifested sooner or later ; but neither

the recompense nor the chastisement comes from without.

Man brings happiness and sorrow upon himself, and by

himself. Thu*, a man commits a wicked action ;
if no

one knows his guilt, he will sutler no external punish

ment
; nevertheless his conscience will reprove him more

or less severely, and that because the vice, which was

the cause of the misdeed, reacts in some way upon him.

Q. I&amp;gt;oes the consequence of a bad intention or

culpable act always show itself in the life of him who

commits it ?

A. The
con&amp;gt;equ/nces appear sometimes in this lite,

sometimes after death. We can atlirm nothing in advance.

Suppose ;t culpable action to be done to-day : its results
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may be apparent at the moment of commission, or a few

days later, or at some period after the decease of the

guilty person. Thus, whilst the cause exists at UK;

moment of committing the culpable action, the con

sequences do not declare themselves till a time more or

less remote, according to the gravity of the action.

Q. According to what you have told me just now,

all things are produced by two elements, cause and effect.

But, in industrial questions, it seems to me that there

is a concurrence of three elements tor production capital,

intelligence and labour. Thus, to establish a fuctory we

Hi ust have the capital necessary tor its foundation and

maintenance, the intelligence of the manager, and the

labour of the workmen. If one of these elements be

wanting, the factory cannot exist. The same can be seen

in the manufacture of pottery. I have never seen

anything produced by the concurrence of two elements

only.

A. Buddhist In- En does not necessarily limit us to

two elements. Thus in the cultivation of a plant, the

seeds are ZM, the rain, the dew, the water and the earth are

En. If one of these latter be wanting the plant cannot

grow. Hence, the seasons also are a part of the In. In

reality, there are six kinds of In and four orders of En.

Buddhism never speaks of the concurrence

of three elements in the formation of things.

Q. Christianity declares that every man is afflicted

with what it calls &quot;

original sin.&quot; Is there anything

analogous to this in Buddhism ?

A. There is no mention of Original Sin ; only, every

man possessing in himself what we cali Muniyo, i.e. an

original error inherent in the very nature (au fond meme)
of the heart, we say that it is this primitive error which

is the cause of all the vices and faults which we have

committed and always commit in the tneikai worlds (lower

worlds).
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(^. I sup post- that what you call nmmijo cannot be

u sin. If it ho a &amp;gt;in it can be absolved ; hut it it IK- an

error, absolution is impossible.

A. Error may IK- the cause of a sin, hut it is not

itself a sin. It is therefore completely distinct from

the original sin of Christianity. Thus, an individual

commits though ignorance an improper action ; douht-

less he is guilty of a fault, inasmuch as he has

committed an improper action ; hut when his ignorance

is taken into consideration, he can scarcely he called

guilty.

B. Can one hy prayers change a misfortune into a

Messing : e. //. a poor harvest into an abundant one V

A. In Buddhism generally, men often talk of tin-

success of prayers addressed to the
l&amp;gt;eity.

But our sect

absolutely forbids them. Further, even in general Bud

dhism men never talk of the transformation of things

which can never he transformed ; they do not ask for

impossibilities. The question of prayer can only present

itself therefore in connection with a thing capable of making

itself.

To take an example. Kvcry calamity is the con

&amp;gt;eiuence
of an in contaminated with vice. But when a

man repents himself of his former actions he promises

henceforth only to do actions in accordance with morality.

Then, what remains for him to do ? To invoke the

Ilotoko (Buddha). But the Hotoke listens to no invocation

which is directly addressed to him, whether to nsk a

blessing or to deprecate a misfortune.

It is through ignorance that the unenlightened common

people contravene this principle and pray to the Hotoke for

fortune or personal well-being. And it is to prevent these

superstitions that our Shinshii sect strictly forbids all

kind of prayer.

Q. Why are there then, in this temple, people who

otter prayer ?
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A. They are not prayers. We have said that the

acts of this life depend on ourselves, and not at all on

the Hotoke
;

but as our destiny belongs to the Hotoke,

we pray to him to watch over us not only in this life,

but in our future lives, to deliver us for ever from the

life of the lower worlds, and to give us a pure and supreme

happiness. This is not properly speaking a prayer.

Q. Can one wash away sins by washing body, hands

and mouth before prayer ?

A. In a certain number of sects we tind such prac

tices : but in our sect there is but the belief in the mercy
of the Hotoke. No external act could take away sins.

Q. Why then are there people here who wash their

hands and mouths before commencing prayer?

A. It is only to conform to the general custom of

the country. If, before worshipping, a man washes his

face and hands, it is simply to show respect and venera

tion, independently of any idea of its being a ceremony

required by the Buddhist religion.

Q. Is the soul immortal ?

A. Yes. Buddhists call the soul xJiinxhiki, and it is

from the soul that emanate all our intellectual actions

(as thought, imagination), produced by means of&quot; sight,

hearing, taste, touch, etc. The circulation of the blood

and the digestion of food constitute the working by

the soul of the organs of our body considered as

the abode of the soul ;
but these functions belong to the

material not to the moral domain. The soul is simple,

its functions multiple.

Q. Has the animal the sanu- soul as man ? Is there

nothing to differentiate them except the perfection of their

organs ?
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A. Yes. The soul is the same. The only difference

is iu the intelligence ;
and the difference in the intelligence

is ouly the difference in the functioning of the live organs.

Q. Does Buddhism teach metempsychosis, i.e. the

endless return of the soul in future lives to receive the

recompense or punishment of acts committed in the present

life &amp;gt;

A. Yes. Thus, even when a man has arrived at

a very high station, he can always fall from it in con

sequence of a fault, or be condemned in case of a crime.

This is called the liin-ti of the present life.

Q. Can the animal soul transform itself into a human

soul, or, conversely, can a human soul become an animal

soul ?

A. Yes. only this transformation is more or less

gradual. The smallest does not at one bound become the

greatest.

Q. Does Buddhism admit the resurrection of the soul

at the end of the world ?

A. Christianity is the only religion which teaches that

the soul will revive at the end of the world. As to the

Buddhist religion it, teaches that the soul I M immortal mid

that, immediately after death, it endures in the after life

the etlects of the In incurred here.

Q. Do you not teach then that the soul will at tin-

last day re-enter its ancient body ?

A. No. The etVect of a cause is produced in an instan

taneous and regular manner. How then oak it be possible

for the soul to await the end of the world and then re-enter

its body which is already decayed, destroyed and scattered ?

&amp;lt;).
Does not Buddhism admit the, final destruction of

the world ?
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A. Buddism teaches us that the world is formed, and

that after its formation it exists
;

after its existence it is

destroyed and after its destruction there is chaos ; then

the world is again formed, and so on. No one can tell

how often formation and destruction have thus succeeded

one another. Buddhism further teaches us that the

destruction and formation of the world occupy an infinity

of kalpas, which no one can calculate.

Q. Shaka is a Buddha. Do you honour him as much

as Amida ?

A. Although Amida, through a sentiment of com

passion, wishes to save us, we cannot know it. It is

therefore out of his mercy that he manifests himself in the

person of Shaka. Since the time of this Incarnation,

Amida has returned to his former shape, and there is no

other Shaka hut Amida himself.

Q. If it he thus with Shaka, are there other

Buddhas ?

A. The Buddhist scriptures tell us that there art-

other Buddhas, but that they are all only the Incarnations

of the love of Amida ?

Q. What Buddha is Amida ?

A. Amida is a Buddha without beginning or end.

He is endowed with miraculous power ;
his great in

telligence is spread over the Ten Worlds, and there is

no place where it does not manifest itself. Such is the

essence of Amida, whose goodness and life are eternal.

This is what we call the True Buddha of the three

periods (past, present and future) and of the ten

quarters.

Q. What arc tin- five prohibitions.
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A. 1. Not to take aiiiuml lift-. 2. Not to steal, tt. Not

to be immodest. -1. Not to lie. o. Nut to drink alcoholic

beverages.

Q. \Vliat do you say oftho.se who make war ?

A. Since war is the greatest of all murderous acts,

it should, properly speaking, be forbidden : only we

should distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate wars.

(^. What are we to say in the case of killing animals

for food ?

A. The use of meat is forbidden or allowed according

to circumstances. . . If it be done not from cruelty

but from necessity imposed by considerations of health,

it is permitted to eat meat. . . . There is furMier a

distinction between pure and impure meats. They are

impure and consequently forbidden for the man who kills

them himself, who orders them to be killed or assists

in the killing. In all other cases meats are pure and may
be eaten.

Our sect forbids us to, kill animals for sport, and

always leaves the slaughtering of animals for those whose

occupation it is. Herein our sect differs from all the rest.

Q. I should now like to know the religious rules of

your sect.

A. The greatest difference that exists between our

sect and the others is that
tlc&amp;lt;j

&quot; forbid their clergy to eat

meat and to marry whilst we permit both. There is further

a very great difference between us and the other sects in

the matter of prohibitions and commandments.

In the other sects, there are precepts which, like the

scholastic regulations, do not concern all the citi/.ens. Such

are those which regulate the anchorites in the mountains,

and
certain spiritual exercises. Our prescriptions concern

&quot;

I have m-t with married priests in other sects us well

certainly in the Rinzai and the A /r/i/iv/i.

Vol. xUi. .M&amp;gt;
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all the inhabitants. Civil laws make no distinction between

the inhabitants of towns and country, so our precepts

are addressed to the whole world. What is peculiar

to our sect is that it teaches us to trust Ainida Butsu for

all that concerns the future life, and that it establishes

no law relative to the affairs of this world. For the

rest, it forbids, as a religious rule, prayer, offering, and

superstitious practices which have for their end happiness

for one s self, misfortune for others, the knowledge of

the future, etc. It forbids us to worship, the Kamis

and the Buddhas. The essential principle is the entire

consecration of self to Amida.

Our priests are obliged to certain practices, such as

praises to the Amida Buddha, the reading of sacred hooks,

etc. The laity have no other duties but to believe in

Amida and obey the laws of the country.

CHAPTER IX.

The Zen sects (the word,/^V;z is the Sinico-Japanese

corruption for Dhy ana-meditation) are divided as far as

Japan is concerned into three divisions. The Hinnd

division dates from 11GS A. I)., the S&quot;tu from 1223 A.D.

and the (.)\&amp;gt;nl;n- from 1 (&amp;gt;&quot;&amp;gt;(). It will be seen therefore

that in its two main branches it is contemporary with the

movements inaugurated by Hunen ShGnin, Shinran, and

Nichiiv:], and (h:it it is but another phase of what we

may call the revolt of modern against mediasval

Buddhism.

In the Contemplative sects there is a great deal

that savours of the original teachings of the Founder,

and a very great deal that is eminently Hindoo. Neither

Japan nor China could of themselves have produced a

method so utterly unpractical as that of arriving at the

Truth by pure contemplation. 9
It is a peculiar tenet of this sect that knowledge

can be transmitted from heart to heart without the
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intervention of words. It is said that on one occasion

when Sakyamuni had been asked to preach the law to

his disciples he sat down before them in perfect tih-iice,

gazing intently on a lotus flower which he held in his

hand. None of the assembly could understand what the

Teacher meant : at last the light dawned upon the heart

of Kasyapa, who smiled at Sakyamuni, and so, without

a single word being spoken, the whole audience came by

degrees to understand the hidden touching conveyed

in the lotus held aloft by the silent teacher. This

silent understanding of the law was afterward handed

down through a succession of Indian patriarch-;, until

about the sixth century of our era it was brought to

China, where its establishment was largelv due to the

labours of the Indian priest Bodhidharina, a famous

contemplative, who is said to have sat gazing at a wall

for eight years continuously.

In its early form, as introduced to Japan by the liin-

ztti subsect, the /en system differed but little, if at all,

from the form of Contemplation practised in India and

China. It was purely contemplative, and the teaching

of the Faith was handed down directly from heart to

heart without much need being felt for the use of religious

books or manuals of doctrines.

I .iit the main branch of the Contemplatives, Jli

Suilo or S&amp;lt;~&amp;gt; . &amp;gt; branch, as founded by the t\vo celebrated

priests Shoyo Taishi, and Butsnjizeushi (from whom the

Echizen and Xoto subdivisions of the Soto sect take

their orgin) was, like everything else that takes root 1:1

Japan, first adapted to the soil in which it was planti &amp;lt;1,

and must therefore be considered to he a form of Cn-

templative religion with Japanese modifications.

Shoyo Taishi, the first founder of the Soto sect win

born in 1200 A.D., an. I at an early age admitted (liko

Nichiivn, Shinr.in and the rest) to the monastery of Hiy i-

zan near Kvoto. A doubt having arisen in hi^ mind about
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a passage in Scripture, lie consulted first the head of

his own monastery about its meaning, and afterwards

on his recommendation, a contemplative priest of the

name of Eisai, who was teaching the doctrines of the

then nearly established lliuzai sect. But when Eisai

died soon afterwards, he felt that he had no teacher left,

and therefore went over to China in search of further

knowledge. Here Shoyo was received into a monastery
but being despised as a foreigner was assigned the lowest

seat in Chapel and Hall. Against this affront, Shoyo

protested. In the Buddhist community, he said, all were

brothers, and there was no difference of nationality. The

only wy to rank the brethren was by seniority ; and he

therefore claimed to occupy his proper rank. With some

difficulty, and only after an appeal to the Chinese Emperor,

he gained his object. From this time his fame in China

was very great, and as he continually advanced in the

knowledge of Buddhism, he w;;s recognized as a patriarch

aud appointed one of the successors of the great Bodhid-

hai rna. Having thus acquired the requisite authority, he

returned to his country, and establishing himself in the

province of Echizen, founded the Soto sect as it now exists.

&quot; Four hundred
years,&quot;

he is reported to have said, has

&quot; Buddhism been taught in this country. It has never

&quot; been properly taught until now.

Half a century later Shoyo TaisM s system of teaching

and organization was completed by Butsvji Zcndn, who

established himself at Noto, and by his writings and

labours merited to be called the second founder of this

sect.

The SoW sect differs from the pure system of Contem

plation inasmuch as the latter (the Hin^ui] makes Contem

plation the; sole means of attaining to knowledge, whilst

tl:e former joins scholarship and research to Contemplation.

The priests of the the Soto sect have always been honour

ably distinguished both for their learning and for their
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poverty.
* Zetuhu zeni mmhi: Mnnto mono ivo

says the Japanese proverb.
&quot; The Zen priests have no

money, the monied Montos know nothing.&quot;

The first sutra studied by the priests of this sect

is the hook known as Sinn kijo r the &quot; heart sutra,&quot; the

full title of which is Dai Hunnija llnramittt Shin
K&amp;gt;jo

;

nud this is a summary of the Dai Haiinya /laraniitu

/\//o, a hook which in its original form is computed to

be about six times the size of the New Testament. An

excellent commentary on the Shin A //o, nicely printed,

has recently been published by Mr. Ouchi Seiran, of

Tokyo.

When v.e have attained, says this Sutra, to the

highest v\isdom and mst perfect enlightenment, then v/e

clearly behold that all il ehnu-nts of phenomenal existence

are empty, vain and unreal. Form does not differ frrm

space, nor space from form ; all things surrounding us

are stripped of their qualities, so that in this highest

state of enlightenment there CMII be no longer birth

or death, defilement or purity, addition or destruc

tion. There is therefore no such thing as ignorance,

and therefore none of the miseries that result from it.

If there is no misery, decay or death, there is no such

thing as wisdom, and no such thing as attaining to

happiness or rest.

Hence, to arrive at perfect emancipation A\ e must

grasp the fact of utter and entire void. The phenomenal

world is vanity of vanities.

Another book much read in this srct is the Sutra

of Forty-two Sections, of which an account is given in

Deal s Catena of P&amp;gt;uddhist Scriptures from the Chinese,

to which I would refer the reader. Another popular

treatise is the I lnkuku
kij&amp;lt;~),

H more lengthy treatise of

the same typo as the Heart Sutra, above mentioned.

It is distinctly a Mahayiina book, intended to glorify

the Great Vehicle at the expense of the small, and
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consequently the void which it preaches as the only

absolutely existent thing, is not the negative void

of non-existence, but the positive void of true ex

istence which can only be described by a series of

negations.
&quot;

God,&quot; says the author of the Sheplierd

(/ Hfi inas,
&quot;

comprehendeth all things, and is only

immense, not to be comprehended by any ;
he can

neither be defined by any words, nor conceived by the

mind.&quot;

Another book much used in this sect is a simple

handbook of the principles of Buddhism, entitled Xotokyo

Kn ai Shushogi, &quot;Exposition of the principles and doctrines

of the Soto Sect,&quot; of which I here give an analysis,

reserving to the appendix a complete translation of the

text.

In a commentary upon the Shusltogi, recently published

in Tokyo by Mr. Ouchi Seiran, a Buddhist scholar of note,

we learn that the hook was composed by S/ioi/o Taishi

himself as a manual of doctrine for his scholars. The full

title is now given frnto Ki/dlcirni S/m.s7/&amp;lt;7///,
but the name

Sot6 Kydkwai or Soto Church is not a designation sanc

tioned by Shoyo Taishi himself. It was not his object to

found a sect, and he refused for himself and followers any

distinctive tittle. He was a Buddhist priest rather than a

Zen priest, and never aspired to found the Soto sect.

Indeed so careful was he, and also bis successor Butsuji,

that, whereas the other great religious leaders had made

Kyoto or Kamakura the centres of their activity, these, on

the other hand, retired to remote districts, one in Echizen

the other in Noto, and there devoted themselves, not to the

instruction of the laity, but to the training of a few priests.

The term Hurt dates from a rescript of the Emperor Godaigo

Tenno, in which he confers on the Sojiji Temple the privilege

of being considered the head temple of the SotO Sect. The

title was formally adopted after the publication of the

imperial letter.
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The Soto sect, therefore, does not claim to ho any

new development of Buddhism, hat to hi- a reassertion

of tluit original teaching which hud hcen handed down

ancorrupted though a succession of patriarchs fruiu Shuka

to Bodhidharma, and from Bodhidharma to .s noyo Titishi.

The SOto sect claims to he the ri&amp;lt;i iiixliti of Buddhism,

and ilu; system has all the strength as wcii as all the

weakness that is generally to he found in a rin ,ni-&amp;lt;U&amp;gt;i. Its

weakness li( s in a certain want of enthus asm or &quot;

go,&quot;

such as will make it acceptable to the lower anl more

ignorant classes ; its strength, in its clear iiisi&amp;gt;ten e, as

against the p irtial teachings of other sects, on tiie universal*

of Buddhism, on what has always and e\vrv \vher heen

held, and hy all Buddhists. The Hiunh nji therefore is

recognized as a standard of doctrine hy all sects : a

magazine of the Shinshu sect, for instance, having

recently published a short commentary on it together

with .1 partial translation into Knglish. It is this con

sideration which makes the hook of special value.

The hook is divided into live chapters, of which the

first is an introductory one, stating the general prohlems
of life, and salvation, as they appear to e\vrv Unddhist

eye I and the doctrine ot iii
/n-&amp;lt;i

or liiirmn i.-&amp;lt; clear! v stated

and explained. When the meaning and povver of

karma has Ic-en clearly stated, the next essential is

that what man believes in his heart he should confess

with his lips; and chap, ii is therefore devoted to the

subject of confession of sin and (he putting away there

of. Having reached this stage, the helievcr is now

(chap, iii) considered as heing in a position, to keep tho

commandments, and therehy to take up his
position,&quot;

i.e. to enter into the perfection of the Buddhahood. This

chapter forms tli-s centre of the hook. It is the main

teaching of thu Soto sect, and m.iy h.- considered as

Shoyo s protect against hoth the Jodo a ld th Tendai,

that the liuddhaship can he attatm-d to only hy the strict
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observance of the commandments. In chapters iv and v

we are shown the consequences of having reached to the

Buddhaship. He in whose mind the conception of the

truth lias hocn formed will show the inward truth in two

ways. He will conceive the desire of helping others, and

he will show his gratitude to the Buddhas for that which

he has received from them.

The Shilx/toyi is the basis of Shoyo s system. In

the Fukii-tin znzen ///, he goes on to teach the way of

contemplation, by which the well-instructed mind may

penetrate into the very arcana of nature and gain in

tuitional views of the truth. In this book, he lays

down as the necessary basis of all meditation three

principal propositions which the believer must accept

as s. lf-evident postulates.

I. He must acknowledge that the &quot;

way
&quot;

he has

been taught is perfect, and that there is consequently

no need to prove it.

II. That religion is liberty, and that there is therefore

no hope of forcing the reason to accept what the will

refuses. As Swedenborg would express it, &quot;every

spiritual tiling which enters in freedom and is received

in a state of freedom remains, but not the reverse.&quot;

III. That the whole body of the lav/ is not far removed

from this place, and that consequently we do not need the

feet of asceticism to as&amp;gt;ist us to reach it.

Having accepted these three postulates, the Buddhist

contemplative is then directed to prepare for his meditation

by moderate eating, and drinking, for while satiety is an

obstacle to high thinking, so is also the weakness resulting

from too vigorous a fast. He is further to expel from his

mind, as far as possible, all thoughts of a worldly nature,

so as to leave himself absolutely unfettered for the work

before him. It seems, however, to be a misnomer to speak

of the work before him. In Buddhist contemplation, the

mind has properly speaking no work before it. Buddhist
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contemplation is not thinking, but the absence of thought.

Sitting on a cushion, with his legs crossed and arms folded,

his l)ody erect, his head straight so that the tip of the no &amp;gt;;

is in a perpendicular line with the navel, with his tongiu
1

pressed against the roof of his mouth, and breathing slightlv

through the nose, he is to think unthinking, i.e. he is

to sit in a kind of mesmeric condition, with an entire

absence of all formulated thought.

In the Scripture entitled Saddharma pundarika, &quot;f

which I have given an analysis in a previous chapter,

there is a prophecy of Sakyanmni s that hi the Latter

Days of the Law there should arise tour great Bodhisattvas

who should teach men once more the perfect Law as

Sakyamtmi himself had taught it in the last and most

perfect days of his ministry. It is the belief of the

Nichiren sect that in their founder they have one of

these four mystical personages incarnated.

This great priest, the founder of a sect which is

purely Japanese, was born at Kominato, in Awa, at the

entrance to the bay of Yeddo, in 1222. His lather, a

man of the name of Nukina, was an exile from Kyoto

who was living in this village and had nnirried a village

girl. The circumstance, that Nichiren s father was an exile,

possessing no political or social rights, caused his enemies

in after days to reproach him with being a xi-n&amp;lt;l&amp;lt;ira (Skt.

chandala &quot; outcaste
&quot;)

;
but tin; charge was unfounded,

for Nukina was really a man of very good family. In

his boyhood Nichiren seems to have been remarkable for his

tender hearted disposition, and tin- vocation to the priest

hood seems to have come to him through a
&amp;lt;piarre,l

that he had with some of his village playmates over the

treatment of a wounded bird. At the age of 12, he

entered a temple of the Shingon sect, near to his village,

h i/oniiniiili Ki, and there remained for some time practising
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the complicated ceremonies, and studying the mysterious rites

of that sect. The priest of the Temple seems to have taken

a groat fancy to his young pupil, and in course of time ar

ranged for him to commence a more extended course of

studios at Hiyeixan. On his way, a little incident occurred

which had much influence on his after career. Stopping

to rest at a village inn, during the midday heat, he

observed some childen dragging about an idol of Sakya-

muni, which they were using a as plaything. Shocked

at such strange profanity, he remonstrated with the

landlord of the inn, who told him that since Shinran s

teaching had demonstrated the futility of all JJuddhas

except Amida, they did not seem to have had any further

use for the idol of Sakyamuni, and so had allowed the

children to play with it. That the founder of the faith

should thus be driven out from 3iis own religion made

a deep impression upon Xiehiren, who from that moment

determined to le a great religious reformer. Accordingly,

he entered upon his studies with great /est, but, like

Honeu Shonin, Shinran, and many others, he found the

Tendai teachings as taught at Hiyei/an far too wide and

comprehensive, and again resorted to a system of eclec

ticism. ]&amp;gt;ut his eclecticism was a more logical one than that

the others, tor he chose as his special basis of doctrine the

same book which Dengyo Daishi had taken for his, and

devoted himself entirely to its elucidation. He does not

however seem to have declared himself until he had com

pletely finished his studies at Iliyei/an, and then returning

to his little temple of Kyosumidera, before an audience of

people whom he had known from his youth, he preached

the sermon which has generally been considered as the

foundation ot his sect. Commencing with the new formula

&quot; Namu myo ho renge kyo,&quot;

&quot; Hail to the scripture of

the Lotus of Good Law,&quot; he preached on the

shortcomings of all the existing sects, and pointed out

that in tin; Hokekyo (Saddharmapundarika Sutra) alone
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was to be found the true and highest teaching of Sakya-

muni. This sermon caused a great commotion, and

Niehiren was forced to escape for his lite from his indignant

auditors. lie now re-tired to a cottage at Nagoye, near

Kamakura, wheiv lit.- set himself to work to propagate his

opinions. Kamakura was at this time the second capital

of Japan, and was the residence of the hhoguns in whose

hands so much of the civil power was concentrated. We
can see the wisdom of Nichiren. in selecting this place for

the scene of his lahours. Whilst tin- Imperial Court at

Kyoto had become hopelessly weak, tin- spirit of political

ambition hail entered into the great religion* houses of

the Mikado s capital ;
so that there was no opening for

a religious reformation there. Sl.inrau s most suc

cessful labours had been in the rural districts of Hitachi

and Shimotsuke, and the Shogun attracted around

himself all that was progressive and energetic in the

country. It was here therefore that Nichiren determined

to pn-ach and teach. His teaching met with singular

success
; the common people heard him gladly and

attributed to his intercessions a period of rain after a

long drought. Even tin: nobles listened to the bold

speaker whose open denunciations were so different

from what they had been accustomed to bear from the

clergy of the old-.-r sects, Hut the more his popularity

increased amongst the laity, so much the more virulent

became the opposition of the priests. Fortunately, or unfor

tunately, they possessed the ear of the rcgeut Tokiyori, who,

in the year 12G1, banished him to Ito in Id/.u. A very

pretty story is connected with this incident. The sea was

very rough, and the vessel which bore the exile across the

bay of Sagami was unable to approach the dangerous coast

of Id/.u. So the sailors, impatient of delay, lauded their

prisoner on u rocky islet some distance from the land, and,

telling him to swim ashore when the storm abated, made

off and left him. Nichiren at once stood up, rosary in
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hand, and commenced in a loud voice to recite his office. A
fisherman on the shore observed him, and, at the peril of

his life, came out to rescue him, thinking him to be

some shipwrecked mariner. This man was Nichiren s

first disciple in Idzn. Soon afterwards he was pardoned,

but, continuing his pugnacious methods of evangelization,

was again in trouble, and, about the year 1272, was thrown

into prison with six of his companions, and condemned to

death. But when the night came for his decapitation, a

double miracle occurred. The Regent Tokimune had a

dream, warning him to spare the condemned man s life,

so vivid that he sent a messenger at once to stay the

execution. At the same moment, the executioner was

making three distinct attempts to behead the prisoner, but

failed each time, from some supernatural cause. Astonished

at this, he also sent a messenger, to inform the regent of

what had occurred. The spot where the two messengers

met is still pointed out on the road along the coast between

Kamakura and Enoshima.

Nichireti s punishment was commuted to a sentence

of banishment to the island of Sado, from which he

was released in 1274. After a short residence in Kamakura,

where his opportunities of gaining influence were now

a thing of the past, he retired to a beautiful spot among
the mountains of Koshu, where he founded the celebrated

monastery of Minobu San, and spent the next eight years

in giving religious instruction to his numerous visitors.

Then, finding that his end was drawing near, he deter

mined once more to visit the scenes of his former labours,

the provinces of Musashi and Sagami ;
and died at Ikegami,

about three, miles from what is now Tokyo, in the house

of his friend Emon no Taiyu Munenaka.

Xichiren is distinctly the most picturesque character

in the whole history of Japanese Buddhism, and we cannot

wonder that he should have deeply impressed his persona

lity upon his own sect. To this day, the Xichiren sect
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maintains the characteristics of its founder. It is

pugnacious, defiant, proud, as he was. Nichiivn is equally

well known to literature and art. One of the favourite

subjects for a picture is the scene of his attempted

execution, and one of the threat successes of the Tokyo
theatre this year (1894) has heeii the play of

Nichirenki.

I an: indehted to the Very Kev. Ahbot Kolmyashi,

of the Daidanrin College Tokyo, for the following sunnnary
of the Nichireu doctrines.

Jitxu (Idi/n/.i/Ti i.e. &quot;the true teaching of the Maliayana,&quot;

is the doctrine which is founded on the Hokekyo (Saddharma

pundarika) which says that the Tathagata of Original

Enlightenment, and all the Huddhas, had hut one ohject in

view, namely to lead all men to that Enlightenment which

is the true Huddhaship. So he lirst preached, as we have

already shown, the doctrine of sudden expansion, called

h t if Hi, in which he suddenly expanded hefore men the

whole of his Truth. Finding however that this was a

doctrine which hut few could grasp, he laid it aside for

a while, and preached the lower stages of the truth, such

as arc contained in the . I//I/J/M.V, and other Sutras of the

Lesser Vehicle. He then began to preach the expanded

doctrines known as \

ui/ntlt/(i or lloiln : from which he

went on to the Udiuit/ti (Skt. Prajnai, in which, by a most

complicated system of metaphysical subtleties, he showed

the absolute identity of reality and unreality. And finally,

in the 1 1 ,!.!. period, he showed the identity of all the

preceding methods, as comprised now within the one

Vehicle of Faith, so that at the close of his ministry

he could say with truth :

&quot; What I have purposed is

now satisfied ; now all things can, by me, enter the state

of enlightenment.&quot;

According to the KfnJinnky6 t
which is the name given

by the scholars of this sect, to the main teachings of

Saddharma puudarika, the book is divided into two
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portions. The last fourteen chapters contain the doctrine

founded upon the Hokekyo, and the lirst fourteen chapters

give the main teachings of the Hokekyo itself.

In the Hannya, or Sekimon teachings, we are shown

the reality of all things, and are taught that all living

things bear the nature of Buddha
;

but it is not until

we reach the Kenhonkyo stage, that we are shown what

is that nature of Buddha with which all living beings

are identical. All the Buddhas in all directions, past,

present, and future, are the counterparts of Sakyaniuni ;

but, when we speak of Sakyaniuni, we do not mean

the historical Sakyaniuni who left his family, taught

and died
;
but the Sakyaniuni Buddha in his real and

immortal state. This is the true Buddha the moon

in the heavens
;

the other Buddhas are like the moon

reflected in the waters, transient, shadowy reflections of

the Buddha of Truth. It is this being who is the source

of all phenomenal existence, and in whom all phenomenal

existence lias its being. The imperfect Buddhism, therefore,

teaches a chain of cause and effect
;

true Buddhism teaches

us that the first link in this chain of cause and effect

is the Buddha of Original Enlightenment, of whom the

historical Sakyaniuni, and the rest are but the transient

reflections. When this point has been reached true

Wisdom has at length been attained.

The importance of this concession it is hard to over-

f estimate. The Tathagata of Original En-

Olightenment is clearly (j&amp;lt;,d,
the being in

O
o o whom all creatures &quot;

live, move, and

o have their bein.&quot; I have sometimes.

the peculiar form of the Nichiren Rosary.

thought that this view is strengthened byoo J

o ooo Prabhutaratna ;
that marked II. is Sakvamuni,

o o o o

OQ 0O the historical manifestation of I, whilst the four

* ^ beads marked 1. 2. 8. 1. are the four great
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Bodhisattvas, also emanations of I and II., who shall

in the Latter Days preach the l:i\v. A Christ inn could

make out of this rosary a very good illustration of the

doctrine of the Messed Trinity.

lint the capacities of living beings are as various

as their mmiher is great. It is therefore the wise

mercy of the Tathagata to suit the teachings to their

capacities. To those in a lower state, he gives, like a

wise physician, medicine suitable to their, condition, and

lends them along a path by which they may avoid the

conditions of beasts and demons, and be assured of a

birth amongst men or angels. This is calhd the Nin-

tongvO, or doctrine of man mid deiis. Again, to those

in a higher condition, he presents the lour great truths

and th* 1 twelve causes, etc. and so places them in the

Small Vehicle of Buddhist doctrine. To the wise in

heart again, according to their several characteristics,

he preaches the various forms of the Great Buddhism

the philosophy of the Shingon, the exstatic wisdom of

the Contemplatives, or the fervent faith of the. .Jodo and

Shinshfi. But all these are only imperfect presentations:

to those who would be perfect, the Tathagata oilers in the

Hokekyo, a system which combines in itself all philosophy
and wisdom, human and divine, all faith and all knowledge.

Swedenborg seems to echo the i etchings of Xichiren

when he say that our character is formed by our

predominant will, and that according to our leading

desires so will our place be determined in the world to

come. The leading desire of him who would become

a Buddha is to purify, not this part or that., but

every part, and thus to make bis whole body a tit

habitation (or the all-pt-rvading Tathagata.

XI.

We have now reached the fjill.-st stage in the

development of Japanese Buddhism. We have (raced
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the faith of Sakyainuni from the life of its Founder to

the evolution of the various vehicles. We have seen

how the promulgation of Greater Vehicle doctrines in

India &quot;was accompanied l&amp;gt;y

a great outburst of mis

sionary /eal which sent the hardy Indian priests over

the mountain ranges, that surround on all sides the

native country of the Buddha, to propagate the faith

among the mountain ravines of Kashmir and Thibet,

along the fertile, valleys and thickly populated coasts of

China, and at length over the seas through Korea to

Japan.

We have traced the gradual changes and development

of the faith, from the time when it first came over to

these shores in a crude undigested form, imperfectly

explained to the natives of the country by missionaries

who were every whit as much foreigners as the

Christian missionaries of to-day, to the time when under

the guidance of native priests the now-existing sects

were established and brought to their full development.

We have seen in the sects themselves a gradual upward

tendency. In the Teudai sect we have seen a com

prehensiveness of view so large that it has defeated

its own object. Unable to grasp the whole cycle of

Buddhist teachings men have arisen within the great

Tendai monastery of Hiyeizau, who have, each in

his turn, seized upon some one portion of the

Tendai teachings and developed it to the utmost

of its extent. So Honen and Shiuran preached

Ainida, and Amida, alone, thus approaching very

near to the monotheistic faith of Christianity ;
whilst

the Contemplatives have come very near to the idea of

an ineffable Clod whom human words cannot describe

nor human thoughts adequately conceive
;
and Nichiren

seems almost to have reached to the Catholic doctrine

of the Trinity in Unity. We have seen too that Shingon,

the faith of Dainichi or Vairochana as taught by Kobo
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Daishi, lias hud no spiritual progeny ;
110 sects trace

their pedigree back to his system, which is very nearly

akin to Gnosticism.

In writing the account of the various sects I

have done my best to present their good side only.

Every f;iith has a right to he judged by its best

specimens, and its highest teachings, and it is on

its bright side that I have preferred to view Japanese

Buddhism.

But I would not conceal from myself that there is a

dark side to Japanese Buddhism, as there is to all Buddhism

everywhere. The. germs of truth, which 1 have sought to

develop, lie hid amongst a mass of superstitious practices*

It is perhaps owing to thoir multitudinous divisions

that the Buddhist priesthood do not exercise the

influence which they ought to exercise. The &quot;

tissi-

parous
&quot;

nature of Japanese- Buddhism must always bo

remembered : it is propagated by divisions. Ki:ch oue

of the greater sects is subdivided into a large number

of sub-sects, in some cases there are us many as ten

sub- sects to one sect. If these sub-sects (and they arc

all autonomous bodies) be taken into consideration, there

must be nearly 70 Buddhist sects in the country. Some

of these sects do not, it is true, represent variations of

doctrine. The merest local accident often caused a

division. Thus, the two Hongwanji, with their numerous

successions of priests, owe their division to the action of

one great Japanese hero who burnt u temple, and of

another who allowed the temple to be rebuilt ; whilst

the Noto and Kchi/en branches of the Zen sect, which

are absolutely identical in doctrine, trace their separation

to the fact that Butsuji Zenshi took up his residence

in a dill erent temple from that in which Shoyo Taishi

had taught and worshipped. On such slight foundations

is it possible for the spirt of Japanese sectarianism

to work.

Vol. XML .10
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There is contained in several of the Buddhist Scriptures

a prophecy about the Latter Days of the Law. By

degrees, it is said, the teachings of Sakyamiini should

lose their vigour, and men should he imahle to save

themselves as Sakyamuni would have wished them to do.

This prophecy of the Latter Days of the Law seems

to have made a very deep impression on the Japanese

mind during the thirteenth century of our era, the

period of religious fervour which saw the rise of the

four great sects of Jodo, Shinshu, Zen, and Nichiren.

Honen Shonin and Shinran both justified their preaching

of salvation by faith in Amida, by maintaining that in the

&quot; Latter Days&quot;
salvation by works had become impossible,

and that if Amirla had not opened the gate of tnriki, or

salvation by the merits of another, no man could be saved
;

and Nichiren not only proclaimed the Advent of these

* Latter Days,&quot;
but taught further that he himself was one

of four great Bodhisats, \vho, according to the prophecy in

the Saddharma pundarika, should appear during that period

to teach men the truth.

The period of the Latter Days was to continue for

five hundred years. Long ere those live hundred years

could possibly have elapsed, there appeared on the shores

of Japan teachers of a different race, and country who

may perhaps have been the one* foreshadowed in Buddhist

prophecy. 1 refer to the. Catholic Missions of the Sixteenth

century whoso romantic history is so fainiliar to everyone

who knows anything about Japan.

The story of the Catholic Missions in Japan lias been

so often told, and by more skilful pens than mine, that

I do not venture to repeat the tale. Suffice it to dwell

for a short on the effects which the strife had upon

Buddhism.

Before, tin 1 Advent of Christianity, Japanese Buddhism

bid fair to destroy itself.
&quot; A house divided against itself

cannot stand
;&quot;

and the embittered controversies between
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the sects, especially the Shinshu and Nichireu, fully

justify us in calling the Buddhism of that period a house

divided against itself. The coming of Christianity welded

into a temporary whole the disjointed parts of Buddhism.

At tirst, singularly weak in argument against the keen

dialectics ;ind burning /eal of scholars trained in the

discipline of St. Ignatius, the Buddhist monks gradually

learned many wholesome lessons from their opponents.

The differences between the worshipper of Amidn, and the

noisy preacher of \atnu
uiy~&amp;gt;

h~&amp;gt; reniji !&amp;gt;yv,
sank into in

significance when compared with the greater differences

between Buddhibt and Christian
;

and at last, taking

full advantage of the strategic and political errors of

the foreign priests, the Buddhists made one great united

effort, and, as history tells ns, triumphed.

The struggle against Christianity in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries was the hammer that welded

Japanese Buddhism into one. It would however be a

mistake to suppose that the. victory over Christianity

was bought without a proportionate price. Buddhism

conquered, but it was exhausted. During the whole f

the Tokugawa period, from the time when Christianity

was overthrown down to the beginning of the present

era of progress, Buddhism seems to have been lifeless.

No new sect was then founded, with the except!, n

of the Obakil sect of the Xeiishu, which dates fro-ii

KJ- iO. It was founded by a Chinese, not a native,

priest, and never took very deep root in the land.

No controversy of any kind seems to have seriously

disturbed the tranquil slumber of the Church. It is

true that, as a Japanese priest said to me, there were,

u few of the &quot;

ordinary disagreements
&quot;

between tin:

Shinshu and the Nichireus, but these disagreements

involved no principles of controversial interest ; they

WtTe nieivlv petty squabbles such as the historian liee.l

not notice.
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And, as a still more effective sign of stagnation,

there followed a period of literary inactivity and a general

decay, not of learning but of thought. Very few books

on Buddhism were written during this period, and what

was written does not seem to have been more than

second-class.

We shall not be surprised then to find that, as those

smooth uneventful years glided past, the moral weight

of Buddhism became less and less, that the testimony

against vice and wickedness became more and more

feeble, and that every decade saw a worldly and degenerate

priesthood losing its grasp upon the faith and respect

of those who should hear the law at its mouth.

With the present era there has come a change

over the Buddhist clergy. The Restoration brought

disendowment to their temples, and a wholesome period

of poverty to themselves. It was a rude awakening
to them after the torpid affluence they had enjoyed

under the rule of the Tokugawas. Scarcely awakened

by this rude shock, they found themselves once more

confronted by the same old enemy whom two

centuries before they had fought and conquered. The same

old enemy and yet a changed foe. The two centuries of

European life had done much to change the condition of

tho foreign invaders
; and now, stronger in some respects

though weaker in others, the attacking party stand at

the citadel gate of Buddhism, with newly-forged engines and

a more scientific system of strategical tactics.

Once more the phenomena of history are repeating

themselves. The Buddhist priests, at first too ill-instructed

to match themselves in argument with the west, had

recourse to those worst of arguments, violence, detraction,

or a sullen silence. But by degrees better counsels

prevailed, and they have in many instances set themselves

honestly to master the conditions of the new problem so

thpt they may better cope with their eager foes.
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No one can have studied contemporary Buddhist

literature without being struck by one further pheno

menon, tor all the better class of magazines and books tell

the same story. The conflict with the common foe is

deepening the sense of the essential unity between all

Buddhists, not only in this country, but in all these lands

where Shaka s name is revered. That the conflict between

the two faiths must become more acute is what we all must

expect. That history should again repeat itself and give

us a repetition of the sad scenes of the sixteenth century

is what we shall all unite in deprecating.
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APPENDIX I.

&quot; NAGARJUNA.&quot;

When the dynasty of Asoka waned, and gave place

to that of the illustrious Chandra, Nagiirjuua was born

in Central India, destined to play an important part in the

religious history of Buddhism. According to the Tibetan

historians who wrote on the authority of Indian historians,

lie was born a century before Chandra Gupta s accession

&amp;lt;to the throne of Magadha. But to conform his age to the

conjectural chronology of the occidental orientalists, one

would be required to bring that date more than a century

Liter than Alexander s invasion of India. Xagarjuna s

age must remain a positive uncertainty so long as we

cannot get hold of the historical works of the Indian authors

of the Buddhistic period.

A rich Brahman of the Vidarbha country had had

no sou born to him for many years, and, earnestly

desiring one, set about doing many good works. In

reward for these, a child was born to him, according

to promise, but the child was extremely delicate, and

not likely to live for more than seven days. Austerities

and prayers were again resorted to, and the divine

promise was given that his life should be spared for

seven years.

At the end of that period, when both parents and

child were overwhelmed with grief at the approaching

doom, Avalokitesvara (Kwannon) appeared to the child

and advised him to escape from death by taking refuge
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in the monastery of Xalendra in Magadha. Arriving

there he was told by the Abbot, a great saint named

S irah i, to become a monk and devote himself to the

service ami worship of the gnat Buddha Apuriiuita

Ayusha. This he did, was ordained in due coui&amp;gt;- . and

by his great sanctity obtained a supernatural power.

After a while, however, the supernatural po\v, r was

taken from him. and he was left to supply its place

as best he could. For a time, he supported himself and

his monks by the charity of the neighbouring nobility ; but

when a famine put a stop to this, he started out on

an extensive tour. This being successful, ai;d the

monastery being now freed from pecuniary car- s, he-

began his religious duties with fresh Zeal.

&quot; He opposed the theories of Sankaiachavya and

imparted religion- instruction to the monks of XaK-ndra.&quot;

He is said to have [treadled with great success to the

jSYigas in the nether world, from whom he got his

name of Xagarjuna. Returning to his own country he

devoted himself to good works, and especially to the

propagation of hi- teaching by literary means, and com

posed many works on science, medicine, astioiiomy*

and alchemy. The names of a great number of these

books will be found in Mr. Xanjo s Catalogue of Bud

dhist Scriptuns. lit succeeded Sarahu Bhadra in the

chief priesthood of the Xaleiidra monastery, and fully

developed the Madhyamika system of philosophy.

But, whilst developing his own system, he does not

seem to have neglected the older systems of philosophy,

for lie laboured so successfully for the prosperity of the

Sravakas, or Hinayana Buddhists, that his intlu nee over

them was unbounded, and he became, recognix. d as the

head of the whole Buddhist Church. So great indeed

was his reputation that he is called in the Tibetan books

the second Buddha, as having consolidated all thut Sakya-

muni had only begun.
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The account of his death reads remarkably like

the account of the death of St. John the Baptist in the

Gospels.

The above short account of Nagarjuna is abridged

from a paper on this subject by Mr. Sarat Chandra Das,

in the Tr(cns(i&amp;lt;-ti&amp;lt;nifs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for

1882. It will show the extremely important place occupied

in Mahayana Buddhism by this Saint.

Mr. Xiiujo identifies the Madhyamika school of

Buddhist philosophy with the Sun ron xhu, which is

described in Chap. v. of his book on the Twelve Buddhist

Sects in Japan.

Though Nagarjuna s influence was so great we find

that in his time were developed the first germs of what

\vns afterwards known as the Yogacharya heresy.
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APPENDIX II.

PRINCIPLES AN1&amp;gt; TEACHINGS OF THE
SOTO SECT.

CHAPTER I. (GENERAL INTRODUCTION).

1. The understanding of lite and death is the main

principle of Buddhism. If, in the midst of life and death,

there he understanding (or, jn 1-xoni/icil, Buddha) there is

no lifi- nor death. Only when we think of life and death,

as of Nirvana itself, we must not loathe the one because

it is life and death, nor pray for the other because it is

Nirvana. It is then for the first time that we come to

stand outside of life and death. But we must consider this

to he the most important principle.

2. It is hard to ohtain a human body, it is a rare

thing to meet with the law of Buddha. To-day, thanks to

the help of our previous merits, we have not only obtained

that human body which it is so difficult to obtain, hut we

have met with the law of Buddha which it is so difficult

to meet with. This is in truth the excellent life produced

by an accumulation of previous merits. We must not heat

the body of righteousness with carelessness, nor give up

the dewy life to the transient wind.

8. It is hard to trust to the transient, and the dewy

life shall it not vanish somewhere on the grass by the road

side ? The body in not a private possession, and the life

is but a shadow cast by the light that remains hut a short

while.
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The beautiful colour lists goiie from the face, and there

is no seeking for it. When we seek for it there is no

second return of it for us to meet with. When the

Transient comes upon us suddenly, neither King nor

Minister, parent nor servant, wife, nor child, nor treasures

can help us. Alone we must go into the next world, tsiking

with us nothing but only our good and evil actions. 28

4. In the present life we should not associate with

heretical men, that do not know the law of cause and effect,

nor discern retribution, nor distinguish between good and

evil, nor kno\v the three worlds (of past, present and future).

All the reasons of Karma are cloar and without partiality.

Whosoever doeth evil shall fall, whosoever doeth good shall

rise : arid there is no uncertainty in it. When the law of

cause and effect is not established nor discerned, there is no

apparition of all the Buddhas, nor does any great religious

teacher come from the West.

5. In the retribution of good and evil there are three

seasons
;
when the retribution comes in this life, when it

comes in the next and when it comes in some more remote

life. These are called the three seasons. In learning the

path of the founder of Buddhism, we must begin by

learning and clearly distinguishing the retributions of

these three seasons. If we do not do so we shall often

err and fall into heresy. And not only shall we fall into

heresy, but by falling into evil life we shall receive a

long continuing pain.

G. This thing we must know. The body of this

present life is not two nor three. Is it not a

sorrowful thing to fall into heresy, and feel solely the

result of had actions ? When a mail does evil he cannot

- Mr. Ouchi, in this commentary explains this in such a way

as to ilony the immortality of the individual soul. That which

&quot;goes with us&quot; is nothing but the fioriki or five skhiindhas, not

the individual soul.
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escape iroiu tlu retribution due to his evil deeds by

adopting the heretical notion that it is not evil and that

there shall he no retribution tor it.

CHAPTER II.

CONFESSION AND THE DESTRUCTION OF SIN.

7. The Founder of Buddhism has, through the

greatness of his compassion, opened a wide giite ot bene

volence into which all sentient beings niav enter Whether

man or angel, all can enter. Though the aforesaid retribu

tion of evils in the three seasons can certainly not be

avoided, yet when we make confession and the like, we

can diminish the burden and receive relief; moreover

the destruction of sin causes us to be pure.

N. Therefore, with all our heart must we make con

fession to the pre-existent liuddhas. When we do this

with truth tin; pre-existent l&amp;gt;uddhas save us by aid of

the virtue of confession and make us pure. It is this virtue

that makes perfect the Pure Faith and Active Desire.

When the Pure Fiiith is reali/ed, it ol (literates the distinc

tion between self and others, and its mlluence is felt

universally by inanimate as well as by animate beings.

9. Its mam principles are as follows : we must

pray that, although the many bad actions of our

previous lives are a hindrance to us, yet we may,

through the mercy of all the liuddhas and Saints,

uho have reached thr perfect Enlightenment by the

path of viitue, receive the forgiveness of sins; and that

they may bring us out of suffering and enable us to

obtain u part of that virtue which is spread over and

(ills the limitless World of the Law. The lJuddhas

were in the past such as I am : 1 in the future shall

be like th- IJuddhiis.

\Ve must then contest; that the causes of all the

bad actions of which we are guilty are covetousness,
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.anger and folly, having no definite beginning and

proceeding from body, mouth and will
;

and now we

confess them all. When we have confessed, as above,

we receive the protection of the Buddhas. Expose your

hearts to Buddha, and thereby you may cut oft the

roots of your sin.

CHAPTER III.

ACCEPTING THE COMMANDMENTS AND ENTERING UPON

THE POSITION OF A BUDDHA.

11. Next to the above, we must venerate the three

treasures of Buddha, the Law and the Priesthood
;
even

through the transformations of life and body, we should offer

sacrifices and pray to the Three Treasures. That which

the Buddhas and Sages of western regions and oriental

countries have handed down and instituted, is the action of

reverence towards Buddha, the Law and the Priesthood.

12. If there be sentierft beings of miserable fortune

and low virtue, they cannot even hear the names of the

Three Treasures, how then shall they come to believe ?

Do not believe, haunted by vain superstition, in the demons

of the mountains and other evil spirits, nor in the temple of

heretical paths. He who does so cannot, on account of

his belief, escape from all pains. By speedily believing in

the Three Treasures of Buddha, Law and the Priesthood,

not only does a man escape from all pains, but he also

arrives at perfect perception.

13. Now as to that Faith in the Three Treasures, a

man must have a completely pure faith both in the Tatha-

gata during his life time and in Tathagata at rest, and must

worship repeating with his mouth : Xatnu Kie bntnw ;

nanni hie Jio ; naitni l;ie so. (Glory to Buddha the Law aud

the Priesthood.) Buddha is our great Teacher, therefore

we believe in Him
;
the Law is our good medicine therefore

we believe in it
;

the Priesthood is our excellent friend,
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therefore we believe in it. The only way to become Bud-

clha s disciples is through the three heliefs. Whatever com

mandments we receive, we must first receive the three

heliefs, and afterwards we can receive all the commandments.

Thus indeed it is through the Three Beliefs that we receive

the commandments (of virtue).

1 1 As for this helief in Buddha the Law and the Priest

hood, when its virtue truly has an effect upon our lives,

then it becomes pure. Whether Heavenly Beings or men,

inhabitants of Hell, or Brutes, if there he the influence on

the life, then truly is the helief seen. Then our helief

is gradually increased from life to life, from world to

world, from being to being, from place to place ;
and then

we complete the Unsurpassed llight Univeral Wisdom.

Then we know that the merit of the three Beliefs is most

excellent and most mysterious. The Blessed one has

proved it. Therefore all sentient Beings should accept

the Beliefs.

1&quot;). In the next place, we must accept the three

collective clear commandments, (i) the commandments for

completing discipline, (ii)
the commandments for completing

good actions, (iii)
the commandments for perfecting salva

tion ; ami after these we must accepted the ten capital

prohibitions : (i) Not to kill, (ii)
not to steal, (iii)

not to

commit adultery, (ivj not to lie, (v) not to sell wine, (vi)

not to be censorious, (vii) not to cause others to stumble,

(viii) not to covet, (ix) not to be angry, (x) not to despise

the three treasures.

The Beliefs, the three Collective clear Commandments,

and the ten capital Prohibitions are received and taught

by all the Buddhas.

1C. The receiving of the Commandments, and the like,

is the proof of that Nirvana which consists in the unsurpas

sed llight Universal Wisdom which ail the Buddhns of

the three ages have proved. What wise man does not

w ish to attain to it ? The Blessed One has taught all
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sentient beings, that whatever sentient being accepts the

commandments of Wisdom, enters ijwu facto into the

position of all Buddhas (into the grade of all wisdom).

That position is equivalent to the great Enlightenment ;

finally they indeed become the sons of all the Buddhas.

17. All Buddhas, always abiding in and holding it,

leave not perception in every direction
;
when sentient

creatures arrive at the highest perception, they lose the

sense of direction. At this time it is seen that vegetables,

land, stones, fences, c. all partake of the Buddha-nature.

Thereby, those who partake in the benefit of the wind

and water that riso out of them, are, all of them, helped

by the mysterious supernatural influence of Buddha, and

show forth the close enlightenment. This is the* virtue

of mn-i (&quot;doing nothing&quot;), this is the virtue of nmau

(&quot; doing nothing &quot;)
; this is hotsu feocte/im (the springing

up of the Bodhi-heart).

CHAPTER IV.

THE DKSIRE FOR SAVING OTHERS.

18. The arousing of Perception is the desire; to save

all sentient beings before we have as .yet crossed over

ourselves. Whether one be a layman or a priest, a

celestial being or a hum in, in sorrow or in joy, he should

hasten to arouse this desire of nltniixni (ji-nn-tokii do-

sen-tlo-tt-i. )

19. Though their outward appearance may bo humble,

those in whom this feeling is aroused, become our teachers.

Even a girl of seven years old becomes the teacher of the

four-fold relationships,
24 and the parent of all sentient

beings. Neither is there any question of male and female.

This is the mysterious law of the path of Buddha.

2i i.e. Itfiikii, bliikiini, nbiijoku, ub&amp;lt;ii
&quot;

laymen, and laywomen

monks find nuns.&quot;
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20. If, after conceiving this Heart of perception, wo

still revolve in the six states of life, and the four methods

of birth, the cause of that (continued) metamorphosis is

all the practical desire for Wisdom. Therefore, though our

past life lias been protitlessly past, yet, whilst this

life still remains, we must hasten to arouse this future

hope. Though we ourselves have that perfect merit

which enables us to arrive at Wisdom, yet must we,

with deeper meditation, direct, our thoughts to the obtaining

of perfect Wisdom by all sentient beings. Some men by

countless actions have caused sentient beings to cross over,

yet have themselves not reached tin- lluddhaship. Never

theless they have saved sentient beings, and assisted them.

21. For benefiting others, there are four kinds of

transcendent wisdom: (i) almsgiving, (ii) kind words, (iii)

benevolent actions, (iv), sympathetic impartiality. These

are the practical desires of the man who holds the Truth.

By almsgiving is meant not to covet : and it also

means that though a man possess nothing, yet he may exercise

liberality. However light the gift may be, the ac.t of giving

is real. We can therefore practise almsgiving by means

of one word or one prayer. We can do abas with the

treasure of one cent or one blade of grass, which will

be the source of profit in this life and tin 1 next. More

over the la\v, which defines tin- origin of profit in this

world and the next, shall be your treasure: your treasure

also shall he the law. But, (in doing alms) we must exert

our strength and look for no return. To build a bridge

and prepare boats for men to cross over, is an act of

almsgiving, and of course every human industry may be

considered as such.

22. 15y kind words it is meant that when \ve see

sentient beings we conceiv &amp;gt; a feeling of kindliness for

them, and address them with words of kindness. TI.

treasure in one s memory words, such as,
&quot; think of all

sentient beings as thv children, is to us&amp;lt;- kind words.
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If there be virtue, praise it: if there be no virtue, use

words of pity. The reconciliation of our enemies, and the

binding together in harmony of perfect men, rests on the

foundation of kind words. To hear kind words in reply,

delights the face and the heart : to hear kind words given

even in absence, makes an impression on the memory and

soul. Yon may be sure that kind words have a great and

powerful influence.

23. Benevolence is the doing of righteous acts of help

to living creatures whether of high or low degrree ; as

when we help a tortoise in trouble, or a sick sparrow

without looking for a reward, and in a one-sided manner.

The foolish man thinks : if I work first for another theu

my own benefit will be diminished. It is not so.

Benevolence is one law, ot universal application, and gives

profit to self as well as to others.

21. Sympathetic Impartiality is equality of disposition

to all, to self as well as to others. For instance, tho

Incarnate Nyorai took on Him Human Nature. Treat

him as distinct and he is the same as self, treat him

afterward as self and he is the same as others. The

distinction between self and others depends on time and

is infinite. It is a sort of impartiality that the sea accepts

all waters. Therefore the gathering together of individual

waters becomes a collective sea.

25. Every one that desires the Great Perception must

in quietness meditate upon the above reasons. Do it

not neglectfully. We must worship and venerate the

merit by which all beings receive conversion through the

pe rfect acceptance of the saving commandments.

CHAPTER V.

ACT OF THANKSGIVING FOR LAYING HOLD OF THE COMMAND
MENTS.

26. This desire of Perception ought to arise frequently

the men of Mu-em-pu (Asia). Now we, having a cause
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for arousing the desire in this world, have been horn in

this land. Shall not the sight of Sakyamuni tin: Buddha

please us ?

27. Quietly should we consider : When the True Law

was not spread ahroiid through the world, we could not

meet witli it, even though we were willing to sacrifice

our lives. To-day that we have our desire to meet with

the True Ijaw, Imddha says :

&quot; When thou desirest

to meet with the teacher that explaineth the unsurpassed

Law, think not of many tribes : look not upon the ap

pearance : dislike not the family : think not upon action :

only thinking upon Hannya, and worship and meditate

three times a day. Sutler not a heart of sorrow and

passion to arise in thee.&quot; Shall we not see it ?

2K. That \\v can now see Wisdom and hear the

law, is a mercy that comes to us from laying hold

of the actions of former founders of religion. If the

founders of our religion had not handed it down, how

would it have reached to our day ? We must he

thankful for the kindness that gives us one maxim, or

one law. Much more therefore must we return thanks for

the great mercy of the unsurpassed Great Law ? The

sick sparrow never forgets a kindness : the rings of

the three Great Ministers are no surer token. The

distressed tortoise forgets not a kindness : the seal of

Yofu is no surer token. Beasts even show their

gratitude. How shall men not feel it ?

2 .). In showing this gratitude, men need not go to

extraneous or superabundant laws
; tjie performance of

daily duty is the puth of justifying (proving! one s

gratitude. That which is called reason is the not neglecting

of one s daily life, nor wasting it in selfishness.

HO. Time flies more swiftly than fin arrow, life is

more evanescent than the dew. l&amp;gt;v what wise devices

of righteousness can we recall a single day when it is

gone ? If we live foolishly for a hundred years, the days

Vol. x*ii.-3l
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and months will be full of sorrow, and the body be full

of misery. If we become the slaves of passions for a

hundred years, and then but for one day do that

which is lawful and right ;
not only shall we have the

merit of righteous conduct for a bunded years, but,

further, the power of helping other lives for the same

period. This life of one day is precious, and the body (in

which it is lived) is precious also. Love the body itself

and the heart itself. By means of this practice we can

attain to the vision of the practice of all the Buddhas,

we can proclaim the great path of all the Buddhas.

Thus the practice of one day is the sowing of the seed

(which will produce) all the Buddhas, it is the practice

which leads to all the Buddhas.

81. When then we speak of all the Buddhas, we mean

Sakya Muni. Sakya Muni is soku shin ze lutsii. When

all the Buddhas, of past, present and future, attain to

Buddhaship they become Sakya Muni
;

he is verily the

soku shin ze butsu. If we ask who is meant by the

Universal Buddha, it will bo found in the requiting of the

mercy of Buddha.

5 lit.
&quot; miud itself Buddha.
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APPENDIX III.

JAPANESE HYMNOLOGY.

Japanese Buddhism is rich in hymnology, and pos

sesses several hymn books, many of which are of con

siderable antiquity. The Jodo Wa^an, for instance, is said

to contain many hymns dating from that period of revival

which witnessed the labours of such great Saints as Shinran

and Xichiren. But the hymn writing spirit is by no means

exhausted, and there are in all the Buddhist papers and

magazines many new hymns, some of as late a date as the

commencement of this year (1H94).

These hymns are of great use to the Buddhist clergy

as a means of keeping alive in the minds of their people

not only the tenets of the Buddhist faith, but also tbe

memory of great men and notable incidents connected with

the history of their religion.

Whilst these hymns do not form a proper part of

Buddhist liturgies, they are frequently employed in

Temple services, especially as adjuncts to preaching ;
an

are more particularly of use in the homes of the

people.

During the early part of this year, when a religious

wave was passing over the people (a revival due I believe

very largely to a play on the life of Nichiren, which

had a considerable run in one of the principal metropolitan

theatres), it was, I am told, a very common thing for

earnest Buddhists to hold meetings in private houses at
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which hymn singing formed a very leading feature. Such

meetings naturally have had a great effect on the religious

enthusiasm of the people.

I remember several years ago to have attended a

preaching service in the Temple attached to the the Dai-

gakurin at A/abu in Tokyo. (The Daigakurin is the

principal theological College of the Soto sect in Tokyo).
This service was preceded by a kind of liturgy, the details

of which I do not now very clearly remember, with the

exception of a peculiar sort of procession in which all the

priests walked round and round the temple repeating for

about ten minutes some words which I did not catch. (This

mawarigyo or &quot;

processional
&quot;

I have since seen in other

temples as well.) After it was ended, there came a pause

in the service, to allow tbe pulpit to be brought into the

Temple, and, I suppose also, to give the preacher a few

minutes for the collection of him thoughts. During this

interval, a few young priests who were sitting in a remote

corner of the temple struck up a hymn which was presently

taken up by the congregation and sung with some effect.

I may as well perhaps here remark that foreigners are

apt to think the Japanese unmusical ; but I think the

charge is unjust. They do not understand our music, and

often make a dreadful hash of Christian melodies. But their

o\vn music the)* understand and can sometimes reproduce

it with great effect. I remember a very pretty hymn

sung by the people at the sea-side village of Katase near

Enoshima during a matsuri ; and if any one will go to

the Zojoji temple at Shiba on the rare occasions on which

there is a sermon, he will I am sure be convinced that

rendering of the litany to Amida (?) is distinctly melodious.

There is a cheap hymnal entitled liukkyo Wasan

(Hymnal of Buddhist Teaching), which is I believe a fair

representative of a modern Buddhist hymnal.

It contains JJOO hymns, and is divided into three

parts, each containing 100 hymns. The first part treats of
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&quot; the Buddhas,&quot; and contains hymns in honour of Sakya-

muni, Amida, Daiuichi and the other Buddhas. The

second treats of &quot; the law
&quot;

and may fairly be compared

to the &quot;

general
&quot;

hyuins of a Christian hymn book.

In the third section we have &quot; the Church
&quot;, hymns

for Festivals and Saints Days, arranged roughly according

to some Calendar.

When we come to the hymns themselves it is in

teresting to note that some of them are &quot;

alphabetic,&quot;

like some of the Hebrew psalms but arranged in accord-

dance with the order of the Japanese syllabary known

as l-ro-lm. But with these few exceptions all the hymns
are in the same nu-tiv.

Ware waiv honrai hotoke nari.

In these lines of twelve syllables, there is mostly a

break or caesura at the end of the seventh syllable, thus

breaking the line into two unequal portions of seven and

live syllables respectively. Were another method of writing

adopted it would be seen that the lines correspond exactly

with the 7. &quot;&amp;gt;. 7. &quot;&amp;gt;. metre of Christian psalmody.

Ware ware honrai

Hotoke nari.

Neither quantity nor accent is used iu these hymns, the

sole requisite being that each line or part of a line have its

proper number of syllables.

As a specimen of these hymns I give; one Gilsei

\Vaxun a hymn on the saving mercies of Aniida.

Shu shi no Ku Kai hotori nashi

Hisashikti shidxunieru warera wo ba

Amida gusei no funo nomi do

Nosete kanar:ul/u watashikeru

Mutu Mida gwan on dui sei shi
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Dai gwan no fuiie ni zojite zo

Slid shi no nmi ni ukami tsutsu

Ujiyo wo yobote nose tamaii 2G

&quot;Shoreless is the sea of miseries caused by birth and

death : and we for a long time were sunk (beneath its

waves), but Amida taking even us into the ship of his great

mercy, by that alone carries us across safely. Moreover

the great mercy of Mida s prayer that resides in the ship of

the Great Vow, when we are tossing on the sea of birth and

death, puts forth his pity and takes us on board.&quot;

To do justice to Buddhist hynmology would require

a book in itself. At the present moment I can only point

it out as a terra incognita inviting exploration and holding

out promise of abundant fruit.

26 1 have put diacritical marks where a dissyllable is found ill

the Japanese Kaiia.
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APPENDIX IV.

SYSTEM OF ETHICS.

All moral duties arc based upon the l \&amp;gt;ur Favours (Slii

Chi,) i. c., the- bom-tits which we have received from

four ditierent quarters and tho duties which we conse

quently owe to those from whom we have received them.

Our life, character, social position, development, etc.,

are determined by our relationships (i.) to our parents, (ii)

to mankind at large, (iii.)
to our sovereign, (iv.i to our

religion. From these four sources we have received all

that we have, and are still daily receiving innumerable

favours ; and our moral conduct, therefore, is conditioned

by our duties towards these four.

I. On i- jHirentx {^fnlu no on). It is to our parents that

we owe our very existence. Without them we should

never have come into the world. Our mothers have given

to us tin- tedious months of pregnancy, tho pangs and

dangers of child-birth, often accompanied with the sacrifice

of life itself, the years of loving care during which they

have fed us, \\ntched over us, tended us, until our independ

ent life lias been able to stand by itself and our need

of constant personal supervision arid assistance has died

away. It is from our mothers that we have learned our

first lessons and our first prayers.

Nor has the part played by the father been a less im

portant om. If our mothers have borne the pain, our

fathers have had the anxiety. They have worked for us,

and by their work have provided the means for our main-
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tenance and education. Whatever rank in life they have

had, has hcen ours by inheritance, to improve or to deter

iorate. Whatever good there may he in a father s name

it has been ours as a locitx a
&amp;lt;/

&amp;gt;,

in the making or marring

of our own fortunes.

It requires, therefore, no elaborate proof to show that

we owe to our parents duties of a very substantial nature

in return for what we have received from them. These are

defined as follows :

1. Care for our own bodies, which belong not to

ourselves but to our parents. The man who by profligate

living or reckless conduct injures his own health,

thereby deprives his parents of the &quot;

love, honour and

succour
&quot;

which they have a right to expect from him.

2. To preserve intact whatever we inherit from

them (Julio no isan iru t&amp;lt;nnot*)t). This duty is not

merely confined to the material part of our heritage.

It is our privilege to preserve, as far as we can, the

name, rank and prestige derived from them.

8. To pay them all reverence and respect while living

and duly to celebrate their funeral obsequies when dead.

Those duties, when put into practice, sometimes have

strange results. I have known a boy decline going down

the rapids of the Fujigawa river in a canoe, on the ground

that his body belonged to his parents. It was in reality

a very solid reason to give, but an English school-boy would

have attributed the refusal to another cause. The duty

of preserving intact the family heritage leads to the custom

of adoption which is so commonly practised, not only in

Japan, but throughout the East. From the respect paid

to the memory of departed parents comes the worship of

ancestors which forms so large a part of religious life

in Japan. It is, however, only fair to say that here Bud

dhism has been considerably modified by the surrounding

Confucian and Shinto belief and practices, and that memo

rial services for the dead are to be found in all nations.
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II. It these 1)0 the duties that we owe to our

parents in return for the benefits received from them,

our duties to all mankind sue equally clear. 1 ha\c

here used the word &quot;

all mankind,&quot; hut the Japanese word

\tiltnji) n&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

&quot;ii)
is tar more comprehensive. It mclu:li-s all

creation in which there is life, not man only, thm-fore,

hut cresittues higher and lower than man in the sca o

of life.

In considering our relations to mankind we must.

remember that we are dealing not merely with the present

life and si possible future, but with life psist, present and

future. Each man amongst us has, according to the well-

known doctrine of re-birth, had innumerable, or at any

rate, numerous lives in the past ;
his present sphere of

life being determined by his merit or demerit in previous

existences. In each different life he lists had different

relationships, though these previous ties have long since

been dissolved and forgotten. Every man, therefore, whilst

preserving his individuality untouched during the present

life, stands intimately connected with the whole of sentient

life. The whole of sentient life, therefore, stands to him

in the relationship of
&quot;my

mother and my sistt r and my
brother.&quot; (lx-xni ti&amp;lt;&amp;gt; (Ituixlti na Lui i inign diclti nui i

Isaui HO nyoxhi UK ki e n-di/ii halut nuri. /.SMU n&amp;lt;&amp;gt; sliujo

tru 1, i.t c
ifrtyti di/ )ii i x/iiknii )i&amp;lt;iri.

&quot; .Ml males are my
father, all It-males my mother. All creatures my parents

and my masters.&quot;)

There i.s a further relationship depending on the con

ditions of the present life. Mankind is so constituted

thsit we are all inextricably dependent on one another.

The commonest article of food, the coarsest matt rial which

forms the simple clothing of a Japanese coolie, involves the

labour of hundreds of men. Life is inconceivable without

intercourse, and intercourse means commerce, and commerce

at once involves the whole industrial fabric of society. \\^T

art?, therefore, inextricably bound up with our fellowmen,
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and as we cannot pass an hour without receiving some

thing from them, so we cannot for one hour escape the

obligations imposed on us by the conditions of our ex

istence.

These obligations are fourfold :

(a) fuze. The obligation to abstain from selfishness

or covetotraness.

(1)) ait/o. The duty of giving kind words.

(c) rif/i/o. The obligation of rendering practical aid.

(d) doji. The obligation of equitable dealing.

III. Our obligations as subjects to the sovereign : Kolniu

no on. We are all members of families, communities,

provinces, or states. In each of these capacities we

have an obligation that we owe to those who govern us. As

servants, we owe a duty to the head of the house, as

members of cities*, to the municipal authorities, as citizens,

to the authorities of the state, and above and beyond

all to that one person in whom is centred, and from whom

is derived, the sum total of authority the sovereign.

It is to the sovereign s initiative that we owe the

protection of our country from enemies without, from

conspiracy and crime within, the development of the

country s resources, commerce, communications and agri

culture and the consequent prosperity of her people, the

propagation and fostering of education and the care for the

institutions of religion.

It is not every country which possesses the advantage

which Japan possesses of being ruk d by a dynasty coeval

with the nation itself. Confucius had not yet commenced

to teach in China, the reforms of Sakya Muni had not yet

been heard of in India, the Sou of God had not yet

become the son of Mary
&quot; for us men and for our salvation&quot;

when the present dynasty was firmly seated on the throne

of Japan. It is the peculiar privilege, as well as the special

responsibility of the Japanese nation to possess so ancient

an Imperial House, and all history has shown that
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patriotism, a devoted attachment to king and country is

one of the most potent factors in the moral well-being of

a country.

IV. The last of the four foundations of morality is \vhat

is called in Buddhist language sain l&amp;gt;o no on, the obligations

resulting from the benefits conferred upon us by our

religion. By the mini /&amp;gt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt; are meant the three treasures,

Buddha s person, Buddha s law, Buddha s community.

Man s heart in his original state of innocence, was like tho

cloudless sky. &quot;When deceit and consequent falsity (iiiumyo)

entered into it there arose n confusion between the ego

and the non-eyo (inuya) (according to our Christian versou

between the ineum ami the non-menm also), and that

initial falsity has brought with it tho \vholo train of human

misery and involved the whole human race in the

apparently endless chain of birth, death and re-birth.

To the nations of the far East, it has been the merit of

Sakya Muni, and of other persons, such as Amida Xyorai,

who have attained to the same enlightenment (Imtsn to u-a

ijahii icn iini sum nnrh, to instruct men in the causes of

their misery, which are the confusion between tho
e&amp;lt;j&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

and

the nan-cijn and the consequent introduction of im/tra ( /.

c
., Karma, witli its endless succession of birth and re-birth).

Such is the definition given of a Buddha, or enlightened

being (inidzakcifd niuyu no shinri iro xntori liito ni ingn ii 110

ilui i wo xatoraxhhnuru u-o bntxti to in}.

In order to enable men to escape from the miseries of

sinful existence, the Buddhas have given us a three-fold law

of ceremony, meditation and precept, which are to be our

guides, and in order to perpetuate the teaching of these

truths, Sakya Muni instituted the order of Monks men

devoted to the working out of their own salvation, arcord-

ing to the law and in thankful remembrance of the persons

of the Buddhas.

If Buddhist ethics are based on the nhi on (the four

favours) which I have just xplained, they find their fuller
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development in t\\ejit zen (the ten righteousnesses) which may

very fitly be described as the Decalogue of Buddhism.

Every action of man proceeds (I am here quoting from

a series of papers by the Rev. Mr. Unsho of the Shiugon

sect) from one of three sources, the body, the mouth, or

the will (shin ///. i).

Actions which proceed from the body are those which

cannot be done without the complicity and instrumentality

of the bodily organs, and the sins of this class are classi

fied as three murder, theft, adultery.

Sins which proceed from the mouth arc those which

concern our speech, and these again are divided into four

lying.

And, finally, the sins which proceed from the will

or the heart of man are those sins which can be entirely

concealed within a man, ami are the three roots from

which the other sins spring. These again form a group

of three covetousness, anger and depraved thought.

The ten Commandments may therefore be classified

as follow :

f
i. Fusessho

K.&amp;lt;ii,

&quot; Ikiinono woltorosanuiwashiwe.&quot;

&quot; The prohibition against taking life.&quot;

ii. Fuchuto Kdi,
u Hito no mono u~o Itasutnenu

imashime.
&quot;

&quot; The prohibition against theft.&quot;

iii. I&amp;lt; itja in Kai. Fuiji itathura *enu unadniiu 1

.

&quot; The

prohibition against adultery and impurity.&quot;

iv. i u
in&amp;lt;i&amp;lt;i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Kai. Us&amp;lt;&amp;gt; iiruint iwctshiwe. &quot; The

prohibition against lying.&quot;

v. Filciyo Kai. L
a&amp;lt;&amp;gt;got&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

itcann imashime. &quot; Tlie

prohibition against equivocating or jesting,

(

which is unseemly.&quot;

vi. Fnah-u Kai. Wamhuchi in-ami hnuxhiw?. l( The

prohibiton against abusive language.&quot;

r

ii. Furyn^tau Kai. Xukagoto iicanu imashime.

&quot; The prohibition against backbiting and u

double tongue.&quot;
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fviii. Futonyoku Kai. Mono ini mvsaboranu ima-

.\7&amp;lt; ///// .&quot;

&quot; The prohibition against COVetoUS-

imax/iiim .
&quot; The

prohibition against anger.&quot;

x. l- ujtikm l\ni. Yoknshima nn ouioi iro okosanu

iwaxhime. &quot; The prohibition against har

bouring depraved thoughts.&quot;

We will now proceed to consider these ten Command

ments somewhat in detail.

1. The Commandment {ujainst taking life. We shall

notice at once that this commandment is wider in its scope

than the corresponding commandment in the Christian

IV-calogue, as ordinarily interpreted,
&quot; Thou shalt do no

murder&quot; is limited to the taking of human life. &quot;Thou

shalt not kill
&quot;

may be extended into a prohibition against

all taking of lite. It is worthy of notice that in the

Biblical account of the Creation it is the herb and tin* fruit

troe that] are given to man for food (Genesis i. 29, 80)^

It is not until after the Hood, when mankind has taken

a lower level, further removed from Paradise, that he is

allowed to become a flesh-eater. u
Every moving thing

that liveth shall be meat for you ;
even as the

green herb have I given you all things. (Genesis

ix. 8).

The reason given for thus absolutely prohibiting all

taking of life is the teaching which we have already touched

upon in treating of the ^hi (ht, the absolute unity of life,

which pervades all sentient beings. If there is an absolute

chain (nay network) of relationship connecting each in

dividual man with the whole of sentient creation, if the

physical life which animates the mollusc be the same in

essence as that which sets in motion the brain of a Kant

or a Hegel, then we can see that there must be the same

sacredncHS of life in each.
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The benefits arising from the observance of this

commandment are next noticed. They are arranged under

ten heads :

(1) Were this commandment to be fully carried out

there would be a general feeling of security amongst all

living creatures. From this would arise (2) a general promo

tion of kindness towards animals and amongst animals.

The lion would once more lie down with the lamb. (8) One

of the great causes of auger, hatred, revenge, would be

removed. The body would consequently (4) be more free

from suffering than it is now, and (5) life would be longer.

The feeling of kindliness would spread upwards and man

would (6) gain the protection of the Ilinin (beings higher

in the scale of existence than man, explained as oni

&quot;spirits&quot;).
As a consequence (7) the sleep of man would

be sound, and there would be a banishment of terrifying

dreams. Man s life would be set free from the restraints

now set upon him by (8) envy (onketsu), and (9) fear.

The gates of Paradise (10) would once more be open to

him, and, after death, man W7 ill be re-born in heaven.

(N.B. According to this commandment, Buddhism

should be one vast Society for the Prevention of Cruelty

to Animals. It is as yet very far from being such, though

great efforts are being made in many quarters in Japan

to bring- about a more humane feeling. There has been

consequently a very great improvement in many respects,

for which we can be very thankful.)

II. The prohibition againxt tJieft. This prohibition

rests on the same grounds as the Eighth Commandment

of the Christian code
;
and it does not therefore call for

any special remark from us.

The resultant benefits are again catalogued in much

the same way as before. There will be a great increase

of national wealth (1) and a general discouragement of

extravagance. (2) Mutual goodwill will be promoted

amongst men and (3) inasmuch as lies are often resorted
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to as a means for concealing a theft, one of the motives

for deceit will he removed. (4) Universal praise will

redound to the credit of the nation or person who observes

this commandment. (5) There will he no fear about losing

one s property. (6) He who practices honesty advances

one step towards the attainment of perfection (good name)

and (7) he passes his life without fear from others. The

fruits of civilization (8) abound; practical charity (9)

is promoted, and in this case too, as before, the gates

of Paradise (10) are unlocked by the observance of this

commandment.

III. The. prohibition against adultery. This prohibi

tion has been variously interpreted by Buddhist authorities.

It has been taken to be only a prohibition against

irregular sexual connections, incest and prostitution.

Those who hold this view maintain therefore that con

cubinage aud consequently polygamy are not forbidden by

this commandment. Both customs are certainly practised

in all or nearly all Huddhist countries.

Our author takes a stricter view. He not only

discountenances concubinage and polygamy, but he even

insists on duo continence within the limits and sanctions

of wedlock. In other words, he takes the, view of St.

Paul :

&quot; Dwell with your wives according to knowledge.&quot;

The observance of this commandment entails four

advantages. (li The continent man maintains the

health and well-being of every organ of his body. (2)

Whether in wedlock, or out of wedlock, he is preserved

from those cures and anxieties which always beset the

incontinent. (H) He gains that respect from his fellow

men which is always given to those who are chaste. (1)

He is on the safe p:dh to preserve the happiness of the

married life.

When we come to the second group of commandments,

those, namely, which relate to the sins of the mouth,

we get, as we have before seen, the following, viz. :
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IV. The prohibition cujainst lyiny. L} ing is defined

not only as the making of false statements in words, but

also in actions. It is not only
&quot;

saying that what is is

not,&quot; but also &quot;pretending that what is is not,&quot; as, for

instance,
&quot;

claiming to be a learned man when ono is not

so.&quot; Everything, therefore, that makes against the truth,

whether in deed or word, falls under this prohibition.

Even the little white social lies which are so common in

all society, and especially so in Japanese society, are con

demned by our author.

On the other hand, the advantages accruing from the

observance of this commandment are carefully set forth.

He who observes this commandment will always pre

serve his mouth &quot;

pure
&quot;

from the defilement of deceit,

and &quot;

fragrant
&quot;

with the odor of sanctity, lie will

gain the confidence of the world and the reverence of

Heaven. He will be able with comforting words to

solace the afflicted, for it will be known that his con

solations are sincere. He will reap in their fullest sense

the &quot; three fruits of the wheel.&quot; Conscious of its integrity

his heart will be at peace, and he will be able to make

sure progress towards perfection, in spite of any outward

obstacles which may beset him.

V. The next commandment rcmiuds us of the &quot;jesting

which is not convenient
&quot; condemned by St. Paul. It is

translated into modern Japanese by taof/oto iu-anu inifusliime,

and taof/oto may be translated into Biblical phraseology by

the word &quot;

stumbling-block.&quot; It is therefore a prohibition

against saying anything which shall cause thy brother to

offend.

It is observed, in the commentary which follows, that

the man who follows out this commandment, will, while

acting with perfect sincerity towards his associates, never sin

against those usages which indicate good breeding. He

will gain the respect of angels and men by his gravity,

and preserve the bonds of friendship unbroken by his
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sincerity. He will be a man who loves to be found not

in the whirl of fashionable life, but in the calmness which

characterizes those great souls who are in the world but

not of it. He will love that reasonable conversation

which is denominated as the silence of saints, avoiding

all association with bad or worthless companions. And

from the habits of mind thus formed he will merit to be

born hereafter into a righteous sphere (zeu-doj.

VI. Tin
i&amp;gt;roltil&amp;gt;itivn lujirimt abusive hnyuaye. Like the

two preceding commandments, it is shown that this com

mandment is only a secondary commandment, i.e., that

it depends really upon the heart rather than of the

mouth.

Neither is it to be for one moment supposed that the

man who uses abusive language in any sense injures

the person whom he abuses. The injury is to himself,

and this is to be seen best by contemplating the language

and condition of the man who keeps himself pure from

this sin.

VII. Neither need we dwell long on that refuge for

cowards of all sorts the bin of backbitiny ami of a double

tuHijne. Who has not seen instances of the man that is

always
&quot; on the fence,&quot; waiting for the results of events

before he declare his opinion, and in the mean time giving

expression to such colourless sentiments as shall enable

him to take up whatever views shall prevail with as little

prejudice to himself as possible ;
or who has not often

times succumbed to the temptation of speaking the truth

of an absent neighbour ?

We are now brought to the consideration of the last

group of sins, those which concern the heart.

VIII. Tin
ji -nhibition of covetouxnexx. Covetousness

may be defined as the desire of unlawful possession. Its

cure is to be found in the absolute indifference to all

possessions. In all ages and countries, covetousuess has

been at the root of all social evils. It is so now, and tho
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various efforts that are being made to combat the social

evils wealth and poverty, labour and capital all come

under the head of this commandment.

To cut off all desires is to free the soul from all wants

because the possession of the soul alone is greater than

all material wants. It is to free the soul from ambition,

from desire of all sorts. Even virtue and happiness are

not described, because he who has abandoned covetousness

already possesses them. It is to make man absolutely

perfect and self-contained and man can want no more than

that.

Our writer does not, however, point out that to cut

off desires is not the way to kill the sin of covetousness.

Covetousness can only be killed by thoroughly mitifffyiny

the soul.

It is just here that the Lesser Vehicle Buddhism fails.

It is merely negative : the soul of man wants something

more than a negation to satisfy it. The very history of

Japanese Buddhism shows this. In its earliest stages,

as represented now by the older sects, the Tendai,

Shingon and Zen, it represents a pure negation. Quench

your desires and you will be happy.

In its later developments it seems to have come

to the consciousness of the fact that the soul of

man cannot be satisfied with such negations. Hence,

in the Jodo and Shin sects, Amida is offered to the soul

as a persoual saviour who can satisfy its longings. And

then, as though conscious that Amida is not a reality,

the Nichiren sect arises, which, in spite of its stern de

nunciation of Amida as a fraud, one invocation of whose

name will bring with it a thousand years of purgatory,

is, nevertheless, reckoned as a true Buddhist sect.

IX. The prohibition (tgainxt amjcr. Ho that has con

quered the sin of anger has overcome pain, for anger is

the result of pain in the heart. He lias also conquered

seliishness, and desire of having the mastery ;
and has
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learned patience aiul meekness. Such a man can &quot;receive
&quot;

tluit lu&amp;gt;art of practical mercy which distinguishes the saints
;

nay, the very aspect of his countenance, and his hearing

will show the peace that is within his heart. He has

conquered this world ; patience and meekness have opened

to him the world of the Buddhns.

X. Lastly, prohibition nii&amp;lt;unst harln&amp;gt;nrln&amp;lt;j depraved

tltott ihtx is set hefore us as the sum total of all the com

mandments. It is at the root of all the others. If a man

has learned to regulate all his thoughts he is master of

himself. Master of himself, he is &quot;master of the universe.

He is perfect, and can live henceforth without any re

straint, hecause he has hecome a law unto himself. He

is perfect, and henceforth attains to the completion of

knowledge and enlightenment. Jt is, in fact, equivalent

to the triumph over pain and ignorance which leads to

Nirvana.

In a further lecture on the Decalogue, Mr. Unsho

points out that there are two sides to these prohibitions

a negative and a positive. Not only are certain vices

prohibited, hut the contrary virtues are commanded. The

same distinction will le found in almost any Christian

treatise on our Ten Commandments.

The Decalogue further finds its perfection in the six

transcendental virtues
; they are the source of all goodness,

they are absolutely necessary and indispensable. They
are

; charity, morality, patience, energy, tranquil con

templation, wisdom.

]&amp;gt;ut we ask on what authority are these command

ments based ? They are to he found in several of the

Sutras. We will quote at length from one which will serve

as a pattern of the rest.

The Karma Vihhaga Sutra says :

&quot; Buddha declared

that there were ten kinds of works which led to birth in

human form : 1. Not to kill ; 2, not to steal; 8, not to

commit adultery ; 1, not to use immoral language; 5, not

vol. xxii.-:i j
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io equivocate ;
6. not to slander

; 7. not to lie
;

8. not to

covet
; 9. not to indulge in anger ;

10. not to envy or in

dulge in
partiality.&quot;

The above quotation I make from Mr. Beal s Catena

of Buddhist Scriptures from the Chinese. It will be noticed

that his terms are not quite those that I have used, but

I think I have faithfully represented my Japanese

authority.

There is another catalogue of sins and prohibitions called

the Go Kai, which sums up all these precepts under live

heads. The subjoined table adapted from a similar table

n a Japanese paper
27 will show the correspondences

between these two sets of commandment and also the five

Confucian principles of morality.

The ten Commandments are arranged thus :

HE^RT. TONGUE^.
BODY.

VJI;YI.Y. IY. m. n. I.

O

ThE
PENTA!OGUE

The five Confucian principles of mor

A. Truthfulness.

B. Wisdom.

0. Ceremonials (good manners).

D. Justice.

E. Benevolence.

The live Buddhist commandments are

usually found in Japanese books of morality :

. The prohibition against intemperance

ft. The prohibition against lying.

&quot;The Bukkyo, Nov., 1893.

those most
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y. The prohibition against adultery.

3. The prohibition against theft.

. The prohibition against taking life.

It will he seen that this classification is not nearly -&amp;gt;

complete as the other. I think myself that it is due to ;,:i

attempt at harmonizing Confucian and Buddhist Ethics.

There is again another classification which divides

prohibited actions into eight classes. This is called in

Japanese the hak-kai and corresponds with the Noble Eight

fold path propounded by Buddha in the earlier stages of his

teaching. The sins thus prohibited are : 1. Taking life
;

2. theft ; 8. fornication ; 1. lying ;
5. wine drinking ; o*.

lying on a large bed ; 7. personal ornaments
;

H. dancing

and singing. Some of these prohibitions as, &amp;lt;&amp;gt;.//.,
Xo.

(&amp;gt;,

art absolutely unnecessary in a country like Japan, whiNl

the tenth commandment of the Ju Zen covers all that is-

harmful iu wine drinking, personal ornaments, dancing and

singing.

It remains for us t-) point out that morality by itself is

not a sufficient guid&quot;. Morality must -be accompanied by

enthusiasm, and enthusiasm must be kindled by a person

or a personified principle. In the case of Buddhism, the

person is Sakya Muni, the personified principle is
suppli&amp;lt;

1

by the linddhas of the Great Vehicle, those mysterious

Bilddhas who are supposed to have come forth &quot; out of t!i*

Nothing into here,&quot; to develop ;m&amp;lt;l complete the teaching

of Sakya Muni, and wh&amp;gt; ;uv themselves in some
\\-.\y

mysteriously connected with the ]5uddha.
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NIC.HIKEN.

I

A lowly cottage, thatched with straw of rice,

Vv ith dirty mats, and beams begrimed with smoke

I roin the rude hearth that smouldered in the midst,

&quot;With half- charred logs that crackled as thoy hurned,

And sent up showers of sparks against the roof:

AVl:ile, to the right, a little room leads off,

Clean-matted, with a desk and pile of hooks,

And pens and ink- tray : on the wall, a scroll,

(liM.y with old age, with figures indistinct

Of venerable Bodhisats, who sit

Cross-legged upon their lotus-leaves, and Mess

Vi I ll three uplifted fingers all the world,

A nd by the desk, with open book, a man,

]ivssed as a peasant, yet, upon his face,

A look that marks him for a gentleman.

And, with his hand upon the open page,

Hi.- eye has wandered to the lattice door,

That stands wide open, giving him a view

Across the garden, with its humble crop

Oi. .-wect potatoes, endives, cucumbers,

AYith here and there a stray neglected flower.

Hence runs a pathway, marked with sunken stones,

j-c wn to a still dark pond, where, from the ooxe,
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The lotus pushes its broad petals forth,

And tills the air with beauty. Further yet,

The moss-grown village sloping to the sea,

The beach alive with boats and men and nets,

And gleaming tish that struggle on the sands,

Seeking escape in vain ;
the broad expanse

Of sea, sail dotted with the fisher boats
;

And in the far hori/on, a blue line,

Ridges that stretch far eastward, and the pines

Fringing the white streak of the breaking surf.

Seeing, he saw not
;

for his restless mind

Had long since Hed ii y.md those distant hills

To where in happier day-; he served his lord,

A feudal baron in the western land,

Near to the city, where, invisible,

The Emperor kept the shadow of his state.

Right faithfullv he served, in war and peace,

Till, on some baseless charge of treachery,

His lord, with sudden-kindled prejudice,

Degraded Nukina from all his rank,

And stripped him of his farm, and banished him

From Court and ottice, home and family.

So in that village by the eastern sea,

Remote from all the bustling haunts of men,

He lived an outcaste, midst the; fisher folk,

Rough, boisterous men, whoso thoughts were strange to bis

Unfriended and alone.

Yet found he one,

A maid, that felt compassion for his woes,

And learned to love the exile, and at last,

1 raving the ignorant scandal of the beach,

Mated with him, and cheered his lonely lot.

Whilst thus he mused, behind the sliding-SCreeD,

That shut oil part of this small tenement,
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Tin-re broke upon his ear a sound of groans,

Mingled with women s whispers, comforting

Some unseen sufferer, and the hurried beat

Of footsteps speeding past to seek for aid.

Then all was hushed, and then a feeble cry

As of a new-born babe, and, presently,

The screen slid back, and, lo ! an aged dame,
With blackened teeth, and wrinkled countenance,

]&amp;gt;ore safe within her arms an infant boy,

And laid him gently at his father s feet.

&quot; See what thy wife has given thee : wilt thou have it ?&quot;

He started from his reverie, and smiled

UjH&amp;gt;u
his first-born, as he lay and stretched

Hi* tiny limbs, and yawned, and gasped for breath,

Seeking the comfort of his mother s breast,

With instinct placed by Heaven within His soul.

^ust then the morning Sun peeped from a cloud

That cast its shadow on the southern sea,

With one bright ray upon the infant face,

Revealing all its beauty

&quot;

See,&quot; he cried,

&quot;The Sun of Righteousness shines on the just
* In spite of man s disfavour. I accept
&quot; The gift that Heaven has given me, and call

&quot; His name Zenuichi Son of Righteousness.&quot;

II.

A solitary lad upon the rocks,

Gazing out seaward, where the angry wind

Lrtshcs the eastern wave to furious wrath,

And tossing billows crested with foam
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Swoop roaring to the shore, and beat themselves

lu an^er purposeless against the clift s.

And in his eye there stands a briny tear,

Salt as the ocean spray upon his face,

That dims, hut (jiienches not the hidden fire,

That flushes forth from the volcanic soul,

And shakes with vehemence his slender frame,

Fiends ! how I hate them !&quot; and he ground his teeth.

And clutched convulsively with twitching grasp,

As though he seized some foeman by the throat,

And choked his life out in his righteous wrath.

For that day, as he played upon the shore,

/ennichi s wrath was kindled for he met

A crowd of ragged urchins from the boats,

Teasing a fledgling sparrow they had caught,

With pole and birdlime in the bamboo grove,

And, as they tore it with malicious glee,

Zennichi s anger boiled within his soul,

And forth the words came rushing from his heart :

&quot; Shame be upon you ! What ! is this your sport

To gather round in cruel merriment

And work your tortures on a harmless bird,

Sharer with you of life and Heaven s air ?

Shame ! let it go, I tell you let it go,

And turn to worthier pastime. What say you
To have a&quot;game of soldiers on the beach ?

With drums and waving swords and sandy forts ?

Come, 1 will be the Captain
&quot;

lint the lads,

For that they hated this poor slender boy,

Thut ever frowned upon their barbarous sports,

And loved the beasts they tortured in their play,
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And wept to sec the wounded hare, or doe,

Or trout thut floundered on the angler s Look
;

&quot;NYith many a taunt and bitter unkind word,

Such us boys love to fling upon their mates,

Bandying words whose force they know not of,

Drove him away
&quot; What is it, pray, to you ?

The bird is our s yes our s by captor s right,

To do with as we please and none of yours ;

We don t want you to come and play with us :

Wait till you re asked, you outcast vagabond.&quot;

With that they laughed, and ran away from him,

Bearing their dying captive in their hands.

And, as they turned the corner, where the boats

Stood drawn up high and dry upon the sands,

They stopped and pelted him with shells and stones,

And hooted at him with derisive words :

* Ah ! who would be a banished outcast s son !&quot;

With that, the lad, his heart brim full of wrath

That sought to quench itself in silent tears,

Betook him to his perch upon the rocks

And gazed out seaward at the angry waves,

Lashed into fury by the raging wind,

That seemed to find an echo in his breast.

There, all alone, in that blest solitude,

When none are near to fan the flame of wrath,

Where God, unknown, speaks to the heart of man

By sighing winds, and roaring waves, and trees

That murmur as they bend before the wind,

And all the many voices of the earth

The boy s heart seemed to lull itself to rest,

Responding to the wild wind s lullaby.

Then as he thought of all this bright, fair world

And all its pain this world he loved so well

For every flower that bloomed upon the hills
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Spoke to him as a friend, from eye to eye,

With wordless motions reaching to the heart ;

And every bird, that sung upon the lea,

Spoke in a tongue he seemed to know by heart
;

And every beast, that walked upon the land,

Zenniehi knew it, and its luuints and cry ;

And two wild ioxes from their lair close by,

Among the tangled scrub behind the house,

Came at his cry and took the food he gave,

Nor feared his hand, but gambolled in the grass,

And fawned like spaniels, answering to their names

Oj JJo and Mi/6. The foolish villagers,

Fearing the witching power of the fox,

The evil spirit incarnate, shrank from him

As one whose spirit was akin to ill,

Klse had he feared to league himself with these,

Hell s ministers, for, ofttimes in the dusk

The peasant, home returning from his field,

Meeting a fox, is all bereft of sense,

Speechless and powerless to think or act.

Thus all the village feared the gentle lad,

As one in league with devils, and himself

Conversant with infernal powers and spells.

Thus thinking of the grief that mars the earth,

The pain that comes from Nature s broken law,

The evil tiling called sin, he ga/ed to sea,

And drew the keen salt bree/e into his lungs,

And frit the strength and solace of the wind

Revive his spirits, and within him rose

A strong desire, such as stirs within

The hearts of those whom Heaven chooses out

To be Apostles, preaching righteousness.
&quot;

They call me beggar, outcast, vagabond,

Spurning my father and his miseries !
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&quot; Poor souls, they know not Nature, nor the love

That reigns in all things animate, and binds

Man to his fellow, man to everything

That lives and moves, and feels the mighty pulse

That throbs within the One He-art of the World.

Poor souls ! yet I who know the better law,

Taught by an instinct kindlier and true,

Shall I not strive to teach their ignorance,

And spread amongst them that great law of love ?&quot;

Thus he not knowing yet the perfect Law,

But groping for the Light he dimly saw,

With great compassion for the sins of men,

Desired to be a Saviour ;
from that hour

Zennichi s heart was set to be a priest.

III.

A road-side inn, beside a sluggish stream

That winds across the plains into the sea,

And bears upon its bosom clumsy boats

Laden with rice, or charcoal, and long rafts

Of rough-hewn timber from the distant hills.

And from the inn a host of tiny Hags

Welcome the traveller with silent show

Demonstrative of hospitality.

Whilst underneath, upon the raised floor,

Sit host and hostess, serving man and maids,

And with loud cries of welcome long drawn out

Receive the traveller, as he stops to rest

And pass the midday hour
;

and peeps beyond

Into the kitchen, where, with ceaseless talk,

And bustling clatter amidst pots and pans,

The cooks are busied with the simple meal

That suits a simple folk. Anon, a priest,
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Slender, erect, ami straight of liml&amp;gt;,
and tail

With bright eye gleaming from an active soul,

Ami Hps that
&amp;gt;peak

determined force of will,

Such as could force a sin and conquer it

Or sway with eloquence a furious crowd ;

His dusty cassock tucked up round his waist,

And on his back a little oilskin pack

That held his property ; and round his wrist

The rosary of beads where oil to pray,

And, in the IIOMMH of his folded dress,

A carved image of the mighty Lord,

The Indian Buddha.

Thus he came,

And sat him down upon the dais tloor,

Ik-side the great hibachi of mine host,

And sipped his tea, and took his simple bowl

Of rice, and beans.

Whilst thus he snt, there came

A troop of children, rushing from behind,

And tilling all the air with noisy shouts,

Some running on in front, while others dragged

A cart with creaking wheels, and tilled with dolls ;

Dolls, such as children in all countries love,

Old ones with battered faces, broken arms

And minus leg* and in the midst of these

Like some great giant on a pigmy ship

There rode in state, with shattered hands and arms,

Wanting a nose and ear, begrimed with dirt,

And bearing signs of dastardly neglect,

An image of the I uddha.

\Yheii the priest,

Turning to watch the children at their games,

Beheld the holy idol in such plight,

Irreverently jostled by the hoys,

His face flushed anger, and his lingers twitched,

With boiling passion, though his tongue was tied.
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Then with one stride he dashed among the boys,

Who fled with terror at this iierce attack,

And tore the holy idol from its cart,

And bore it gently back into the house,

As one would lift the object of his love

&quot;Bearing
her out of danger ;

then he turned

And spoke in quiet accents, as a man

Speaks, when his will subdues his mighty wrath :

&quot; How came these children by this holy thing ?&quot;

To whom the host with cringing reverence,

&quot;

Nay, reverend Sir, this is no holy thing,

Though once we deemed it such for, you must know.

The learned Shinran lately passed by here,

From Kamakura the great holy priest,

Who spoke of the one Buddha, Amida,

And told us that we need but trust in him

And with thankful heart repent the words

4
Hail, Amida the Buddha ! As for him

Whose image you have rescued from the cart,

He told us it was vain to trust in him,

Who bid men save themselves by works of lav;

A long circuitous journey, whereas now,
* Believe and you are saved by Amida !

And so this idol that you snatched away,

As being useless to us, we had stored

In one of the outhouses, where the lads

Found it and took it for their childish game.&quot;

Felt his heart sink within him : for it seemed

As though the sun were darkened in the heaven,

And llencho, when he heard the landlord s words,

And all the brightness of the Truth were gone.

For, in the Temple by the eastern sea

Kyosumidera, with its aged priest
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Dozen the boy Zenuichi had become

Reneho the priest, and Dozen s mouth had taught

Kencho the mysteries of the holy law

Of Buddha, those that Kobe brought \vith him

From China Shingttn,
&quot; world of Trutb,&quot; a path

By fasting, prayer, and pious formulas

To reach unto the holy truth that leads

To Buddhahood, true Wisdom of the Soul.

And scarce a murmur of the wicked act

That preached of Amida and His Paradise,

Wherein all men may enter just by faith,

Had ivached that (juiet village. So the years

Passed by in stillness till the lad became

The full-giov.ii priest, with faith, deep, clear and ,-troiig,.

For all the mighty wisdom that tin-re lies

In that groat Faith of Buddha and the love

For sinful men ensnared in error s-net,

Without one hope of ever being freed,

Save out- should teach them tilled his ardent soul

With that pure tire that makes a man a saint.

But ill that Temple was there dearth of book.-.

And l)ozen seeing llencho s eager x.eal

To press into the deepest mysteries,

Was fain awhile to lose his company

And bid him venture forth into the world,

And seek .Isewhere for learning more profound

Than a por village temple could ulVord ;

And Keiicho, nothing loth to see the world,

Shouldered his pack, and tucked his cassock high,

And statV in hand, set forth from home to walk,

Across Musashi s solitary plain,

Where long years afterward great Yedo rose,

To seek the Shoguns Kamakurn, court,

And all the holy priests assembled there.

So with a righteous grief within his soul.
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Rencho went upon his lonely road :

&quot; Alas ! the Holy Faith is well-nigh dead,

The image of its Founder being cast

To bats and mice in some dark dirty barn,

And dragged by children through the streets in play.

Ah me !

&quot; and then there rose within his heart

Some dim foreboding of a work to come,

A burden laid on him to purify,

Reform, restore and build the Faith again,

And, lu s warm heart responding to the hand

That laid the burden on it, and lie strode on

With firmer stride, and figure more erect,

Conscious of hidden purpose, power and sanctity.

IV.

Kyosumidera by the Eastern sea
;

And all the peasants of the neighbourhood

.Come flocking through the Temple gates in crowd^

And take their seats upon the matted floor,

Or crouch upon the wooden steps in front

And wait the. Preacher s advent. For they hear

That Rencho preaches his first sermon there.

And some old men are mindful of the day

When Rcnchd s fa her sitting there apart,

With fond paternal pride, to hear his son -

First came, an exile, to the fisher town
;

And others mindful of the slender lad

Zonnichi, whom they all disliked at school,

And how he loved the speechless beasts and birds,

And how they pelted him and called him names,

And all remembered how, ten years ago,

He left the village temple and remained

Long years a travelling student, wandering

To all tho famous temples in tlio land,

In sear. h of wisdom, and religious lore
;
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And how returning he seemed shy and sad,

Keeping his counsel, and refused to speak

Of all the men and marvels he had seen.

For when they asked him of the Shogun s Court

At Kamakura, hoping for some tale

About the lords and warriors of the place,

He answered them about the myriad shells

Dancing in sunlight on the wave-beat shore ;

Or when they spoke of the Imperial town,

Kyoto, or of Nara midst the hills,

Or Hiyeizan s far-famed monastery.

And how the faith progressed throughout the land,

He said that at Kyoto all the trees

Were white with cherries; that the wind Mew strong

On Hiyeizau, and Xara s snows were deep.

But not one word he spoke where with to feed

The spiritual hunger that was in thtfir souls.

But now the time of silent thought was done,

Rencho was going to preach.
And nil the folks

Came, wondering what the sermon would he like.

Dozen was there, the aged priest, who first

Had given the tonsure to the wayward lad

Zcnnichi, and by her husband sat,

His aged mother beaming with the pride

A mother feels in listening to her son
;

And Tojo too was there, the governor

Of all that province, for he too had heard

Of llenc.ho s fame and now was hither drawn.

Then when the drums were silent which \vrrc beat

As preludes to the service, Kencho straight

Mounted the pulpit and with steadfast look,

Changing the phrase where with the priests were wont

To preface their orations, ten times cried,

&quot; Hail to the scripture of the Holy Law,&quot;

And raised a book above his head, and there,
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Striking the desk with his uplifted hand,

Commenced to speak :

&quot;The time has come,&quot; he said,

&quot; When Buddha s holiest law should be proclaimed,

The last and noblest teaching that he gave.

For verily the faith is flickering out,

And few there are that know the path of life.

For look you, brethren, in this land of ours

The teaching of the Buddha which was one,

Is broken into sects, and heresies,

Each claiming to be Buddha s truth, yet each

Presenting doctrines contradictory.

For we, my brethren, in this Shingon sect

Exalt the great Dainichi, whom they call

Yairocana the Wisdom of the World,

And with much show of wisdom, many charms,

And incantations, seek to bolster up

This substitute for Shaka s simple creed.

Whilst in a Temple not a mile from here,

The priests of Zen, professing to be taught

From heart to heart a secret form of Truth

That passes words and knowledge, make themselves

The laughing-stock of all the neighbourhood,

With their contemplative retirement

Thinking of nothing, sleeping half the time,

And feeding on the nightmares of their dreams.

&quot;

Or, if you like we ll take the Jodo sect,

Which late has shown such vigour in our land,

With Shinran for its prophet what of it ?

The blankest, soul-destroying, heresy,

That puts a fable in the place of Truth

And preaches Amida who s Amida ?

And what is all this Jodo ritual

But crying Xembutsu in a horse s ear ?
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What need I speak about that mongrel creed

That seeks to patch a worn-out cloak afresh

With brand new pieces of a different hue,

And grafts the Buddhas on the ancient stock

Of Shinto gods or demi-gods, and thus,

Serving two masters, learns to serve the times,

But, slave to error, cannot serve the Truth ?

P&amp;gt;ut in this hook from which I preach to-day,

The last and holiest of SLaka a law,

Saddharma pundurika Hokekyo
The Lotus Scripture of the Holy Law,

1 find the truest teaching of the Lord,

That highest form of doctrine which he gave

To he the lasting guide of future years.

Listen, my brethren, while I teach it you.

But, as a lion growling in his wrath,

So from his audience came a murmuring sound,

MulHed ut lirst, but growing to a roar,

And all the people rose upon their feet

And cursed him loudly for a heretic

That durst blaspheme the mighty AinIda,

And ridicule the holy priests of Zen,

And like a bird that fouls its native nest

Proclaim the Shingon as a sect of fools !

And as the uproar grew, and men dispersed

In quest of swords and sticks, us men are wont

To back the unrighteous cause with violence,

Then Do/en softly drew to Rencho s side,

And plucked him by the sleeve, and whispered In;

To pass out quietly and leave the hall,

Lest bloodshed bring disgrace upon the srciie

And thus the Holy Temple be defiled.

So Iteiicho passed away, and lied the land.

Going he knew not where and presently,

Vol. Xx .1. : J
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The author of the mischief being away,

The crowds dispersed in peace yet many bore

The seeds of Rencho s doctrine in their hearts

V.

A dip amongst the sand hills by the sen,

l. ar from all haunts of men and in the -dip

A shed of loose construction, fit to serve

.For temporary shelter from the sun

Or sudden bursting tempest : overhead

The placid moon beams on the peaceful scene.

And, by the narrow path that winds amongst

The tall grass in the bottoms and the pines

Of stunted growth that crown the sandy hills,

A young priest wanders with uncertain step,

A&amp;gt; one who, having lost his way, scarce knows

\Vhich way to turn his sore and weary foot ;

Slow coining to the shed, from which the sound

Of muttered prayers and chaunts monotonous

Proclaims the presence of some anchorite,

Who in this wild and solitary spot

Makes his devotions.

&quot;By
our leave, fair Sir,

li that I may disturb you at your prayer*,

1 fa iu would known where dwells a priest of fame

Whom once I knew at Hiyei/au when we

Were students there together.
&quot;-

&amp;lt;; A priest, say you ?

What was his name ?&quot;

&quot;

llencho, his name, fair Sir,

A priest of noble stature, tall and slim,

With sharp cut features, strong ascetic mien,

And eyes that flashed forth fire from his soul.

A learned priest.&quot;
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&quot;

Kenchd, my frit-mi, is gone :

Ainl Nichiren now lives in Keiicho s stead
;

I am the man yon seek for. Your
request?&quot;

Whereat the younger priest, on hcnded kuees,

Bowed down iu fear, and worshipped Nichiren :

&quot; O Lord,&quot; said he,
&quot; for surely Lord art thou

Whose wisdom seems like Buddha s I have heard

Of all thy learning, and the truth that hangs

I pon thy lips, and therefore am I come.

For truly in the halls at Hiyei/an

I learned to venerate that holy hook

Saddharma pundarika Hokekyo
The last and holiest hook of Dhaka s law :

But as it Deemed to me. there hung a veil

Upon the faro of all that studied it,

And none could penetrate its inmost sense.

Thus what should he the mainstay of our life

Became our poison. Therefore when I heard

That thou hadst reached into the very heart

And essence of the highest form of Truth,

I purposed to come to thee and hear

From thine own lips the truths that thou hast found.

But when I came to yonder eastern shore

Across the hay, to that religious house,

Kyosumidera, 1 found them all in wrath,

Saying that thou wert mad, for thou hadst preached

Blaspheming words against the holy sects

That flourish in this land, and didst extol

Saddharma pundarika Hokekyo
As the sole Scripture &amp;gt;! tin* Lotus Law.

What mad ? thought I. Nay, in the company
Of fools the wise mail Heemeth to he mad,

For windoui ever ueareth cap and hells

When fools do judge of her. Therefore the more

I sought thee that thou mightest he my Lord

And I thv servant.&quot;
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&quot;

Nay, 110 servant thou.

They who in evil times defend the Truth

Are warriors, 1&amp;gt;ut not servants, therefore thou

Mayst be my soldier.

&quot; Caust thou bear the fight,

The veiled neglect, the hard indifference,

The bitter scorn and base malignity

That otficed Error bears against the Truth

Left in the cold outside ? Or canst thou be

Naught but a voice that, through long weary years,

Cries in the desert of the coming dawn,

To men whose ears and eyes are closed and barred

To every access of unwelcome facts,

Yv ho love the shadow-battles of the night

Above the glorious victory of Truth ?

li jmember, I alone fight gainst the World,

A lid none there are to help me, but the Truth

And my good conscience. Shouldst thou follow me,

Naught have I but the Truth to offer thee.

Promotion cometh not to such as me

That dare to think against the current thought.

Therefore, bethink thee, ere thou follow me.&quot;

To whom the other :

&quot;

Yea, my Lord I can

Stand with thee gainst the tide of current thought.

For I have found the current thought but vain,

And all this jargon of the Vehicles,

Wherein men ride according to their powers

To various havens, heavens, or nothingness,

Aiv but the fancied dreams of foolish men.

For Truth is One, and Shaka s Truth is (hi?,

And that Great Heart that beats in nil the world

Is only (hie, and thus the Hope of Man

1^ only &amp;lt;hie and thou, Lord, hast dared

To teach this Oneness in diversity,

So will I follow thee, thou holy man.&quot;
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VI

A sudden storm upon the rock-bound coast

Of Icl/u, sunl amidst the waves ;i ship,

With low-reefed sail scudding hefore the wind

To gain the safety of the open sea.

Near it a low rock, half a mile from land,

The home of gulls aud sea mews, where the spray,

Dashing with fury covers all the crag

With snow-white tbam, and, underneath, the tide

Hoars like tin; thunder through the hollow cave,

And undermining tunnels.

On the rock,

With rosary in hand, his bright eye fixed

In meditation, stands a priestly man,

And heedless of the tumult of the storm,

Recites his evening orisons as though

He knelt in peace within some country shrine

Embosomed in a mne grove s holy calm.

For in the SShoguu s town, Kamakura,

Daily from early morn to dewy eve,
*

Choosing some crowded corner of the street,

Our Xichireii had preached the holy Law

That he had found within the Lotus-hook ;

And when the crowd, attracted by the drum,

And loud stentorian voice of him that spake,

Had gathered round to hear him, he denounced

With measure less invective till the sects

That called themselves the Uuddha s following,

That neither knew, nor loved, nor followed

The teachings of their Lord.

And some that heard

Passed with a sneering shrug
&quot; Look at that fool !

This comes from over-study : he is iinnl.

Andn too much learnig s done it.&quot;
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But the rest,

Wincing at some home thrust some hitter taunt

That laid right hare some hidden course of sin,

Laughed, but with anger and the angry laugh

Gave birth to ruder violence, till the crowd

Jostled the preacher from his vantage coign,

And drove him off with sticks and flying stones.

But Nichiren, undaunted, came again,

And with the sun s first rays began to preach

The same old sermon, crying in the streets

To shame the false professors of the Law,

And every night at sunset he returned

To that lone cottage midst the shifting dunes,

Where, by the dim light of a rustic lam]),

He penned a book the mirror of his soul-

Strong, vehement, and couched in bitter words,

In which he prayed the Shogun s Majesty

To take good counsel for the Empire s weal,

And extirpate these shoots of heresy

That choke the good seed of the Holy Law.

For, verily, the Ruler s chief concern should be

To make Religion prosper and the Truth

Alone can make a nation s lasting Peace.

But when the Shogun read the audacious book

That dared to speak so fiercely of the Church,

And macerate the sins of vicious priests,

Exposing to the world schismatic ways
And paths of heresy, his heart was stirred

To anger, and he banished Nichiren

To rocky Idzu. &quot;

There, my gentleman,

Preach till you re hoarse about the Lotus l:t\v,

And save the crows from schism and
heresy.&quot;

So Nichiren was placed upon a ship and sent

Across the bay to Ito
; where the sea,
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With roaring breakers, beat against the shore,

Ami boiling surf was dashed against the dirt s,

And sudden tempest lashed the pent-up waves,

Which, when the mariners beheld, they feared

A near approach, and coming to a rock,

The home of gulls and seamcws, far from land,

They made their captive leave the ship and leap

Upon the rocky islet &quot; In that
bay,&quot;

They cried, &quot;lies Ito, now your prison-home.

When the sea calms, then you may swim to shore.&quot;

With that they turned, and stood to sea, and left

Poor Nichiren alone upon that rod;.

P&amp;gt;ut lie, as one inured to danger, stood

Upon the level summit of the isle,

Beaten with surf and howled around by wind,

And from his breast produced the well-thumbed book,

And, standing there in posture worshipful,

Intoned his evening orisons, and his voice,

Rising above the discord of the storms,

Was borne upon the gale towards the shore

Like some loud signal bell upon a buoy
That sounds to warn the mariners from harm.

Just then an aged sailor from his hut,

That nestled half-way up the hollow chine,

Embowered in orange trees, came out to view

The havoc of the tempest. As he ntood,

The loud, shrill, cadence of the Buddhist prayers

Struck on his ear, and looking out to sea,

He saw upon the distant isle of rock

A priest, unmoved, saying evensong,

Right in the cauldron of the boiling surge,
41 Ah me !&quot; cried he,

&quot; some shipwrecked traveller,
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Thrown from his ship into the stormy deep,

Has swum to that precipitous rock, and climbed

Its slippery sides : e en now, methinks, he prays ;

And I m the answer heaven has sent to him.&quot;

With that he strode down to the roaring beach

And launched his skift
,
and sculled her out to sea,

Nor recked of danger, till he reached the shore,

And safe returning brought the priest to land.

There in that cottage in the leafy chine,

Close to a spring that bubbles from the earth,

Boiling as from some cauldron underground,

Three years the aged sailor and his wife

Tended the exiled Nichiren with care

And fond attention, like their only son,

And he, who had no silver in his purse,

No earthly power of recompense, bestowed

That which he had the gift of Truth and taught

The Lotus Scripture of the Holy Law,

And all the saving doctrine.

Thus it came,

That out of evil Heaven contrived the good,

And even in that mountain hind remote,

The drum of righteousness began to beat.

VII.

Crowds in the dusty thoroughfares,

And on all faces dwells a look of fear.

And at a corner near the palace gate

There stands a crowd around the meagre priest

Who, with excited look and eager voice,

Is stirring up the fear-struck crowd to wrath :

&quot; Did I not tell you ofttimes, as I stood

Here at this corner, that the wrath of Heaven
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Hung o er this land, her people and her lords ?

Yet you believed me not, Hiid when I strove

With earnestness to witness to the truth,

And root out error, you misliked my words.

And sought to take my life by guile or force.

Yes ; and the Shogun too became my foe.

Ami drove me hence to exile. 13ut you see

Now, that I spoke the Truth : the stroke of Heaven

Has fall ii with pestilence upon the land :

Who amongst you that mourns not for his dead,

Snatched from him prematurely by the plague

That spares nor lowly hut nor royal halls ?

And has there not been fear throughout the land

Of tierce invasion by the Mogul hordes ?

Do not your hearts now fail you ? Do ye ask,

Why this distress this fear, this pestilence ?

Look at yourselves, your sins, your heresies !

They are the cause of all your present woes :

Therefore be guided ere it be too late.

Denounce these wicked teachers and their ways.

Weary the Shogun with your boisterous plaints,

Till Truth prevail and it be deemed a crime

To offer up a prayer to Amida,

Or meditate on nothing or repeat

The silly sounds of mystic Sanskrit words,

Sa\v only siu-h ;is from the HokekyO
I and I only can expound to

you.&quot;

So day bv duy before the palace walls

Our Nichiren provoked them with his talk,

Lashing their errors with his scathing tongue ;

And day by day the people s murmurs grew

Louder and stronger, and the nctive foes

Of Nichiren besought the Shogun s self

Once nml for all to stay Jhe preacher s tongue.

Lest his tierce eloquence disturb the state.
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So from the palace went the officers

With swords and staves and dragged him from his post,

Right in the fervid midst of his harangues,

And led him forth to die upon the sands

By virtue of the mandate of their lord.

There where the solitary sand hills stretch

Towards Enoshima and the jutting crag

Of Koshigoye, the sad cavalcade

Stopped and the prisoner, kneeling on a mat,

Prepared himself to meet a martyr s death.

Thrice, as he knelt upon the mat and prayed,

With rosary in hand, and face up-turned,
&quot; Hail to the Scriptures of the Lotus Law,

&quot;

He gave the signal to the officer

Who stood with sword drawn for the deadly stroke.

Thrice did the doughty executioner

Upraise the flashing blade as though to strike.

And, thrice the lightning from the angry sky

Descending stayed the uplifted stroke of death,

And all men stood and wondered ! and he rose

Acquitted by the open doom of Heaven,

As one on whom the hand of death had lost

Its power one brought back from death to life.

Henceforth, unlet, he went upon his way,

And, with a power from another world,

Preached to tlit- people from his holy book,

And taught the One True Path of Buddha s Law,

CONCLUSION.

A quiet tomb amidst the pine- clad hills

Of Ikegami, looking o er the sea

Towards the mountains of that eastern land

Where Nichiren was bred, and where he preached

His first great sermon on the Lotus Law.

And near the tomb a pair of temples stand
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Embowered iu sombre pines, and worshippers

Oiler unceasing prayers, and iioisy drams,

J&amp;gt;y day and night proclaim the lioly Law,

That came to bring a sword throughout the land ;

Autl peaceful pigeons flutter on the roofs

And build their nests beneath the mighty eaves,

Fittest inhabitants of sacred spots.

Of these twin Temples, one is plain and bare,

And on its unused floor are piled up

Ih iiches, and boards, and timbers, broken
lamp.&quot;

And boxes full of mouldering properties

lli^ht up to Shaka s lotus pedestal ;

The other richly carved, with ornaments

Of gold and tinsel, costly lamps and seats,

And richly lacquered altars, upon which

There lie the sacrificial cakes of dough,

Perpetual offerings, and incense smoke

Sends up a ceaseless fragrance with the prayers

Of many worshippers, who bow before

The great red idol of Saint Nichireii !

Thus he who grieved because Lord Amida

I&amp;gt;rove Shaka from his lotus pedestal,

I surps himself the self-same upstart place.

And Shaka yields to greater Nichireii

The chief seat in the Temple and the heart !

So that great spendthrift son, Posterity,

Reverses all the labours of a life,

And builds a costly sepulchre to hold

The bones of him whose works it follows not !

So pence be to thy soul, good Nichireii,

And in that Unseen World, \\here thou art now,

Mny Bt thou behold the Christ thou kncw st not hen

And so approach the highest realm of Truth,
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The knowledge of the Father and the Son,

Wherein consists alone eternal life.

And.thon, oh Christ, fulfil thy perfect work,

Build up thy Church with every gift and grace,

To show to men the wisdom manifold

That dwells in God take to thyself once more

Thy Kingdom upon earth, and reign a king.
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